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Abstract

Background: Rates of mental health problems among youth are high and rising, whereas treatment seeking in this population remains low. Technology-delivered interventions (TDIs) appear to be promising avenues for broadening the reach of evidence-based interventions for youth well-being. However, to date, meta-analytic reviews on youth samples have primarily been limited to computer and internet interventions, whereas meta-analytic evidence on mobile TDIs (mTDIs), largely comprising mobile apps for smartphones and tablets, have primarily focused on adult samples.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of mTDIs for a broad range of well-being outcomes in unselected, at-risk, and clinical samples of youth.

Methods: The systematic review used 5 major search strategies to identify 80 studies evaluating 83 wellness- and mental health-focused mTDIs for 19,748 youth (mean age 2.93-26.25 years). We conducted a 3-level meta-analysis on the full sample and a subsample of the 38 highest-quality studies.

Results: Analyses demonstrated significant benefits of mTDIs for youth both at posttest (g=0.27) and follow-up (range 1.21-43.14 weeks; g=0.26) for a variety of psychosocial outcomes, including general well-being and distress, symptoms of diverse psychological disorders, psychosocial strategies and skills, and health-related symptoms and behaviors. Effects were significantly moderated by the type of comparison group (strongest for no intervention, followed by inert placebo or information-only, and only marginal for clinical comparison) but only among the higher-quality studies. With respect to youth characteristics, neither gender nor pre-existing mental health risk level (not selected for risk, at-risk, or clinical) moderated effect sizes; however, effects increased with the age of youth in the higher-quality studies. In terms of intervention features, mTDIs in these research studies were effective regardless of whether they included various technological features (eg, tailoring, social elements, or gamification) or support features (eg, orientation, reminders, or coaching), although the use of mTDIs in a research context likely differs in important ways from their use when taken up through self-motivation, parent direction, peer suggestion, or clinician referral. Only mTDIs with a clear prescription for frequent use (ie, at least once per week) showed significant effects, although this effect was evident only in the higher-quality subsample. Moderation analyses did not detect statistically significant differences in effect sizes based on the prescribed duration of mTDI use (weeks or sessions), and reporting issues in primary studies limited the analysis of completed duration, thereby calling for improved methodology, assessment, and reporting to clarify true effects.

Conclusions: Overall, this study’s findings demonstrate that youth can experience broad and durable benefits of mTDIs, delivered in a variety of ways, and suggest directions for future research and development of mTDIs for youth, particularly in more naturalistic and ecologically valid settings.
Introduction

Youth Mental Health Needs

Rates of mental health problems among youth, including children, adolescents, and young adults, are alarmingly high and appear to have risen in recent decades [1,2]. Rates of impulse control disorders (e.g., attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and conduct disorder) and some anxiety disorders begin rising as early as the age of 4 years, with sharp increases in the prevalence of anxiety, mood, and substance use disorders across adolescence and young adulthood [3]. Indeed, nationally representative samples of adolescents and young adults show that >40% of youth in this age range experience psychological disorders in a given year and lifetime prevalence rates are estimated to approach 60% [4,5]. Beyond diagnosable mental disorders, many youths struggle with a diverse array of subclinical emotional, behavioral, interpersonal, and academic challenges [6-10].

Despite the high prevalence of youth facing mental health problems, only one-third to one-half of those in need receive mental health treatment [11-14], and treatment rates are even lower among low-income youth [15] and those with marginalized racial and ethnic identities [13,16,17]. This treatment gap is also evident among college students [11], which is notable given that these youth often have convenient access on campus to no- or low-cost mental health services [18,19].

Youth and families face several barriers to receiving mental health services [20-24]. Many lack knowledge and awareness of common mental health problems and may assume that certain behavioral or emotional issues are simply temporary phases or difficulties they can address on their own. These types of assumptions may be compounded by the stigma about mental illness and psychological services within the youth’s family, culture, or broader community [25,26]. Many youths and caregivers also lack knowledge of available evidence-based treatments for mental health problems. Furthermore, several structural barriers severely limit the access of many youths and families to culturally sensitive, effective mental health care. Low-cost, evidence-based treatments for youth mental health problems are not available in many underserved communities across the world, including low-income rural and urban areas and countries with limited health care infrastructure. Even when such treatments are available, families may lack the time or resources needed to travel and take advantage of these treatments [27-30].

Technology’s Role in Youth Mental Health

Although efforts should continue to address the barriers that prevent formal services by qualified mental health professionals, it is also important to consider alternative ways of fulfilling the unmet mental health needs among youth. Mobile technology–delivered interventions (mTDIs), including mental health content delivered via mobile phones, tablets, and wearable smart devices (e.g., watches, glasses, and virtual reality [VR] headsets), are potential ways of meeting this need. As of 2018, youth smartphone ownership and use were remarkably high, with 95% of teenagers having access to smartphones [31]. In 2016, the average age of first owning a smartphone was 10 years in the United States [32], and younger children commonly have access to smart devices through parents, siblings, or schools that provide tablets and other mobile devices to students. These mobile devices may be overlooked conduits for mental health information. Indeed, a recent survey of teenagers and young adults [33] reported that among those with moderate to severe depressive symptoms, 90% had searched the internet for information about mental health, and 38% used a mental health app. Parents also often use the internet for resources on health-related issues among their young children [34].

Technology can offer easy ways of connecting with mental health resources, such as mood-enhancing and skill-building apps purported to improve mental health. The ubiquitous, self-guided nature of such technology-delivered tools makes them appealing alternatives for those who are limited by access to, or trust in, formal mental health services [35]. Key themes in a recent review of research on internet-based help seeking for mental health difficulties among young people (aged up to 25 years) [36] showed that youth frequently engaged in technology-based (e.g., internet-based) help seeking late at night (when traditional in-person mental health services are typically not available) and that youth endorsed several specific benefits of seeking help this way, including anonymity and privacy; lower perceived stigma and judgment; accessibility, including in times of crisis; and connection to others with similar experiences, which can foster a sense of community and acceptance.

Technology-Delivered Interventions for Youth

Potential and Pitfalls

Although mTDIs have great potential to improve access to evidence-based mental health content, it is important to carefully evaluate their effects when it comes to mental health care, especially for youth. In contrast to computer- and internet-based technology-delivered interventions (TDIs), which are typically developed by clinicians and researchers to incorporate comprehensive and evidence-based treatment methods that parallel professional psychotherapy, mobile TDIs often lack such comprehensive, evidence-based principles while also introducing privacy and safety concerns [37]. The rapidly developing and competitive mobile app marketplace also poses some challenges in connecting evidence-based mental health practices with marketable and engaging mobile technology. Commercially available apps are typically designed by technology companies outside of the health care industry [38,39] with the aim of being engaging and attractive, thereby
prioritizing appealing features such as design and gamification over evidence-based clinical techniques [40,41]. In contrast, research-developed apps prioritize evidence-based content and rigorous trials, which slows widespread availability as it can take 2 decades from conceptualization to public dissemination [37,42], leaving a gap between research-tested and commercially available mTDIs. Indeed, recent reviews of the content of >10,000 purported mental health apps in the commercial marketplace have noted that a vast majority have not gone through rigorous intervention development and testing [43] and are lacking or inconsistent with evidence-based psychotherapy principles [44], including apps specifically targeting youth mental health [40,45]. Although research trials have demonstrated promising findings for some mTDIs, the heterogeneity and poor quality of certain mTDIs and studies have led to inconclusive evidence across outcomes [46], which makes the role of these interventions in mental health services less clear [47]. Finally, mental health technologies generally have low rates of engagement and adherence [35,43,48-50]. Thus, a key question for this emerging area of research is how mTDIs can best be designed, prescribed, and implemented to harness their benefits for youth.

Areas for Further Research

Previous reviews of TDIs, a broader category that goes beyond mobile interventions, have demonstrated the benefits of computer- and internet-based interventions, most commonly cognitive behavioral interventions, and most commonly examining the outcomes of depression, anxiety, and stress [51-58]. Similar to findings in adult populations, computer- and internet-based TDIs in youth samples have shown benefits, mostly in reducing internalizing symptoms, behavioral concerns, and eating disorders [51,52,54-60]. The literature on the efficacy of mobile TDIs, or mTDIs, is growing, with multiple meta-analytic reviews indicating positive impacts on a range of psychological outcomes in adults [42,53,61-63]. The emerging meta-analytic literature on mTDIs for youth is encouraging but limited, including generally favorable results across (1) reviews blending a few trials of mTDIs together with mostly nonmobile TDIs in youth [52,64,65]; (2) a review combining 4 trials of mTDIs in children and adolescents with 21 trials of mTDIs in adults (mean age up to 59 years) [66]; (3) a recent meta-analysis of 12 youth trials, both with or without comparison groups, of smartphone apps exclusively on internalizing disorders [67]; and (4) another recent meta-analysis of 11 randomized controlled trials of smartphone apps for depression, anxiety, and stress in youth (aged 10-35 years) [68]. Although these initial findings are encouraging, a fitting next step for this emerging area of research is to meta-analytically review TDIs that are exclusively mobile in youth samples while including a broad array of youth clinical presentations and outcomes. Moreover, given the diverse designs of mTDIs for distinct youth characteristics and presenting problems, exploring the moderating influence of the interventions’ mobile technologies, theoretical orientations, technological and support features, and varying dosages would advance our ability to harness the full potential of mTDIs in improving youth well-being.

The Current Meta-analysis: Goals and Hypotheses

The current 3-level meta-analysis evaluated the impact of wellness- and mental health-focused mTDIs (including smartphones and tablets, other types of mobile phones, and other handheld and wearable devices, including mobile VR) for youth, broadly defined as children, adolescents, and intentional (eg, university student) young adult samples or those with a mean age of ≤26 years. Improving upon some limitations of previous reviews, we included published and unpublished reports, only included controlled (either randomized or quasi-experimental) designs, and evaluated a broad range of participant clinical presentations (eg, unselected, at-risk, or clinical samples), intervention theoretical orientations, and outcomes. Drawing on evidence from prior reviews, we predicted that these mTDIs would yield significant benefits at postintervention on diverse indicators of youth well-being relative to comparison conditions. In addition, we examined the role of several potential moderators of intervention impact within the categories of methodological, youth, and intervention characteristics.

Methodological Characteristics

Timing of Outcomes

Prior reviews note that there are a limited number of studies assessing the long-term effects of TDIs [51,54] and mTDIs [68] on youth. The reviews that compare the effects at postintervention versus later follow-up periods have been mixed, with some finding that effects are stable into follow-up periods (eg, parenting TDIs [59]) and others finding that some or all effects diminish over time (eg, adult mTDIs [69] and parenting TDIs [70]). Given that youth might have added challenges in implementing long-term gains [57], we tentatively predicted that the timing of the outcome assessment (posttest vs follow-up) would moderate the strength of the mTDIs’ effects such that the effects of mTDIs would wane over time.

Outcome Type

Prior reviews have established the benefits of mTDIs in reducing depression, anxiety, and stress, mostly in adults [42,62,69], with emerging evidence in youth [67,68]. In addition, mTDIs have been shown to be effective in improving life satisfaction, quality of life, and psychological well-being [69]. To broadly evaluate the potential impact of mTDIs on youth, we examined a broad range of youth outcomes, including those that have not yet been examined in prior reviews. Therefore, we expected mTDIs to have a beneficial impact on depression, anxiety, stress, and well-being, and explored whether mTDIs would also have beneficial effects on other outcome types, such as psychosocial strategies and skills, interpersonal relationship factors, academic functioning, health-related behaviors, or knowledge.

Comparison Group Type

Reviews of TDIs and mTDIs have generally found that effects are largest when they are compared with no-intervention or wait-list groups and smaller when compared with groups that are more active and clinically potent [42,52,58,60,62,69-71]. Thus, we predicted that the comparison group type would moderate the effects of mTDIs. Specifically, we expected that mTDIs would demonstrate the strongest benefits compared with
no intervention (eg, wait-list), followed by inert interventions (including information-only and attentional or placebo controls), and demonstrate noninferiority compared with clinical comparisons, including usual clinical care and established clinical interventions.

### Youth Characteristics

#### Age

Several previous reviews of TDIs in youth have demonstrated that older participants experience a greater reduction in symptoms than their younger counterparts [51,55,65,72]; however, others have found no effect of age [57,59], and preliminary evidence on a small sample of mTDIs in adolescents and young adults also failed to find an effect of age [68]. In an exploratory fashion, we examined whether age moderates the effects of mTDIs.

#### Gender

The few reviews on the mental health benefits of smartphone apps that explored the role of participants' gender have revealed nonsignificant effects in adult [42] and youth [59] samples. Nevertheless, given the differences in the rates of various mental health problems as a function of gender across development [73,74], we tested the effects of gender in an exploratory fashion.

#### Risk Level

Some prior reviews of mTDIs with adult samples have indicated that higher pretreatment severity (ie, clinical diagnosis or elevated mental health symptoms) is related to a greater reduction in symptoms and, therefore, produces a larger effect size (ES) [60,63]. In contrast, Pennant et al [54] found greater effects of computerized therapies for youth with subclinical symptoms versus a clinical diagnosis of anxiety; however, this effect was not found for depression. Two more recent reviews suggest inconclusive evidence regarding whether TDIs or mTDIs are more effective for youth who present with diagnoses or severe symptomatology [47,65]. Therefore, we examined participant risk level (ie, clinical diagnosis, elevated symptoms, and nonclinical sample) as an exploratory moderator.

### Intervention Characteristics

#### Type of Technology

A prior review on the impact of mTDIs on both youth and adults did not find significant differences in effects by type of technology (ie, smart mobile phones/tablets vs other types of mobile phones, PDAs, wearable devices, or VR headsets) but noted that smartphone apps produced (nonsignificantly) larger ESs than both PDA and SMS text messaging interventions [66]. Given the limited information, we tested the impact of technology type as an exploratory moderator.

#### Guiding Theoretical Framework

Cognitive behavioral–based and mindfulness- or acceptance-based theoretical frameworks would produce significant effects and examined the impact of additional theoretical orientations (eg, motivational or positive psychology) in a more exploratory fashion.

### Technological and Support Features

Prior reviews have suggested that specific features of mTDIs, such as tailoring (ie, content shifting based on responses), gamification, and automatic reminders, may increase engagement and yield more robust effects [53,75]; however, much of this research has been conducted with adult samples. Therefore, we explored the potential moderating impact of various technological features such as personalization, tailoring, gamification, and social elements (eg, peer mentoring).

Research also points to the possibility that support from a human or virtual (“bot”) professional, who can provide guidance, coaching, accountability, and, in some cases, supervised skills practice, may lead to increased adherence to mTDIs [47,76,77]. Indeed, several reviews have indicated that self-guided interventions are generally more effective with some access to human support or guidance, in part because of increased engagement and adherence [53,78,79]. Similarly, research on psychotherapy and other in-person youth interventions have highlighted the benefits of supervised practice in contributing to youths’ psychological skill development, especially when delivered over multiple sessions [79-84]. Nevertheless, the overall evidence on human support for mTDI use is mixed, with a handful of reviews not finding added benefits for interventions incorporating human support as compared with those that do not [42,54,55,85]. Thus, we explored the potential impact of human or bot support elements, such as coaching, supportive accountability, and supervised skills practice.

### Dosage: Frequency and Duration

Previous studies have rarely investigated the dose-response relationship between TDI use and outcomes, and those that have done so tend to yield mixed results [47,51,54]. Some reviews have found that higher dosages, or longer durations, predicted a greater reduction in symptoms with particular outcomes (eg, problem behavior or depression) [59,86]. However, other studies were unable to establish such a relationship [57,85]. Therefore, we explored whether the prescribed or completed frequency (eg, weekly) or duration (eg, minutes, sessions, or weeks) of the intervention moderated the benefits of mTDIs.

### Methods

#### Search Strategy and Study Selection

We used 5 systematic search strategies to assemble an unbiased, representative sample of published and unpublished controlled trials. First, we conducted searches for reports appearing through March 2021 in 5 academic databases: PsycINFO, ERIC, ProQuest Digital Dissertations, MEDLINE (Web of Science), and PubMed. We used a combination of several groups of search terms to find studies meeting our criteria for (1) participants (eg, child*, adolescent*, teen, youth, young adult, university student), (2) interventions (eg, mental health, psychological intervention, cognitive behavioral, mindfulness), (3) mental health (eg, depress*, anxiety*, well-being), (4) technology (eg,
smartphone app*, mobile app*, tablet-based), and (5) research design (eg, RCT, controlled trial, clinical trial, quasi, comparison group, PRISMA). Second, we also inspected the reference lists of each study meeting our criteria and of relevant previous reviews. Third, we hand-searched the contents of 16 selected journals most likely to publish studies on mobile mental health interventions involving youth. Fourth, we hand-searched the contents of proceedings for the 7 relevant academic conferences. Finally, we contacted authors of prior reviews, reports, and conference proceedings relevant to our sample to inquire about additional published or unpublished evaluations of fitting trials. Further details on these search strategies are provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

To be included in our final sample, the studies had to meet six criteria: (1) examine an automated psychological or behavioral intervention, either selecting participants based on a diagnosis or risk factor or targeting an unselected sample to promote mental health and wellness; (2) deliver the intervention primarily via mobile (handheld or wearable) technology, including pre–cellular technology handheld computers (eg, palm pilot and PDA), mobile cellular phones or tablets (eg, iPad and iPod touch)—using SMS text messaging, instant messaging, or more current mobile mental health apps—and wearable devices (eg, smart watch, smart glasses, VR headsets that are fully self-contained or linked with a mental health app on a smartphone or tablet device that is portable and able to be used in the participant’s home); (3) contain at least one quantitatively assessed mental or behavioral health outcome measure (described in the following sections) for which ESs could be calculated; (4) target youth, broadly defined as children, adolescents, and intentional (eg, university student) young adult samples or those with a mean age ≤26 years (including interventions delivered to parents that targeted youth outcomes); (5) include a comparison group with at least 10 participants assigned to each condition; and (6) be reported in English, Spanish, Dutch, or German.

We excluded interventions with a primary focus on academics or physical health (eg, nutrition, weight loss, or diabetes management) but included studies that focused on psychobehavioral health such as smoking cessation, insomnia, and disordered eating. We did not include interventions delivered through audio or video tapes or videodiscs, a local computer program, or a website only. In addition, we did not include mobile interventions that were primarily reliant on human support (eg, therapists sending messages). Finally, we excluded interventions comprising solely medication reminders.

Figure 1 shows a PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram of sample searching, selection, and inclusion. The aforementioned search procedures identified 7487 potentially relevant reports, including 2353 (31.43%) duplicates that were removed. An additional 51.44% (3851/7487) of reports were eliminated as they did not meet our inclusion criteria. Among the 1283 eligible reports, some contained variants of the same intervention (eg, 2 interventions with the same active component but varying lengths), and we only included the intervention that was more comprehensive (ie, contained more elements or was longer in duration) or completely technology-based. However, if conceptually distinct interventions (eg, 2 different apps using different techniques) were evaluated in the same report, each intervention was coded separately. Data from multiple reports on the same sample and intervention were combined into a single report, reducing 16 overlapping reports to a sample size of 6.

In cases where means and SDs were not included in the original reports or effects could not be calculated because of insufficient data, we attempted to contact study authors to secure missing data. On the basis of a lack of author response, we excluded 16 studies for which no ESs could be calculated for any relevant outcome measure. This screening process led to a final sample of 83 interventions reported in 80 studies between 2005 and 2021.
Study Coding (Data Extraction)

**Methodological Characteristics**
For each report, we coded the year of the report, publication status, country in which the intervention took place, type of experimental design and comparison group, sample size, outcome types, and additional codes described in the following sections.

**Timing of Outcomes**
We coded the number of weeks between pre- and postintervention outcome assessments and between postintervention and each follow-up assessment period.

**Outcome Type**
We coded a broad array of outcomes to capture the various psychosocial and related aspects of functioning that might be affected by mTDIs. The relevant outcomes assessed in our sample of studies were classified into 14 possible categories, some of which were conceptually nested under higher-order categories, as noted in Textbox 1.
Textbox 1. Outcome types coded.

- General psychological well-being or distress included 2 subcategories:
  - **Stress** (eg, perceived and physiological indices of stress)
  - **General or global psychological distress** and well-being (eg, distress, positive and negative affect, mood states, quality of life, happiness, or life satisfaction)

- Psychosocial strategies or skills included 2 subcategories:
  - **Social-cognitive strategies or styles** (eg, different types of affective, cognitive, and social skills related to effective coping strategies, help-seeking behaviors, or mindfulness practices; overcoming dysfunctional beliefs, rumination, or hostility; resilience; or emotional self-awareness and regulation)
  - **Self-perceptions** (eg, self-esteem or self-efficacy)

- Internalizing symptoms included 2 subcategories:
  - **Depression**
  - **Anxiety**

- Other (noninternalizing) mental health problems (eg, autism, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, or eating disorders)

- **Health and health behavior** (eg, substance use, sleep, physical activity, pain, or eating behaviors)

- **Interpersonal relationships** (eg, conflict, perceived social support, belongingness, loneliness, or social skills)

- **Academics** (eg, academic performance or adjustment)

- **Psychology or health-related knowledge** (eg, knowledge about topics such as substance use norms and consequences or sleep hygiene)

- **Psychosocial outcomes in someone other than the target youth** (eg, parent stress, warmth, use of punishment)

- **Other** (eg, perceptions of productivity, stigma, or close friend’s smoking behavior)

- **Intervention (ie, app) ratings** (eg, intervention feasibility and social validity, acceptability of the mobile technology–delivered intervention (mTDI), and its uptake or use)

Comparison Group Type

Studies were coded as having 1 of 3 different comparison groups. The majority of studies included a no-intervention (eg, wait-list control) condition in which the comparison group only completed assessment procedures. Some studies compared the intervention of interest with an inert comparison group, whether information-only (eg, pamphlets or website links to general health-related information), attention-placebo (eg, passive SMS text messages), or minimal treatment-as-usual (eg, standard protocol before a medical procedure) conditions that did not contain the therapeutic elements of the evaluated intervention. These comparison groups generally attempted to control for nonspecific factors such as attention or social interaction. Finally, some studies included a clinical comparison group, whether a usual clinical care comparison or some other established (validated or otherwise intended to be beneficial) intervention. In some studies with a clinical comparison group, both the mTDI and comparison groups received a similar base intervention (eg, counseling vs counseling+app) and thus tested the added or incremental benefit of the mTDI of interest.

Youth Characteristics

Age, Gender, Race, and Ethnicity

When the information was available, studies were coded for the sample age (mean, SD, and range), gender, race, and ethnicity.

Risk Level and Type

We coded whether researchers selected participants based on particular symptoms or risk factors into the following categories: (1) psychological clinical sample (ie, symptoms indicative of a Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders diagnosis) [87,88], (2) psychological or mental health at-risk sample (ie, subclinical symptoms of psychopathology), (3) nonmental health risk (ie, medical risk, diagnosis, or procedure), and (4) general (unselected) community sample not selected for any particular risk factor.

Intervention Characteristics

Type of Technology

We coded each intervention’s primary and secondary (if relevant) type of technology into one of the following categories: (1) smartphone or tablet (eg, iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch), (2) presmartphone mobile device (eg, presmart mobile phone, palm pilot, or PDA), (3) mobile VR (eg, headsets) or video game (ie, handheld), and (4) other wearable devices (eg, smart watch, biosensor or activity monitor, and smart glasses). VR headsets and other wearable devices were typically used in conjunction with smartphones or tablets. Finally, some interventions were also able to be accessed on a (5) computer as a secondary type of technology.

Guiding Theoretical Framework

Interventions were coded as having one of the following primary guiding theoretical frameworks: (1) cognitive behavioral, (2)
mindfulness- or acceptance-based (eg, mindfulness-based stress reduction, mindfulness-based cognitive therapy, acceptance and commitment therapy, or dialectical behavior therapy), (3) blended cognitive behavioral and mindfulness, (4) other or multiple (ie, positive psychology, interpersonal, motivational or stages of change, and transtheoretical), or (5) atheoretical or not specified. When mTDIs were available in the commercial market, they were consulted directly to supplement the information obtained from the research reports.

**Technological and Support Features**

We coded whether the intervention included personalization (ie, the ability to alter the app environment through features such as personal preferences; personal dashboards; or use of photos, music, or contacts), tailoring (ie, the use of algorithms that alter intervention content based on contact sensing, prior responses, feedback, or other input), a social component (eg, forum or social media use or mentoring), or gamification (eg, rewards, badges, points, levels, or quests).

We also coded several intervention features designed to support participants in using the mTDI: (1) training or orientation for the participants about using the mTDI (eg, virtual training within the app or via email or video chat, in-person training, or a paper manual); (2) in-person element besides orientation or training (eg, simultaneous counseling); (3) reminders sent to encourage the use of the mTDI, either automatically through the app (eg, push or banner notifications) or outside of the app (eg, emails, texts, or calendar reminders); (4) human or bot (automatic) support (eg, supportive SMS text messages, phone calls, or personalized feedback) specifically around the mTDI; (5) targeted guidance indicative of supportive accountability, designed to increase adherence to an intervention via support and accountability from a trustworthy coach who assists with setting process-oriented expectations and goals [77]; and (6) targeted guidance in the form of supervised skills practice [79].

**Dosage: Frequency and Duration**

When the information was available, studies were coded for the intervention’s prescribed and completed (both objectively determined and self-reported) frequency and duration. Specifically, the frequency of use was coded as one of the following categories: at least 4 days per week or as much as feasible, 2 to 3 days per week, once per week, less than once per week, one-time session, and not stated or at user discretion. The intervention duration was coded in terms of minutes, weeks, and sessions. When data were available, we also calculated the percentage of the completed duration of the intervention by dividing the completed duration by the prescribed duration.

**Risk of Bias (Quality) Assessment**

For study quality, we followed the approach of an integrative study quality coding scheme [89] designed to draw upon the strengths of several previously validated quality indices, including the Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for assessing the risk of bias [90-92]. This coding scheme rates each study on 10 features: peer review and impact factor, experimental design, sample size, attrition, reliability of measures, validity of measures, adjustment for pretest differences, intent-to-treat analysis, reporting of sample characteristics, and involvement of study authors in mTDI development. Each feature is rated on a 4-point scale (from 0, indicating the lowest quality, to 3, indicating the highest quality). The 10 item scores are then summed, resulting in a score for which a score of 20 represents average or normal research practices.

**Reliability of Coding**

A team of 5 trained postbaccalaureate and graduate students assessed the studies for eligibility and inclusion in the meta-analysis and met weekly to review any questions for consensus. A team of 6 graduate students with advanced clinical and quantitative training then reviewed and coded eligible reports for descriptive features, moderators, quality indicators, and outcome data. The coders were supervised by 3 faculty members with expertise in clinical psychology, mTDIs, and meta-analytic procedures. After the iterative training phase, coders had ongoing opportunities for consensus checks through a consultation system and weekly faculty supervision. From a subsample of 18 to 31 studies (depending on the code) containing 44 interventions, 46 comparisons, and 108 ESs, any code that did not reach adequate reliability (ie, >0.80, 85% agreement, or 0.95 intraclass correlation coefficient, as fitting) [93,94] was reviewed by at least one other coder in the entire sample. Lead authors provided an additional review of randomly selected articles throughout the coding process. Any questions or discrepancies were resolved through discussions.

**Meta-analytic Strategy**

**ES Calculation**

Cohen d was calculated for each outcome to reflect the effect of mTDIs relative to the comparison condition, with positive ESs representing outcomes in which the intervention group outperformed the comparison group. If d values could not be obtained directly from primary studies, the formulas by Borenstein et al [95] and Lipsey and Wilson [96] were used to transform the reported statistical information into Cohen d. Whenever possible, d values were calculated using means and SDs, frequencies or proportions, odds ratios, or results from F or t tests. If a primary study did not report sufficient information to extract or calculate the ES, the study authors were contacted for additional information. When the only information available indicated that an ES was nonsignificant, we conservatively set that ES to zero, following Mullen [97]. This procedure was preferred above excluding primary studies from the review, as the latter would reduce the statistical power in the analyses. To correct for pretreatment differences, we adjusted the postintervention and follow-up effects for preintervention baseline outcome levels (using subtraction, similar to procedures in other meta-analyses) [89,98,99] when pretreatment data were available. Finally, before analysis, all ESs were converted to Hedges g to account for potential bias in small sample sizes.

**The 3-Level Meta-analytic Model**

Most primary studies included in this review reported on multiple intervention effects, typically because multiple outcomes were tested or multiple comparison conditions were part of the study design. The resulting dependency in ESs (ie, the fact that ESs extracted from the same study are more alike than the ESs extracted from different studies) violates the
assumption of independent ESs underlying traditional meta-analytic techniques [96].

Therefore, a 3-level random-effects model was used for all analyses [100-104]. In this 3-level model, 3 sources of variance were modeled: sampling variance of the observed ESs (ie, sampling variance; level 1), variance between ESs derived from the same study (ie, within-study variance; level 2), and variance in ESs derived from different studies (ie, between-study variance; level 3). The sampling variance at level 1 of the model is not estimated but considered known and calculated using the formula given by Cheung [101].

To determine whether testing select moderators would be informative, we first examined the ES heterogeneity by testing the significance of the within-study variance (level 2) and the between-study variance (level 3). We performed 2 one-sided log-likelihood ratio tests in which the deviance of the full model was compared with the deviance of the model without one of these variance parameters. If the within-study variance or the between-study variance were significant, we proceeded with the moderator analyses. The coded variables were only tested as moderators when (categories of) these variables were based on at least three studies or three ESs. In some cases, we consolidated categories with <3 studies or ESs into another (or the other) category.

Software and Parameters

We used the function rma.mv of the metafor package [105] in the R statistical environment (version 3.6.1; R Foundation for Statistical Computing) [106], following the setup and R syntax by Assink and Wibbelink [100], to model the 3 sources of ES variance [103,104]. The overall effect was estimated using an intercept-only model, and potential moderators were examined by adding these variables as covariates to the intercept-only model. The \( t \) distribution was used in testing individual regression coefficients of the models and for calculating the corresponding CIs [107]. When models were extended with categorical moderators comprising \( >3 \) categories, the omnibus test followed an \( F \) distribution. The restricted maximum likelihood estimation method was used to estimate the model parameters. Before conducting moderator analyses, continuous variables were centered on their means, and dichotomous dummy variables were created for categorical variables. The log-likelihood ratio tests were conducted as 1-tailed, whereas all other significance tests were conducted as 2-tailed. The significance level was set to 0.05 in all analyses, and 95% CIs were estimated.

Publication Bias

A problem that may arise in meta-analysis is the file drawer problem [108], in that studies with nonsignificant or negative results are less likely to be published than studies that produced significant and positive results. To reduce this problem, we attempted to be exhaustive in our search strategy to retrieve both published and unpublished primary studies. To further assess bias in our data set of ESs, 2 analyses were conducted. First, we performed the trim-and-fill analysis by Duval and Tweedie [109,110] to examine the symmetry of a funnel plot in which ESs were plotted against their SEs. In the case of publication bias, the plot is asymmetrical, as the ESs are missing to the left of the estimated mean. The trim-and-fill algorithm estimates these missing ESs using an iterative nonparametric method. After imputing these ESs, the symmetry of the plot is restored, and an adjusted overall effect can be estimated. We also examined bias by performing the Egger test, in which ESs are regressed on their SEs [111]. This was performed by adding the SE as a covariate to an intercept-only, 3-level meta-analytic model. In this model, a significant positive slope indicated the presence of publication bias.

Results

Study Sample and Descriptive Characteristics

Multimedia Appendix 2 [112-200] provides a table with details about each of the 80 studies eligible for this meta-analysis, 3 (4%) of which contained 2 eligible interventions and 10 (13%) that contained 2 eligible comparison groups, yielding 83 interventions, 93 comparisons, and a combined sample size of 19,748 youth. Of these 80 studies, 76 (95%) provided estimates of 484 postintervention ESs, and 29 (36%) studies provided estimates of 225 follow-up ESs.

Several aspects of the 80 included studies are worthy of comment. First, most (68/80, 85%) of the studies were published in peer-reviewed scientific journals, and the remainder were unpublished dissertations or in-preparation manuscripts that extended prior peer-reviewed work published as a pilot trial or presented at an academic conference. In addition, most of the studies were published within the past decade or so, with 96% (77/80) published since 2010 and 28% (22/80) since 2020. Of the 80 studies, 33 (41%) were conducted in the United States, with 36 (45%) reports from the broader North American continent, 23 (29%) from Europe, 11 (14%) from Australia, 9 (11%) from Asia or the Middle East, and 1 (1%) from South America.

In terms of participants, across the 93% (74/80) of studies reporting relevant demographic information (and among the 67/80, 84% of studies reporting SD), the average age ranged from 2.93 to 26.25 (weighted mean 15.92; SD 2.86) years, and on average, 63.83% of study samples were female (but notably, most studies did not report on, or likely assess, gender other than female or male). Only 38% (30/80) of studies provided a full breakdown of participant race and ethnicity, and 23% (18/80) provided no information on these demographics at all. Furthermore, 63% (50/80) of studies selected participants based on one or more risk factors versus recruiting a general community sample. The most common risk factor used for participant recruitment and screening was subclinical psychological risk (eg, substance use or elevated depression; 30/80, 38% of studies), followed by some nonmental health risk (12/80, 15% of studies; in all cases within this sample, this was a medical diagnosis such as spina bifida or obesity or a medical procedure such as surgery or dental work), and, finally, participants with a clinical psychological or psychiatric diagnosis (eg, anxiety or autism; 8/80, 10% of studies).

In terms of the 83 interventions, 74 (89%) used smartphones or tablets (1 used an iPod touch); 4 (5%) used presmartphone...
mobile devices (all phones, including Motorola A925, Sony Ericsson, and Vodafone); 4 (5%) used VR headsets, either freestanding or in conjunction with a mobile phone app; and 1 (1%) used a handheld video game. Most (70/83, 84%) of the interventions took place in participants’ daily environments; however, several (13/83, 16%) took place in a medical setting (eg, to address anxiety or pain related to a medical procedure). The most prevalent guiding theoretical framework of the mTDIs was cognitive behavioral (36/83, 43% of the interventions), followed by other or transtheoretical frameworks (eg, positive psychology and motivational; 20/83, 24%), mindfulness- or acceptance-based (17/83, 20%), and a few atheoretical or unspecified frameworks (3/83, 4%). Furthermore, in nonexclusive categories, the interventions’ technological features included personalization (18/83, 22%), tailoring (36/83, 43%), a social component (10/83, 12%), and gamification (20/83, 24%). In terms of support features, of the 83 interventions, 30 (36%) included some sort of orientation or training (either virtual or in person), 12 (14%) contained self-help guidelines, 40 (48%) incorporated reminders to encourage the use of the intervention, and 22 (27%) included some form of human or bot support or guidance, with 20 (24%) containing supportive accountability and 9 (11%) containing supervised skills practice.

All (80/80, 100%) studies provided some information about the prescribed or completed dosage (or both) of their interventions, whether objectively pulled from the mTDI or self-reported by the participants; however, the specific details reported were variable. Of the 83 interventions, 13 (16%) were single-session interventions and the remainder were prescribed to range from 4 to 2505 sessions (weighted mean 89.86, SD 374.29; \( k \)=42 studies reporting on 44 interventions) across a time span of 2 days to 43.45 weeks (weighted mean 7.48, SD 7.46; \( k \)=65 studies reporting on 68 interventions). Of these 70 interventions (contained in 67 studies), 43 (61%) were prescribed for daily use, 9 (13%) for 2 to 3 days per week, 7 (10%) for once a week, and the remaining 11 (16%) were either prescribed to be used as needed or at the user’s discretion or not stated in the report. In terms of duration of use, the prescribed minutes of use for interventions ranged from 5 to 3650 minutes (mean 345.25, SD 789.95; \( k \)=32 studies reporting on 32 interventions). Notably, only 47 out of 80 (59%) studies provided some sort of objective information about how much participants actually engaged in the intervention (eg, number of sessions, minutes, or weeks). Using all available information, we calculated the intervention completion percentage and found the average to be 85.05% of the researchers’ prescribed sessions (\( k \)=29 studies reporting on 30 interventions), 87.19% of the prescribed intervention minutes (\( k \)=13 studies reporting on 13 interventions), and 86.7% of the prescribed intervention weeks (\( k \)=37 studies reporting on 43 interventions).

Studies assessed a variety of psychosocial outcomes, which we originally coded in 14 categories (see the Methods section) and then consolidated into 6 categories because of conceptually similar content or small numbers of studies or effects (see the final list of consolidated categories in the note below Multimedia Appendix 2).

Notably, 25% (20/80) of studies also provided information about the intervention group’s ratings on measures of the intervention’s social validity (eg, user satisfaction, perceived usefulness, quality, usability, or acceptability). As these data were generally only available at the posttest time points and for intervention but not comparison groups, we do not report ESs on these types of outcomes. However, to analyze trends in diverse measures of mTDI social validity across all studies with such data available, we standardized all available Likert scale ratings for these constructs onto a single scale, with 0 representing the lowest and 100 the highest possible rating of social validity. On this standardized scale, the average rating (weighted by included sample size) for self-report scores of the mTDIs’ social validity was 58.24 and ranged quite widely across studies (30.20-100).

There was variability in the types of comparison groups as well. Slightly less than half (37/80, 46%) of the comparisons involved groups such as wait-lists that contained no active intervention, whereas the remainder of the comparisons involved either passive information-only or placebo groups (28/80, 35%) or, less commonly, clinical comparisons that were intended to have therapeutic benefits (15/80, 19%). For the studies (43/80, 54%) that used an active (inert or clinical) comparison, the modality of the comparison group was distributed fairly evenly across in-person (20/43, 47%) and other technology-based interventions (18/43, 42%), with just a few (5/43, 12%) having some other modality (ie, blended interventions containing both technology and in-person elements or paper-and-pencil materials).

### Average Effect of mTDIs

The average ES across all possible comparisons within the 80 studies (yielding 709 ESs across posttest and follow-up assessments) was \( g \)=0.27 (\( P \)<.001; 95% CI 0.20-0.33). There was significant heterogeneity across studies (\( \sigma^2 \) level 3=0.06; \( P \)<.001; 51.76% of the variance among ESs), as well as between ESs extracted from the same study (\( \sigma^2 \) level 2=0.03; \( P \)<.001; 27.50% of the variance among ESs). Random sampling error accounted for 20.74% of the variance. To explore the substantial variability between and within studies, a number of moderators were considered. These analyses are described in the following 3 sections and detailed in Table 1.
Table 1. Moderators of the effectiveness of mobile technology–delivered interventions for youth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>$k^b$</th>
<th>Effect sizes, $n$</th>
<th>$B_0$ (intercept), g (95% CI)</th>
<th>$B_1$ (slope), g (95% CI)</th>
<th>$F$ (df$_1$, df$_2$)</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodological characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study quality</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>0.25 (0.19 to 0.31)$^{***}$</td>
<td>-0.02 (−0.04 to −0.01)$^{**}$</td>
<td>7.03 (1, 707)</td>
<td>.01$c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timing of outcome</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest (RC$^{cd}$)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>0.27 (0.21 to 0.33)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A$^e$</td>
<td></td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>0.26 (0.19 to 0.34)$^{***}$</td>
<td>-0.01 (−0.06 to 0.05)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General psychological well-being or distress (RC)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0.28 (0.20 to 0.37)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internalizing (depression, anxiety)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0.30 (0.22 to 0.39)$^{***}$</td>
<td>0.02 (−0.06 to 0.10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (noninternalizing) mental health</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.21 (0.04 to 0.38)$^*$</td>
<td>-0.07 (−0.25 to 0.10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosocial strategies and skills</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.34 (0.25 to 0.42)$^{***}$</td>
<td>0.05 (−0.02 to 0.13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health (behavior; eg, substance use)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>0.24 (0.16 to 0.32)$^{***}$</td>
<td>-0.04 (−0.15 to 0.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (eg, knowledge or relationships)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.15 (0.04 to 0.25)$^{**}$</td>
<td>-0.14 (−0.25 to −0.03)$^{**}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparison group type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.17 (2, 706)</td>
<td>.84$c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No intervention (RC; eg, wait-list)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>0.28 (0.20 to 0.36)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inert (eg, placebo or information-only)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>0.26 (0.18 to 0.35)$^{***}$</td>
<td>-0.02 (−0.11 to 0.08)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical (eg, established intervention)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>0.24 (0.12 to 0.36)$^{***}$</td>
<td>-0.04 (−0.17 to 0.09)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (years)</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>0.26 (0.19 to 0.32)$^{***}$</td>
<td>0.003 (−0.01 to 0.01)</td>
<td>0.17 (1, 667)</td>
<td>.68$c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (percentage female)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>0.26 (0.20 to 0.33)$^{***}$</td>
<td>0.002 (−0.002 to 0.01)</td>
<td>1.06 (1, 697)</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk level and type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.15 (3, 705)</td>
<td>.02$c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General sample not selected for risk (RC)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>0.19 (0.09 to 0.29)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmental health (ie, medical) risks</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.52 (0.33 to 0.72)$^{***}$</td>
<td>0.33 (0.11 to 0.55)$^{**}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological or mental health at-risk sample</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>0.29 (0.19 to 0.39)$^{***}$</td>
<td>0.09 (−0.05 to 0.23)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological clinical sample (diagnosis)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.20 (0.01 to 0.39)$^*$</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.21 to 0.22)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intervention characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary type of technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.82 (2, 706)</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone or tablet (RC)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>0.25 (0.19 to 0.32)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presmartphone mobile device</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.37 (0.09 to 0.65)$^*$</td>
<td>0.11 (−0.18 to 0.40)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile VR$^f$ headset or handheld video game</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.41 (0.13 to 0.68)$^{**}$</td>
<td>0.15 (−0.13 to 0.44)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guiding theoretical framework</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.04 (4, 704)</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive or behavioral (RC)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>0.31 (0.21 to 0.40)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindfulness or acceptance</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>0.28 (0.15 to 0.42)$^{***}$</td>
<td>−0.02 (−0.19 to 0.15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td>$k^h$</td>
<td>Effect sizes, n</td>
<td>$B_0$ (intercept), $g$ (95% CI)</td>
<td>$B_1$ (slope), $g$ (95% CI)</td>
<td>$F$ (df1, df2)</td>
<td>$P$ value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive behavioral and mindfulness</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.35 (0.12 to 0.58)***</td>
<td>0.05 (–0.02 to 0.29)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other or multiple (eg, motivational)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>0.16 (0.04 to 0.29)**</td>
<td>–0.14 (–0.30 to 0.01)$^g$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A theoretical or not specified</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.41 (–0.04 to 0.85)$^g$</td>
<td>0.10 (–0.35 to 0.56)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intervention technological features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.37 (1, 706)</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent (RC)</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>0.28 (0.21 to 0.35)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>0.19 (0.07 to 0.32)$^{**}$</td>
<td>–0.09 (–0.23 to 0.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailoring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.84 (1, 706)</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent (RC)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>0.28 (0.20 to 0.37)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>0.23 (0.13 to 0.32)$^{***}$</td>
<td>–0.06 (–0.18 to 0.07)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social component</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.17 (1, 706)</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent (RC)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>0.26 (0.20 to 0.33)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.22 (0.05 to 0.40)$^*$</td>
<td>–0.04 (–0.23 to 0.15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.78 (1, 706)</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent (RC)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>0.24 (0.17 to 0.31)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>0.31 (0.18 to 0.44)$^{***}$</td>
<td>0.07 (–0.08 to 0.21)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intervention support features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation to or training on mTDI$^h$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09 (1, 678)</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent (RC)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>0.27 (0.19 to 0.35)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>0.25 (0.15 to 0.35)$^{***}$</td>
<td>–0.02 (–0.15 to 0.11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other in-person element</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.004 (1, 707)</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent (RC)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>0.27 (0.20 to 0.33)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.27 (0.11 to 0.43)$^{***}$</td>
<td>0.006 (–0.16 to 0.17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.91 (1, 696)</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent (RC)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>0.31 (0.21 to 0.40)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>0.22 (0.13 to 0.30)$^{***}$</td>
<td>–0.09 (–0.22 to 0.04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance, coaching, and feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.24 (1, 707)</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent (RC)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>0.28 (0.20 to 0.35)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>0.24 (0.12 to 0.36)$^{***}$</td>
<td>–0.04 (–0.18 to 0.11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive accountability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.14 (1, 707)</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent (RC)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>0.27 (0.20 to 0.35)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>0.25 (0.12 to 0.38)$^{***}$</td>
<td>–0.03 (–0.18 to 0.12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised skills practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.62 (1, 707)</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absent (RC)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>0.26 (0.19 to 0.33)$^{***}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.34 (0.14 to 0.54)$^{***}$</td>
<td>0.08 (–0.13 to 0.30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dosage: prescribed frequency of use</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.39 (4, 704)</td>
<td>.002$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Overall study quality significantly moderated the overall effect of mTDIs in such a way that ESs decreased as the quality index increased (Table 1). The slope indicated that for every 1-point increase in quality index score, the effect decreased by 0.02. Given this moderation effect, we also ran all analyses with only higher-quality studies—that is, studies that achieved a total quality index >20, which denotes studies that, on average, surpassed benchmarks for average-quality research methods [89].

The right columns list the omnibus F test and P value for each moderation test. The middle columns list the intercept (B0), or mean effect size, and slope (B1), an estimated unstandardized regression coefficient, of the relevant Hedges g statistics, with CIs around each. Effects and slopes that differ significantly from 0 are denoted with asterisks in the intercept (B0) and slope (B1) columns, respectively. For categorical moderators, each intercept represents the mean effect of a category, whereas each slope represents the difference in the mean effect between the category and reference category. Depending on its sign, the slope of a continuous moderator represents an increase or decrease in the effect size with each unit increase in the variable.

The right columns list the omnibus F test and P value for each moderation test. The middle columns list the intercept (B0), or mean effect size, and slope (B1), an estimated unstandardized regression coefficient, of the relevant Hedges g statistics, with CIs around each. Effects and slopes that differ significantly from 0 are denoted with asterisks in the intercept (B0) and slope (B1) columns, respectively. For categorical moderators, each intercept represents the mean effect of a category, whereas each slope represents the difference in the mean effect between the category and reference category. Depending on its sign, the slope of a continuous moderator represents an increase or decrease in the effect size with each unit increase in the variable.

**Table 2** (full set of results available from authors upon request). The average ES across all possible comparisons within the 38 higher-quality studies (yielding 428 ESs across posttest and follow-up assessments) was g=0.40 (P<.001; 95% CI 0.33-0.46). A funnel plot analysis revealed that publication bias was unlikely, with no studies missing on the left side of the funnel plot (Figure 2). Indeed, the trim-and-fill algorithm suggested that, if anything, 78 ESs from 34 studies were missing at the right side of the funnel plot, suggesting a possible selection bias accounted for. An Egger regression test, which better models dependencies among ESs, revealed that SE was a significant and positive predictor of ESs (β=1.63, P<.001; 95% CI 1.07-2.23), which may indicate publication bias rather than selection bias.

**Differences in Effects of mTDIs Based on Methodological Characteristics**

**Study Quality and Publication Bias**

Table 1 (full set of results available from authors upon request). The average ES across all possible comparisons within the 38 higher-quality studies (yielding 428 ESs across posttest and follow-up assessments) was g=0.40 (P<.001; 95% CI 0.33-0.46). A funnel plot analysis revealed that publication bias was unlikely, with no studies missing on the left side of the funnel plot (Figure 2). Indeed, the trim-and-fill algorithm suggested that, if anything, 78 ESs from 34 studies were missing at the right side of the funnel plot, suggesting a possible selection bias accounted for. An Egger regression test, which better models dependencies among ESs, revealed that SE was a significant and positive predictor of ESs (β=1.63, P<.001; 95% CI 1.07-2.23), which may indicate publication bias rather than selection bias.
Table 2. Moderators of the effectiveness of mobile technology-delivered interventions for youth: higher-quality studies only\(^a\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>(k^b)</th>
<th>Effect sizes, (n)</th>
<th>(B_0) (intercept), (g) (95% CI)</th>
<th>(B_1) (slope), (g) (95% CI)</th>
<th>(F) test ((df_1, df_2))</th>
<th>(P) value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodological characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study quality</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>0.20 (0.11 to 0.29)**</td>
<td>0.0005 (−0.03 to 0.03)</td>
<td>0.001 (1, 426)</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparison group type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No intervention (RC(^c); eg, wait-list)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>0.26 (0.18 to 0.35)**</td>
<td>N/A(^d)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inert (eg, placebo or information-only)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>0.14 (0.05 to 0.23)**</td>
<td>−0.13 (−0.23 to −0.03)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical (eg, established intervention)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>0.12 (−0.01 to 0.26)e</td>
<td>−0.14 (−0.29 to 0.01)c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youth Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (years)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>0.19 (0.11 to 0.26)**</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.0002 to 0.03)(^e)</td>
<td>3.75 (1, 405)</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk level and type</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General sample not selected for risk (RC)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>0.13 (0.03 to 0.24)**</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmental health (ie, medical) risks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.11 (−0.50 to 0.72)</td>
<td>−0.03 (−0.64 to 0.59)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological or mental health at-risk sample</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>0.25 (0.15 to 0.36)**</td>
<td>0.12 (−0.03 to 0.27)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological clinical sample (diagnosis)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.31 (0.07 to 0.55)*</td>
<td>0.18 (−0.09 to 0.44)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intervention characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescribed frequency of use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As much as feasible; (\geq) 4 days per week (RC)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>0.23 (0.14 to 0.32)**</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some days, or more than once a week</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.22 (0.02 to 0.42)*</td>
<td>−0.01 (−0.22 to 0.21)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>About once a week</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.40 (0.15 to 0.66)**</td>
<td>0.18 (−0.09 to 0.44)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-time session</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.13 (−0.20 to 0.46)</td>
<td>−0.10 (−0.44 to 0.25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not stated, when needed, or at user discretion</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.03 (−0.14 to 0.20)</td>
<td>−0.20 (−0.39 to −0.01)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)This table presents moderation results for higher-quality studies (\(k=38\)) only in cases where the statistical significance of the moderation effect differs from the full-sample (\(k=80\)) results presented in Table 1. The right columns list the omnibus \(F\) test and \(P\) value for each moderation test. The middle columns list the intercept (\(B_0\)), or mean effect size, and slope (\(B_1\)), an estimated unstandardized regression coefficient, of the relevant Hedges \(g\) statistics, with CIs around each. Effects and slopes that differ significantly from 0 are denoted with asterisks in the intercept (\(B_0\)) and slope (\(B_1\)) columns, respectively. For categorical moderators, each intercept represents the mean effect of a category, whereas each slope represents the difference in the mean effect between the category and reference category. Depending on its sign, the slope of a continuous moderator represents an increase or decrease in the effect size with each unit increase in the variable.

\(^b\)Number of studies with relevant ES data for a given row. In cases of multiple interventions or comparisons, some studies were counted in multiple rows; thus, these numbers sometimes exceeded 38. Owing to missing data, some counts fell short of 38. Further details on what was included in different categories of the included moderators are provided in the Methods section.

\(^c\)RC: reference category.

\(^d\)N/A: not applicable (as the slope represents a comparison with the reference category).

\(^e\)\(P<.10\).

\(*P<.05\).

\(**P<.01\).

\(****P<.001\).
Timing of Outcome Assessment
There were no significant differences in ESs immediately after the intervention versus those at longer-term follow-up assessments (Table 1).

Outcome Type
The effectiveness of mTDIs varied as a function of the type of youth outcome that was targeted or assessed. The results in Table 1 indicate that there were statistically significant, positive effects of mTDIs on all of the coded outcome categories: general psychological distress or well-being, internalizing distress, noninternalizing mental health concerns, psychosocial strategies and skills, health-related outcomes, and other outcomes (see the Methods section). However, the other outcomes showed significantly lower ESs than the reference category, on average.

Comparison Group Type
Contrary to expectations, in the full sample, the comparison group type did not moderate ES, such that effects were not statistically different across studies using no-intervention (eg, wait-list) or inert (eg, placebo or information-only) comparison groups, as well as studies using clinical treatments as their comparison group (Table 1). However, among the higher-quality studies, the results were more in line with our hypotheses, in that studies using inert comparison groups produced lower ESs than studies using no-intervention control groups, and studies using a clinical comparison no longer showed statistically significant effects on youth outcomes (Table 2).

Differences in Effects of mTDIs Based on Youth Characteristics
The results showed that the mean age of the youth participants did not moderate the impact of the mTDIs (Table 1). Among the higher-quality studies, there was an effect right at the P=.05 threshold, such that the older the mean age of participants, the stronger the effect (Table 2). There were no differences in the study ESs as a function of the youth gender breakdown in the sample. Missing data on race and ethnicity limited our ability to analyze this variable as a moderator.

Youth level and type of risk significantly moderated intervention effects in the full sample (Table 1), such that samples with nonmental health (ie, medical) risks showed larger effects of mTDIs than general, unselected youth samples. However, in the subsample of higher-quality studies, this moderating effect was not found; in fact, the medical risk category dropped to one study and was no longer significantly different from zero (Table 2).

Differences in Effects of mTDIs Based on Intervention Characteristics

Primary Type of Technology
Moderation analysis did not detect statistically significant differences in the impact of mTDIs based on the primary type of technology: mTDIs were effective—and similar in their impact on youth outcomes—whether delivered on a smartphone or tablet, a presmartphone mobile device, or a mobile VR or handheld video game (Table 1).

Guiding Theoretical Framework
As hypothesized, both cognitive behavioral and mindfulness- or acceptance-based interventions (as well as interventions that blended these 2 orientations) had significant effects on youth outcomes. Interventions grounded in one or multiple other theoretical frameworks also yielded significant effects and did not appear to differ systematically in their effects from cognitive behavioral interventions. Those mTDIs that were atheoretical or did not specify a guiding theoretical framework did not significantly differ from zero in their impact on youth outcomes, and the CI around their intercept (mean effect) was quite wide, indicating considerable heterogeneity. Of note, these studies were rare (k=3), and all 3 studies were dropped from the analysis of higher-quality studies; however, the overall pattern of results remained the same.
Technological and Support Features

Exploratory analyses of the impact of intervention features and support failed to detect significant moderation of intervention effects based on the presence or absence of various technological features of the mTDI, including personalization, tailoring, social components, or gamification elements. Similarly, there were no differences in effects for mTDIs that integrated various support features, such as a training or orientation to the mTDI; some other in-person element; reminders to use the app; human or bot guidance, coaching, feedback in mTDI use; provision of supportive accountability; or supervised practice of skills taught by the mTDI. Although no significant differences were found between the absence and presence of any of these features and support types, it is notable that mTDIs both with and without each of these features had significant and positive mean effects (Table 1).

Dosage: Prescribed Frequency and Duration of Use

There was a significant moderation effect for the prescribed frequency of mTDI use (Table 1). All prescribed use frequencies, except for leaving use to user discretion (including unstated use prescriptions), had a statistically significant impact on youth outcomes. Those mTDIs that involved prescribed use about once per week or were a single session yielded higher ESs than the reference category, which involved prescriptions of more frequent mTDI use (ie, at least 4 days per week or as much as feasible). However, this effect was not retained in the sample of higher-quality studies: The 2 remaining studies that prescribed a one-time session no longer yielded ESs that differed from zero statistically, and the prescribed use frequency was no longer a significant moderator of ESs (Table 2).

Additional moderation analyses probing the number of prescribed weeks or sessions of mTDI use did not detect significant effects for the prescribed duration of the intervention, whether the number of intervention sessions or weeks (Table 1). Although we also intended to examine the moderating effect of completed dosage (frequency, weeks, and sessions), there were substantial missing data, precluding meaningful analysis of these moderators.

Discussion

Principal Findings and Comparisons With Prior Work

To our knowledge, this study represents the first review and meta-analysis of mTDIs for a wide variety of youth well-being outcomes, an area of research that has grown rapidly in the past decade. Rigorous searches of the published and unpublished literature in this area yielded 80 studies evaluating 83 mTDIs for youth. A 3-level meta-analysis revealed an overall Hedges g of 0.27 across all youth outcomes and follow-up assessments, indicating a small effect that is generally consistent with the observed impact of mTDIs in other meta-analyses [42,62,67-69]. This finding addresses a critical gap in the existing literature in that most previous meta-analyses have focused solely on the effects of mTDIs in adult populations [42,53,63], and the few studies focusing specifically on youth have aggregated across diverse types of mobile and nonmobile technologies [64,65] or limited their scope to a specific subset of youth disorders (eg, internalizing disorders [67]).

It is worth noting that our sample included many studies of mTDIs that were still relatively early in their development and were, therefore, primarily interested in evaluating the feasibility and acceptability of the technology, although they also included measures of more distal mental health outcomes that they ultimately aimed to influence. Therefore, our analyses may underestimate, to some extent, the impact that these mTDIs would have had in larger or longer efficacy trials more specifically designed to influence youth mental health outcomes. As this literature continues to mature, it will be important to focus the inclusion criteria more specifically on studies that measure the effects of mTDIs on more distal mental health outcomes as their primary focus.

Our publication bias analyses yielded conflicting findings that were difficult to interpret, given the lack of conventions for analyzing publication bias in 3-level models. However, it is worth noting that despite rigorous screening criteria for the methodology of included studies, our coding revealed significant variability in study quality, with less than half of the studies in our sample comprising effects that surpassed our defined standards for typical research practices [89]. Study quality appeared to significantly influence the observed ESs such that as the score for study quality increased, the ESs generally decreased. Only a few prior meta-analyses of TDIs have directly assessed the influence of study quality on ES and found no impact [57,201]. However, our findings are consistent with some previous findings linking study quality to observed ESs for other psychological interventions [202,203] and suggest that attention to rigorous experimental methods, such as the reporting of intent-to-treat analyses and the use of well-validated and reliable assessment tools, are essential to accurately identify the impact of mTDIs for youth.

Methodological Characteristics Affecting Outcomes

Given the substantial heterogeneity across ESs, both within and between studies, we explored several moderators as predictors of this variability. Interestingly, the ESs were similar in the immediate posttest assessments and longer-term follow-up assessments. This was true despite the fact that follow-up assessments occurred, on average, at 11.52 weeks, and ranged in length up to 43.14 weeks, after the active intervention period concluded. This finding is in contrast to the decrease in the effectiveness over time of some in-person mental health treatments [204-206] and suggests that the impact of mTDIs endures over time. It is possible that these enduring effects are because mTDIs are more easily integrated into youths’ lives, therefore leading to either greater generalizability of the intervention effects, more lasting engagement with the mTDI, or both.

Somewhat contrary to expectations, moderator analyses in the overall sample also revealed that mTDIs had a similar impact on youth outcomes regardless of whether they were compared with a no-intervention control, such as a wait-list, or a more active comparison group, such as an information-only condition or usual clinical care. This helps to rule out the effects of expectancies, demand characteristics, or nonspecific effects.
accounting contributes to the somewhat mixed literature on this topic, with some past reviews of TDIs with both youth and adult samples finding that, more generally, ESs tend to differ based on comparison type (eg, higher for wait-list vs more active comparisons) [45,52,58,69,70], whereas others indicate that TDIs tend to be similarly effective across various types of study designs (eg, the study by Farrer et al [85]). Indeed, even in this meta-analysis, some findings shifted when only higher-quality studies were analyzed, such that studies with information-only or placebo comparisons yielded lower ESs than studies with no-intervention control groups, and studies with clinical comparison groups no longer showed statistically significant effects. Moreover, it is worth noting that the specific nature of the comparison group varied quite widely across studies, even within a particular coded category. As such, future research should continue to explore the marginal benefits of mTDIs over other available interventions.

The positive impact of mTDIs was observed across the diverse youth outcome categories assessed by each study, with the largest ESs for psychosocial strategies and skills (eg, emotional self-awareness, self-efficacy, and coping) and internalizing symptoms such as depression and anxiety, followed by general psychological distress and well-being, health concerns and health-related behaviors, and other noninternalizing mental health concerns (eg, attention difficulties, aggression, or delinquency). The smallest ES was observed for other outcomes (eg, knowledge, peer relationship quality, and stereotype threat), which showed significantly smaller effects than the reference category of general psychological distress. However, it is difficult to interpret this finding, given that our other category contained a diverse set of outcomes, many of which were coded very infrequently. As such, the overall ES for this other category is not necessarily reflective of the lower impact of mTDIs on each of these less commonly coded outcome types, and future research should continue to explore the scope of the impact of mTDIs on diverse youth problems. Nevertheless, these findings regarding outcome types generally suggest that mTDIs can be effective in treating a wide array of problems across youth development, including diverse areas of psychopathology (ie, both internalizing and externalizing domains), in addition to a number of cognitive, behavioral, and social risk factors that are often associated with poor mental health. This is a significant contribution to the literature, which has previously focused on narrower sectors of outcomes when analyzing the effectiveness of TDIs and mTDIs for youth [51,67,68].

**Youth Characteristics Affecting Outcomes**

In the overall sample, there was no association between average youth age and the impact of mTDIs. However, when lower-quality studies were excluded from the analysis, the effects of youth age emerged more strongly, with ESs increasing as the mean participant age increased. This effect was right at the threshold for statistical significance ($P=0.05$) and should, therefore, be interpreted with caution and replicated in future studies; however, this finding that suggests stronger effects of mTDIs for older youth is consistent with some past literature on TDIs more generally [51,54,55,65,72]. As many mental health interventions, including TDIs, were originally developed with adults in mind and only later adapted for youth at various stages of development, it is perhaps not surprising that mTDIs could have a more robust impact on older adolescents and young adults. For example, these youth may have greater internal motivation to engage with the intervention and be better able to interact with and adhere to the cognitive or behavioral skills taught by the mTDIs. However, given the complex ways in which developmental stages interact with risk for diverse mental health problems, as well as the effectiveness of mental health interventions, future research should continue to probe interactions between youth age and other dimensions of mTDIs (eg, level of human support, guiding theoretical framework, and availability of a social component) in predicting the impact of mTDIs.

Youth risk characteristics significantly moderated intervention effects in the full sample, with studies in which youth were selected for indicators of medical risk (eg, youth diagnosed with spina bifida or about to undergo surgery or another medical procedure) showing an average ES more than double that of studies with general, unselected samples of youth. Samples of youth with psychological risk (either clinically significant or subclinical risk) fell somewhere in the middle. However, in the analyses that excluded the lowest-quality studies, this moderating effect was no longer observed. The lack of differential findings for the impact of mTDIs on outcomes for youth with clinically significant versus subclinical risk, even when compared with general or unselected samples, is somewhat consistent with previous findings on TDIs, which tend to be quite mixed in terms of the impact of TDIs for youth with a variety of risk profiles [47,53,60,65]. Future research should continue to explore the presenting problems and risk indicators that are the best fit for referral to mTDIs versus more or less intensive interventions.

Other youth characteristics, in addition to age and risk factors, were not demonstrated to predict observed ESs. Youth race and ethnicity were reported inconsistently and according to widely varying conventions and, therefore, could not be tested as moderators of ESs. Furthermore, these identities and lived experiences are intertwined with structural inequalities and systems of discrimination and oppression that are more important for research to assess and relate to well-being outcomes. Consistent with several previous reviews [42,59], the breakdown of youth gender in the study sample did not predict ESs, although it is worth noting that studies infrequently made a note of nonbinary gender categories. These findings point to the need for a more careful and nuanced assessment of youth identities and lived experiences, including those connected to race, cultural identity, gender, sexual identity, and socioeconomic background, in studies testing the impact of mTDIs on youth.

**Intervention Characteristics Affecting Outcomes**

Smartphone- or tablet-based mTDIs were by far the most commonly reported primary technology in our sample of studies relative to presmartphone mobile devices or other (mobile VR and handheld video game) technologies. The type of technology did not appear to moderate ESs, with each of these types of mTDIs yielding average ESs that were statistically significant...
and of a similar size. Although our sample was limited in number, mobile VR technologies are promising avenues for further research, especially given the effectiveness of these technologies for conditions such as posttraumatic stress disorder, depression, and pediatric pain and anxiety during medical procedures [207,208]. Although no studies in our sample used wearable devices as the primary type of technology, a handful used a smartphone along with some sort of wearable biosensor such as a sleep monitor or a physical activity wristwatch [113,183,188,195]. As these technologies are likely to become more common over time, research should continue to explore their effectiveness as a primary or supplemental feature of mTDIs for youth well-being.

Consistent with the previous literature on TDIs and mTDIs for youth and adults [51,53,54,69], both cognitive behavioral and mindfulness- or acceptance-based interventions (as well as interventions that blended these 2 orientations) had significant effects on youth outcomes. In traditional in-person treatment settings, cognitive behavioral interventions, including third-wave cognitive behavioral treatments that include components of mindfulness and acceptance, have become increasingly popular as empirical support has grown for their effectiveness in treating a wide range of childhood disorders, including anxiety, depression, conduct or aggression problems, and attention difficulties [209]. However, a growing body of literature shows that many youths and families are not able to access these gold standard evidence-based treatments, whether because of lack of availability in their community or issues with accessing mental health care in general, such as cost and stigma [26,210,211]. Therefore, it is encouraging to see that the effectiveness of these evidence-based interventions can be translated into low-cost, mobile technology–delivered formats that can reach far larger numbers of youth, and perhaps in a way that is more generalizable to the naturalistic environments of their lives. Interventions in our sample that were grounded in one or multiple other theoretical frameworks, such as positive psychology or motivational interviewing, also yielded significant effects and did not appear to differ systematically in their effects from cognitive behavioral interventions. Although few studies have examined (m)TDIs using these theoretical approaches, these findings are consistent with previous research that has evaluated the impact of these specific theoretical orientations [202,212]. Our sample also included 3 mTDIs that did not specify a guiding theoretical framework [154,166,171], and collectively, they did not significantly differ from zero in their impact on youth outcomes. These findings should be interpreted with caution, given the small number of studies, wide CIs around their intercepts (mean effects), and the fact that these studies were excluded from the analysis of higher-quality studies. Future research should continue to explore the impact of mTDIs grounded in diverse theoretical frameworks. With the vast and rapidly growing number of available mTDIs purporting to support the well-being and mental health of youth, it is critical to ascertain the theoretical frameworks that may lend themselves best to developing active interventions with strong empirical support for their effectiveness in a mobile technology–delivered format.

As mTDIs have become increasingly popular, many have begun to incorporate additional technological features intended to better leverage the technology-based format to engage and sustain users’ attention. For example, some apps may personalize features of the intervention to the user’s personal preferences or tailor the intervention based on a user’s in-the-moment responses [75]. Others may include a social component, such as integration with social media platforms or a chat forum, or incorporate aspects of gamification, such as challenges or quests associated with points or badges [213]. Our moderator analyses showed no influence of these features on the ESs. However, it should be noted that many of these features are still relatively uncommon in mTDIs tested by research. For example, only 12% (10/83) of mTDIs in our meta-analysis mentioned a social component, and only 22% (18/83) described elements of personalization. Thus, the importance of these features may become more apparent as mTDIs targeting youth well-being begin to incorporate them more regularly and with greater proficiency. It is also likely that the most impactful mTDIs use an effective combination of these features to engage youth rather than simply incorporating one or another single design feature.

Given extensive theories [77,214,215] and some prior research on the benefits of outside guidance on engagement with mTDIs [53,57,216], we were somewhat surprised to see that the incorporation of support features, such as the provision of supportive accountability for technology use or supervised practice of the skills introduced by the mTDI, did not significantly moderate the ESs for mTDIs for youth. However, research in this area has been quite mixed, with several other studies finding little or no benefit from the inclusion of coaching or human support [42,54,55]. It is possible that mTDIs that do not rely on any component of human or bot support tend to be designed in a more comprehensive and self-contained way to offset this lack [42]. Moreover, the lack of significant moderation findings for these features in our meta-analysis does not necessarily indicate that these features are unimportant to the success of mTDIs in youth. Our meta-analysis captured an unusual sample of mTDI users, given that all effects were evaluated within the context of researcher-guided studies. As such, all participants were likely exposed to greater-than-usual accountability and support for their technology use as a function of taking part in a research study. This level of baseline accountability may have made it difficult to observe the added benefits of other forms of guidance or support. In addition, there are likely several kinds of informal human support—such as guidance or support from caregivers, teachers, or peers—that influence youth but were not typically assessed or reported in our sample of studies. Future research should continue to explore the kinds of support that are needed to maximize engagement with mTDIs for youth mental health and the ways in which these supports interact with factors such as youth age or risk characteristics (eg, younger or more clinically at-risk youth may require greater support).

Finally, moderation analyses provided tentative evidence that mTDIs can be effective regardless of the prescribed frequency or duration of use. In the overall sample, the number of prescribed weeks or sessions of use did not moderate the ESs.
Moreover, mTDIs yielded significant ESs across all prescribed use frequencies, except for mTDIs that did not prescribe a use frequency or left use up to the user’s discretion. In the higher-quality sample, single-session interventions no longer yielded a significant ES; however, this finding should be interpreted with caution as only 2 single-session interventions remained in the higher-quality analytic sample.

These findings add to a growing body of mixed findings regarding the impact of prescribed and actual mTDI use on intervention outcomes [57,85,86]. Reviews of technology-based mental health interventions often highlight significant problems with treatment initiation and dropout [217-219], particularly for self-guided treatments that involve lower levels of structure and prescriptive guidance [220,221]. As such, it is critical for meta-analytic research to continue to explore trends in whether and how the prescribed dosage of mTDIs influences youth outcomes, with a particular focus on how different types of prescriptive guidance fit best with users’ specific needs. For example, youth with more severe clinical diagnoses may require a different dosage of mTDI than those engaging with a prevention-oriented mTDI designed to improve general well-being. Notably, there was wide variability in how studies reported on mTDI dosage and adherence. We chose to analyze the prescribed dosage and frequency of mTDI use, given that these statistics were most consistently reported. It would be ideal to analyze the actual completed use or uptake of mTDIs among participants as well; however, this was reported inconsistently among the studies. Several studies reported participant use only among study completers or dropped unengaged or low-engaged users from the analysis [121,127,152], whereas others used financial incentives for protocol compliance [151], potentially introducing bias into the use statistics recorded in research studies that have additional levels of accountability built into the protocol.

Limitations and Future Directions

The results of this meta-analysis should be interpreted with several limitations in mind. First, the quality of any meta-analysis is limited by the quality of the available primary studies. Only 60% of our coded ESs, which came from 48% (38/80) of the included studies, met our high-quality standards. We attempted to address this issue by running all analyses on both the full sample of studies and a subsample of higher-quality studies. Nevertheless, as a substantial number of studies and ESs of lower quality were dropped from the higher-quality subsample analysis, the statistical power declined, and some moderator categories could not be examined. Future research in this area should attend to existing procedures for designing and reporting on high-quality clinical intervention research. For example, there is a need for more studies that use larger sample sizes and retain larger percentages of their participants (regardless of their mTDI engagement), include more reliable outcome measurements, and use intent-to-treat analyses, as well as studies conducted by authors who were not involved with app development and are, therefore, able to provide a more unbiased assessment of the mTDI’s impact.

Relatively, our coding scheme yielded incomplete data for many of our hypothesized moderators, given the variability in reports on characteristics of the tested mTDI (eg, human support features, duration and frequency of use), as well as youth characteristics (eg, race and ethnicity, gender, and risk characteristics). Therefore, additional studies that carefully document these kinds of data are needed to more thoroughly test the various moderators of the overall effects of mTDIs.

Given the lack of standard approaches for assessing publication bias within a 3-level meta-analysis, we applied 2 different techniques that produced conflicting findings. The trim-and-fill analysis pointed toward a potential underestimation of the true overall effect, whereas the Egger test pointed toward a potential overestimation of the true overall effect (and thus publication bias). The Egger test—in which ES dependencies are modeled—is likely more valid than the trim-and-fill results for our multilevel study. Nevertheless, the results of both techniques should be interpreted with caution, as neither was developed for a 3-level meta-analysis, and both rely on an assumption of homogeneity in ESs, which is often not met in meta-analytic studies, including this study.

As noted previously, another limitation in interpreting the present findings is that youth mTDI use likely differs within versus outside of a research study. At the very least, research participants tend to be much more informed about intervention goals and receive more structured support in the process of using an mTDI than users outside the research context. In more naturalistic settings, such as clinical practice or completely self-guided use, mTDIs are likely to be used much more flexibly and may be adapted to the needs and circumstances of individual youths.

When considering the implications of the present findings for the use of mTDIs in clinical and other naturalistic settings, it is also essential to consider issues such as accessibility and cultural sensitivity of mTDIs, which were not examined in this meta-analysis. Some types of mTDI technologies, such as VR headsets, may be prohibitively expensive and less readily accessible to some youth and families, particularly those living or seeking treatment in low-resource settings. Moreover, wide variability in families’ digital literacy and cultural norms around using technology to improve well-being is likely to play a key role in the effectiveness of these types of interventions. The studies in this meta-analysis were largely limited to Western cultural contexts, with very little research emerging from certain parts of the world (eg, our search did not yield any research from the African continent). In addition, reporting on youth characteristics such as socioeconomic status, race, and ethnicity was quite limited and followed widely varying conventions. Taken together, these issues limited our ability to test questions related to the cultural responsibility or tailoring of particular mTDIs based on youth cultural backgrounds—important questions that future research will need to explore to fulfill the promise of mTDIs for youth living in communities traditionally underserved by available in-person prevention and intervention programs.

In addition, participant ratings of social validity (ie, acceptability of mTDIs and user satisfaction), among the 25% (20/80) of studies for which these data were available, averaged under 60%, indicating that these technologies likely have room for...
improvement in user interface and user experience design. Further research should more diligently assess for different aspects of social validity, including qualitative feedback, and relate these elements to outcomes and potential moderators (eg, age of users, in-app features, and clinical severity of users), with the ultimate goal of improving the engagement and uptake, and thus impact, of mTDIs for youth.

Finally, future research should continue to explore the ideal setting and level of support for various mTDIs. The optimal approaches to integrating mTDIs with other mental health tools, as well as face-to-face interaction with mental health providers, remain largely an open question at this time. Although in some cases, mTDIs may serve as low-cost and accessible substitutions or adjunctive supports for face-to-face intervention programs in areas with limited access to health professionals, mTDIs may also be valuable as a way of socializing some youth to psychosocial interventions, with the goal of eventually connecting families to more traditional face-to-face services. In other cases, mTDIs may be most useful when accompanied by the support of a clinician or paraprofessional, such as a teacher, mentor, or academic advisor who guides the youth through the technology-based intervention [118,120,158].

Study Strengths and Conclusions
This is the first comprehensive 3-level meta-analysis to evaluate the effects of mTDIs on diverse aspects of well-being in youth. We built on prior work by taking an inclusive but rigorous approach to testing the impact of interventions using various types of mobile technologies on diverse outcomes across childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood. Using a 3-level approach to meta-analysis, we were able to synthesize all relevant ESs while accounting for both within- and between-study heterogeneity in ESs and maximizing the statistical power of the analyses. Moreover, we coded a comprehensive set of more than 3 dozen potential moderators of study effects and found sufficient information to analyze the moderating role of >20 of these variables, including technological and support features (eg, human support and availability of in-app reminders) that are hypothesized to be critical to the success of these interventions but have rarely been tested as predictors of effects in previous meta-analyses.

Our synthesis of primary research confirms the significant benefits of mTDIs across a variety of psychosocial outcomes, comparison types (ie, no intervention, inert, and clinical), and time points (both immediate postintervention and longer-term follow-up effects). Although additional high-quality research on which kinds of mTDIs are most effective and under what conditions is clearly needed, we conclude that mTDIs have the potential to improve multiple aspects of youth well-being, and may confer significant, durable benefits in a broad array of domains, particularly for youth who are not otherwise getting their mental health needs met.
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Abstract

Background: University students are reporting concerning levels of mental health distress and challenges. University mental health service provider initiatives have been shown to be effective in supporting students’ mental health, but these services are often resource-intensive. Consequently, new approaches to service delivery, such as web-based and peer support initiatives, have emerged as cost-effective and efficient approaches to support university students. However, these approaches have not been sufficiently evaluated for effectiveness or acceptability in university student populations.

Objective: Thus, the overarching goal of this study was to evaluate a mental health service provider–presented versus peer-presented web-based mental health resilience–building video outreach program against a wait-list comparison group.

Methods: Participants were 217 undergraduate students (mean age 20.44, SD 1.98 years; 171/217, 78.8% women) who were randomly assigned to one of the intervention groups (mental health service provider–presented: 69/217, 31.8%; peer-presented: 73/217, 33.6%) or the wait-list comparison group (75/217, 34.6%). Participants in the intervention groups were asked to watch 3 brief skill-building videos addressing strategies for building mental health resilience, whereas the comparison group was wait-listed. The mental health service provider–presented and peer-presented video series were identical in content, with presenters using a script to ensure consistency across delivery methods, but the videos differed in that they were either presented by mental health service providers or university students (peers). All participants were asked to complete web-based self-report measures of stress, coping self-efficacy, social support, social connectedness, mindfulness, and quality of life at baseline (time 1), 6 weeks later (time 2, after the intervention), and 1-month follow-up (time 3).

Results: Results from a series of 2-way ANOVAs found no significant differences in outcomes among any of the 3 groups. Surprisingly, a main effect of time revealed that all students improved on several well-being outcomes. In addition, results for program satisfaction revealed that both the mental health service provider–presented and peer-presented programs were rated very highly and at comparable levels.

Conclusions: Thus, findings suggest that a web-based mental health resilience–building video outreach program may be acceptable for university students regardless of it being mental health service provider–presented or peer-presented. Furthermore, the overall increases in well-being across groups, which coincided with the onset and early weeks of the COVID-19 pandemic, suggest an unexpected pattern of response among university students to the early period of the pandemic. Limitations and barriers as well as research implications are discussed.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT05454592; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT05454592
Introduction

Background

Over the past decade, mental health difficulties among university students have become a significant concern, with reports of 20% of students experiencing clinical depression and approximately 59% reporting experiencing above-average to tremendous levels of stress over the previous 12 months [1]. Although the traditional mental health service provider support offered through universities has been shown to be effective in increasing well-being among students, it is often costly and resource-intensive and can incur lengthy wait times because of the overwhelming demand [2-4]. Web-based peer initiatives have been suggested as cost-effective and efficient approaches to provide additional support and build capacity for mental health resilience among university students, but studies report mixed findings on the effectiveness of these approaches and a need for an evidence-based skill-building focus in these types of interventions [5-8]. Thus, the main objective of this study was to explore the acceptability and effectiveness of a web-based mental health resilience-building program as well as to evaluate differences between mental health service provider–presented and peer-presented variations of the program.

Evidence shows that university students are experiencing heightened levels of mental health distress. The National College Health Assessment survey across Canadian campuses with 55,284 student respondents revealed that 69% of students reported feeling overwhelming anxiety and 88% felt overwhelmed within the last year [1]. In addition to these heightened levels of stress, the developmental period of emerging adulthood, which is a theoretically and empirically distinct developmental period that takes place between adolescence and adulthood (ie, between the ages of 18 and 29 years), has been associated with a peak in unhealthy coping behaviors such as alcohol and drug abuse [9,10]. Characteristics of this developmental period include instability (ie, feeling like aspects of one’s life such as relationships and work are unstable or easily subject to change) and feeling in-between (ie, feeling that they are not an adolescent anymore but not yet feeling like an adult), which have been found to have important mental health implications such as feelings of depression and anxiety [11,12]. As such, there is a clear need to provide university students with appropriate and effective support for building resilience and managing stress [13].

Leading organizations in health promotion have indicated a need for preventative programs aimed at enhancing mental health resilience. Specifically, the World Health Organization has identified increasing self-management and self-care ability through skill development as a core area to be addressed in efforts to enhance the mental health of emerging adults [14]. Furthermore, they note that increasing self-management and self-care would, in turn, result in concomitant decreases in demand for more intensive therapeutic interventions.

Current Mental Health Support

Several evidence-based self-care and stress management strategies (eg, mindfulness strategies, progressive muscle relaxation, diaphragmatic breathing, and emotion regulation strategies) have been shown to promote resilience through effectively reducing stress and increasing well-being in emerging adults [15]. Students will often access these strategies through professional counseling support, which has been linked to a significant decrease in distress symptoms and improvement in academic performance [16,17].

Although many of these strategies and programs can be effective in supporting university students, they are often presented in individualized therapy and counseling sessions (eg, dialectical behavioral therapy and cognitive behavioral therapy), and these programs often operate at a significant financial cost [2,3]. Owing to heightened demands, this reduces the feasibility and access to such programs for all university students experiencing mental health distress (absent of mental illness) in university environments. These findings highlight the potential need for increasing access to these evidence-based skills to improve university students’ ability to manage stress and enhance their coping during the challenging developmental period of emerging adulthood.

New Approaches for Additional Support

Commensurate with the aforementioned strategies, new cost-effective approaches to service delivery are now being explored, including web-based mental health support. Web-based support takes advantage of the new digital age, in which increasing numbers of people (especially emerging adults) normatively obtain information, connection, and support via mobile phones, tablets, and home computers [18]. Web-based approaches also provide flexibility as they are self-paced (ie, fit into students’ busy schedules as they can be used at any preferred time) [19,20]. Furthermore, another benefit of web-based mental health resources is the anonymity provided to students who may be reluctant to seek support because of stigma related to mental health [19]. Thus, the development of web-based mental health resources can provide improved access to evidence-based support to build mental health resilience on campuses, but new efforts must be based on solid research and scientific evidence [21]. Of note, an emerging body of research demonstrates that web-based mental health support can provide effective, efficient, and cost-effective support for individuals experiencing mental health distress (absent of mental illness), but there is still a need for innovation and evaluation to optimize student-oriented support [21,22]. Specifically, enhancing the relatability of the content or delivery of web-based mental health resources has been suggested to address low engagement or use...
of resources found in numerous studies of existing web-based support [23,24].

Peer support initiatives have also been identified as a promising approach for providing universal mental health resilience support. These initiatives require fewer professional resources and have been found to promote empowerment among individuals facing mental health challenges [7]. Peer support initiatives serve to fill gaps in official service provision and provide students with informal, peer-focused support with an emphasis on shared experience as opposed to psychopathology [25]. These initiatives allow peers to provide assistance to others drawing on their own lived experience of mental health challenges and to help others in their recovery journey [26]. They can also help decrease stigma and increase help-seeking behaviors through the sharing of information by those with similar experiences [7]. Indeed, evidence shows that, when students experience mental health difficulties, they tend to first turn to their peers for support in discussing these types of challenges [27,28]. Accordingly, peer support and web-based mental health outreach may be interesting to examine as approaches to provide access to evidence-based resilience-building strategies for university students. Although web-based mental health resources and peer support approaches are gaining popularity, many are not evidence-based, have privacy and confidentiality concerns, or have not been sufficiently evaluated for effectiveness or acceptability in university student populations [5,29,30]. Moreover, further research is needed to understand whether there are differences in the acceptability, satisfaction with, and effectiveness of a web-based mental health program as a function of whether the program is delivered by a mental health service provider or peer.

This Study

Drawing on the aforementioned literature, the overarching goal of this study was to evaluate a mental health service provider–presented versus peer-presented mental health resilience skill–building web-based video outreach program against a wait-list comparison group. To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine acceptability of and satisfaction with a mental health service provider–presented versus peer-presented universal resilience-building web-based program in a sample of university students.

Objective 1

The first objective was to evaluate the acceptability of and satisfaction with a mental health service provider–presented versus peer-presented web-based skill-building video outreach program for university students. Given the exploratory nature of objective 1 of this study, no specific hypotheses were made.

Objective 2

The second objective was to compare group differences between a mental health service provider–presented versus peer-presented web-based skill-building video outreach program and a wait-list comparison group in terms of well-being outcomes over 10 weeks. It was hypothesized that the intervention groups (mental health service provider–presented and peer-presented) would demonstrate a greater increase in well-being outcomes (effectiveness) compared with the wait-list comparison group.

Methods

Participant Eligibility

Participants were eligible for the study if they were aged between 18 and 29 years given the unique stressors associated with the developmental period of emerging adulthood (age 18-29 years [11]). Furthermore, participants were required to have access to the internet (at least weekly) as the study was completed entirely on the web.

Program Development and Description

The web-based mental health outreach program for university students was developed using an approach inspired by principles of the Participatory Action Research model, defined as “a partnership among equals with complementary knowledge and expertise” in which three key elements are collaboration, education, and action [31,32]. Consistent with the Participatory Action Research model, the program was developed using the expert knowledge of evidence-based strategies and best-practice applications of a multidisciplinary team of researchers (n=4), student service users with lived experience of mental health challenges (approximately 8-10 core team members who were consistently involved throughout the study and 15 team members whose participation in the project was fluid), mental health service providers (n=3), and decision makers (n=2). All stakeholders were actively involved throughout the project and consulted for project-related decisions (e.g., study design and conceptualization and program development and dissemination). The multidisciplinary team met twice per month on average and reached consensus on all aspects of the program after lengthy discussion. In addition, meeting minutes were sent following each meeting, and all members were encouraged to reply via email directly to the project coordinator if they felt that (1) there was any discrepancy between the meeting minutes and what had been agreed upon, (2) there was any missing information, and (3) they had any questions or additional feedback they would like to provide regarding the decisions that were made. Alternatively, team members could edit the meeting minutes web-based document directly if they were more comfortable that way.

The web-based outreach program focused on four key areas of mental health resilience–building identified by the multistakeholder team’s expertise and review of the literature: dealing with stress, decreasing self-criticism, improving self-care and help-seeking behaviors, and enhancing social connections and social support [33-37]. Using videos, web-based infographics, guided audio recordings, and podcasts, students were provided with clear descriptions of each area of mental health resilience as well as a variety of evidence-based strategies (Table 1) specifically targeting one or more of these areas. The program was hosted entirely on the web, and students were encouraged to access the materials most relevant to their needs. A first video was sent to the students describing the web-based program, its overall focus, and how to access the skill-building strategies on the website’s resource library. At a 2-week interval, 2 subsequent videos were sent to (1) help students with problem-solving.
solving for common challenges to strategy practice and (2) maintain long-term strategy practice habits. To assess differences in terms of preference for deliverer, two series of videos were created: one in which the deliverers were mental health service providers and one in which they were undergraduate students (ie, peers). Presenters were introduced at the beginning of the videos identifying themselves as a university student or mental health service provider working with university students. Their names and titles (mental health service provider or university student) also appeared at the bottom of the screen in the introduction. Attention was paid to ensure continuity of presenter characteristics with representation in terms of gender and race or ethnicity in both the mental health service provider–presented and peer-presented videos. The videos were identical in content in that the presenters used a script to ensure consistency across delivery methods; however, the videos differed in that they were either mental health service provider–presented or peer-presented. Students in the intervention groups (peer-presented and mental health service provider–presented) had access to the resource library throughout the study (ie, 9 weeks). The resource library was a website where students could select a strategy based on the area of resilience building that they wanted to work on, and they would be directed to an infographic or an audio recording to walk them through the different strategies. Students could access the resource library anywhere at any time as these resources were completely self-paced.

### Table 1. Strategies presented in the resource library with the relevant key areas for resilience building that they address.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Key areas for resilience building that the strategy addresses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dealing with stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindfulness on the go (infographic)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thought challenge (infographic)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting meditation (audio recording)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-compassion meditation (audio recording)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance affirmation (infographic)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body scan (audio recording)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three good things (infographic)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealing with breakups (infographic and podcast)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calming breath (audio recording)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social network in university (infographic and podcast)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyond time management (infographic)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical well-being (infographic)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riding the wave (infographic)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-care assessment (infographic)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep hygiene (infographic)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart nutrition (infographic)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoga nidra (infographic and audio recording)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive muscle relaxation (audio recording)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial wellness (infographic)</td>
<td>✓✓✓✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ✓: The strategy is presented in the resource library under the relevant area of resilience building.

### Procedure

#### Overview

Participants were recruited using a study flyer distributed to students in person on campus and on the web through email listservs and social media platforms and from an existing database of university students who had participated in previous studies and agreed to be followed up with. Given the self-paced nature of the program, a staggered recruitment approach was used wherein new participants completed the web-based baseline questionnaires between February 2020 and early March 2020. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three groups (mental health service provider–presented, peer-presented, or a wait-list comparison group) while counterbalancing the three groups based on gender and preference for seeking help from mental health service providers or peers (ie, using results from the General Help-Seeking Questionnaire [GHSQ]) [38]. Specifically, to minimize the risk of imbalance of confounding factors (ie, gender and help-seeking preference) within the different groups, a minimization-based approach was used [39]. Minimization has been recommended for smaller trials (<1000) where specific participant factors (eg, gender) may influence...
service provider–presented video or the peer-presented video (video 1) depending on which group they were randomly assigned to, as well as a link for access to the resource library. The next 2 videos were sent 2 weeks apart. Participants were encouraged to access the resource library over the duration of the program and were reminded with each video link sent. All participants then received postintervention (time 2) and follow-up (time 3) measures 6 and 10 weeks following baseline completion, respectively (see Figure 1 for the project timeline). Participants in the wait-list comparison group were only asked to complete evaluation measures at the 3 time points (they only received the videos and resource library at the end of the study).

Following completion of the study, the students received an email with a personalized profile indicating their individual scores on various measures, and all participants received full access to the program resources (videos and resource library). The participants were compensated CAD $10 (US $ 7.73) for each survey completed for a total of CAD $30 (US $23.18) and were also entered in a raffle for a 1 in 4 chance to win CAD $50 (US $38.64).

Figure 1. Project timeline for the stress and coping web-based outreach program.

COVID-19 Context

In March 2020, when most students received the web-based mental health outreach program, a state of emergency was declared in the city in which this study was conducted. This resulted in the closure of all recreational centers, public parks and playgrounds, public libraries, bars, restaurants, movie theaters, concert venues, and places of worship as well as the banning of public gatherings. As per public health guidelines, all residents were recommended to stay home unless purchasing necessities (eg, food and supplies), for medical need, for essential work travel, or for 1 form of exercise per day. Strict social distancing guidelines prohibited in-person gatherings, and travel restrictions were implemented. In addition, the university in which this study took place was closed for a period of 2 weeks following the students’ reading week (week off for spring break). There was a transition to web-based learning, the university allowed for flexibility for final assignments (students could be provided with extensions, and some final assignments were removed), and students were provided with a pass or fail option rather than a final grade. This was a period of drastic changes and increased social isolation for university students [41]. The data for this study were collected at three time points: before the pandemic (time 1; February 2020), pandemic onset (time 2; March 2020-April 2020), and early pandemic (time 3; April 2020-May 2020).

Measures

General Help-Seeking

The GHSQ [38] is a 10-item measure of formal and informal help seeking and uses the following prompt: “If you were having a personal or emotional problem, how likely is it that you would seek help from the following people?” The GHSQ was adapted to include help from classmates, academic advisors, residence supports, professors, research supervisors, and peer support organizations. Scores on willingness to seek support from peers and web-based resources (ie, informal) as well as willingness to seek support from professionals (ie, formal) were examined to randomize participants across program groups (mental health service provider–presented group, peer-presented group, and wait-list comparison group). The GHSQ has good reliability (Cronbach α=.91) and good construct validity [38]. In this study, the GHSQ had good internal consistency, with a Cronbach α at time 1 of .70.

https://mental.jmir.org/2022/7/e34168
Training Satisfaction

The Response to Training is a researcher-developed measure assessing participants’ satisfaction with the program content and delivery. The questions were delivered according to the three levels of the New World Kirkpatrick Model [42] as follows: (1) student viewers’ response (ie, satisfaction, engagement, and relevance), (2) learning (ie, knowledge, skills, attitude, confidence, and commitment), and (3) use of skills (ie, willingness to use and frequency of use). All items were scored on a 4- to 6-point Likert scale where higher scores represented a better response to training. Sample items include “I would recommend the program to other university students” or “I am planning to use the program strategies in the future.”

Perceived Stress

The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) [43] is a widely used self-report measure of individuals’ perception of stress. This measure contains 10 items in which participants indicate their experience of stress on a 5-point Likert scale (0=never to 4=very often). The participants were asked to think about their lives over the previous month for baseline (consistent with the original scale) and over the previous 3 weeks (to assess the appropriate period after program use) for postintervention and follow-up measurements. Sample items include “In the past month/3 weeks, how often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that you could not overcome them?” Ratings were averaged across items such that higher scores represented greater perceived stress. The PSS has good reliability (Cronbach α=.89), construct validity, and predictive validity with reports of psychological and physical symptoms [44,45]. In this study, the PSS had good internal consistency, with a Cronbach α of .86, .82, and .85 at time points 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

Coping Self-efficacy

The Coping Self-Efficacy Scale (CSE) [46] is a measure of one’s confidence in effectively engaging in coping behaviors in the face of challenges. This measure contains 26 items in which participants indicate confidence in their coping strategies when it comes to handling challenges and stressors on an 11-point Likert scale (0=cannot do at all to 10=can do). The participants were asked to think about their lives over the previous month for baseline (consistent with the original scale) and over the previous 3 weeks (to assess the appropriate period after program use) for postintervention and follow-up measurements. The CSE states that “When things aren’t going well for you, or when you’re having problems how confident or certain are you that you can do the following?” Higher scores on the CSE represent higher coping self-efficacy. The CSE has good internal consistency (Cronbach α=.91) and test-retest reliability [46]. In this study, the CSE had good internal consistency, with a Cronbach α at time points 1, 2, and 3 of .92, .93, and .94, respectively.

Social Support

The Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS) [47] is a 12-item self-report questionnaire developed to assess the subjective perception of social support adequacy from family, friends, and significant others. Items are rated on a 7-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree to 7=strongly agree). Participants were asked to think about their lives over the previous month for baseline (consistent with the original scale) and over the previous 3 weeks (to assess the appropriate period after program use) for postintervention and follow-up measurements. Sample items include “There is a special person who is around when I am in need” and “My family really tries to help me.” Higher scores on the MSPSS represent higher perception of social support. The MSPSS had good reliability (Cronbach α ranging from .81 to .98) and good convergent and construct validity [48]. In this study, the MSPSS had good internal consistency, with a Cronbach α at time points 1, 2, and 3 of .89, .91, and .92, respectively.

Social Connectedness

The Social Connectedness Scale-Revised (SCS-R) [49] is a 20-item self-report questionnaire that assesses emotional distance of the self from both friends and society along with maintaining a sense of closeness. Items are rated on a 6-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree to 6=strongly agree). Participants were asked to think about their lives over the previous month for baseline (consistent with the original scale) and over the previous 3 weeks (to assess the appropriate period after program use) for postintervention and follow-up measurements. Sample items include “I feel distant from people” and “I am able to relate to my peers.” Higher scores on the SCS-R represent higher perception of social connectedness. The SCS-R has good internal reliability (Cronbach α=.92) and good convergent and discriminant validity [49]. In this study, the SCS-R had good internal consistency, with a Cronbach α at time points 1, 2, and 3 of .90, .89, and .91, respectively.

Mindfulness

The Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS) [50] measures individuals’ dispositional mindfulness (ie, general tendency to be mindful) by assessing the frequency of mindful states over time. The MAAS consists of 15 items asking participants to report the frequency with which they have certain experiences on a 6-point scale (1=almost always to 6=almost never). Participants were asked to think about their lives over the previous month for baseline (consistent with the original scale) and over the previous 3 weeks (to assess the appropriate period after program use) for postintervention and follow-up measurements. Sample items include descriptions of experiences such as “I find myself preoccupied with the future or the past” and “I find myself doing things without paying attention.” Scores for this measure are such that higher scores indicate higher levels of mindfulness. The MAAS has demonstrated strong internal consistency (Cronbach α=.89) as well as high test-retest reliability and convergent and discriminant validity [51]. In this study, the MAAS had good internal consistency, with a Cronbach α at time points 1, 2, and 3 of .80, .79, and .91, respectively.

Quality of Life

The World Health Organization Quality of Life Brief questionnaire (WHOQOL-BREF) [52] is a 26-item measure...
assessing individuals’ perception of their life quality within the following domains: physical health, psychological health, social relationships, and their environment. Participants are asked to rate items related to their experience of their own quality of life (QoL) on a 5-point Likert scale (1=not at all to 5=extreme amount). Participants were asked to think about their lives over the previous month for baseline (consistent with the original scale) and over the previous 3 weeks (to assess the appropriate period after program use) for postintervention and follow-up measurements. Sample items include “To what extent do you feel that physical pain prevents you from doing what you need to do?” and “How satisfied are you with the conditions of your living place?” The WHOQOL-BREF shows decent reliability (Cronbach α values for physical health, psychological health, social relationships, and environmental health were .65, .77, .52, and .79, respectively) and good internal consistency [53]. In this study, the WHOQOL-BREF had acceptable internal consistency. Specifically, the Cronbach α for the 4 domains ranged from .49 to .79 at time points 1, 2, and 3.

Data Analysis
All data were analyzed using SPSS (version 26; IBM Corporation). The data were checked for patterns of missingness, univariate and multivariate outliers, and violations of assumptions before running the main analyses. A series of chi-square tests were used to test the first objective, which was to compare group differences on the web-based outreach program’s acceptability between the types of deliverers (mental health service provider vs peer). A series of 2-way mixed ANOVAs were used to test the second objective, which was to compare group differences between a mental health service provider–presented and peer-presented web-based skill-building video outreach program and a wait-list comparison group in terms of well-being outcomes. To account for multiple pairwise comparisons (a total of three: mental health service provider, peer, and comparison) throughout the data analysis, the P value cutoff for statistical significance was set at .02 (.05 divided by 3) as per the Bonferroni correction.

Ethics Approval
This study was approved by the McGill University Review Ethics Board (19-11-031).

Results
Participants
On the basis of data analysis requirements, a priori power analyses conducted with G*Power (version 3.1.9.6; Faul) with a medium effect size [54-56] and a power of 0.80 suggested minimum sample sizes of 186 [57]. Therefore, to account for attrition, a total of 294 undergraduate students were recruited (mean age 20.50, SD 2.35 years; 171/217, 78.8% women). However, of those 294 students who consented to participate, following data cleaning and participant withdrawal or dropout, the total sample of participants who completed all 3 time points was 217 (73.8%) undergraduate students (mean age 20.44, SD 1.98 years). Of this final sample of 217 undergraduate students, 171 (78.8%) self-identified as women, 42 (19.4%) self-identified as men, and 4 (1.8%) self-identified as nonbinary. The participants self-identified as White (132/217, 60.8%), Asian (54/217, 24.9%), Hispanic or Latino (11/217, 5.1%), African American or Black (10/217, 4.6%), Middle Eastern (7/217, 3.2%), and Indigenous (3/217, 1.4%) and, of these participants, 35.9% (78/217) reported being international students (the proportion of international students is comparable with the proportion at the university, which is approximately 30%) [58]. The participants were enrolled in different academic faculties, including Arts (88/217, 40.6%), Science (39/217, 18%), Agricultural and Environmental Studies (21/217, 9.7%), Engineering (20/217, 9.2%), Education (19/217, 8.8%), Management (10/217, 4.6%), and others (20/217, 9.2%). Of this sample, 74.7% (162/217) of students reported having experienced stress or mental health or well-being difficulties at a level that interfered with their ability to engage in the activities of everyday life (eg, school, work, relationships, and health-promoting behaviors) within the previous year. Furthermore, 25.3% (55/217) of the participants reported currently accessing mental health services such as counseling or therapy.

Data Cleaning
A total of 294 individuals consented to participate in this study (230/294, 78.2% women; mean age 20.50, SD 2.35 years). Of this total sample, 0.3% (1/294) of the participants withdrew before being randomized to an intervention group providing a lack of time to participate in the study as a reason for the withdrawal, and 1% (3/294) were excluded as they were aged ≥30 years, which was an a priori exclusion criterion for the trial. In addition, 18% (53/294) of the participants were lost because of attrition (see Figure 2 for further details on the study sample).

Before running primary analyses, a missing values analysis was conducted and revealed that data were missing completely at random given that <5% of data points were missing per variable [59]. To preserve the sample size, the Expectation Maximization imputation method was used, where missing values were imputed within each subscale of measures in the mental health service provider–presented, peer-presented, and wait-list comparison groups separately to maximize prediction accuracy. The data were then screened for potential univariate outliers within each of the dependent variables. Cases 3 SDs above or below the mean were identified as potential outliers. A total of 14 potential univariate outliers were identified and Winsorized to a score with a 1-unit difference from the next most extreme score within each variable to maintain rank order. No multivariate outliers or violations of normality were found within any of the 3 groups. All assumptions for the 2-way mixed ANOVAs were met satisfactorily.
Preliminary Analyses

To determine whether randomization effectively balanced the groups across well-being outcomes, multiple 1-way ANOVAs examining group (mental health service provider–presented, peer-presented, and wait-list comparison) differences in baseline stress, coping self-efficacy, social support, social connectedness, mindfulness, and QoL were conducted. Results from the 1-way ANOVAs revealed no significant differences, indicating that none of the groups differed on any of the well-being outcomes at baseline and that the groups were comparable. The means and SDs for the well-being outcomes of each group are shown in Table 2. In addition, demographics were comparable across groups. Gender was accounted for to ensure distribution across groups during randomization, and age was comparable across groups (mental health service provider–presented: mean age 20.40, SD 1.86 years; peer-presented: mean age 20.22, SD 1.96 years; wait-list comparison: mean age 20.58, SD 2.06 years).

Table 2. Preliminary 1-way ANOVAs for group differences (mental health service provider–presented, peer-presented, and wait-list comparison) at baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mental health service provider–presented, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Peer-presented, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Wait-list comparison, mean (SD)</th>
<th>ANOVA results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F test (df)</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>21.37 (5.76)</td>
<td>22.58 (6.99)</td>
<td>22.41 (5.77)</td>
<td>0.84 (2,214)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping self-efficacy</td>
<td>134.23 (28.97)</td>
<td>137.1 (39.24)</td>
<td>134.7 (38.37)</td>
<td>0.20 (2,214)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support</td>
<td>5.19 (0.96)</td>
<td>5.22 (1.01)</td>
<td>5.21 (1.07)</td>
<td>0.07 (2,214)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social connectedness</td>
<td>75.71 (15.97)</td>
<td>80.83 (18.06)</td>
<td>78.79 (18.08)</td>
<td>2.14 (2,214)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindfulness</td>
<td>3.57 (0.81)</td>
<td>3.64 (0.83)</td>
<td>3.64 (0.74)</td>
<td>0.37 (2,213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoL* (physical health)</td>
<td>100.89 (15.95)</td>
<td>102.00 (16.35)</td>
<td>102.08 (16.35)</td>
<td>0.21 (2,212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoL (psychological health)</td>
<td>74.24 (15.57)</td>
<td>74.58 (16.72)</td>
<td>72.37 (17.29)</td>
<td>0.30 (2,214)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoL (social relationships)</td>
<td>38.83 (9.66)</td>
<td>39.56 (9.77)</td>
<td>40.59 (9.34)</td>
<td>0.84 (2,214)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoL (environment)</td>
<td>116.12 (17.18)</td>
<td>116.8 (21.61)</td>
<td>115.5 (18.61)</td>
<td>0.10 (2,211)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aQoL: quality of life.
Main Analyses

Objective 1

The first objective sought to evaluate the acceptability and satisfaction of a mental health service provider–presented versus peer-presented web-based skill-building video outreach program for university students. A series of chi-square tests were conducted using the training satisfaction survey at time 2 (Table 3). Results from the chi-square tests revealed that there was no significant difference between the mental health service provider–presented and peer-presented acceptability of the program on any of the training satisfaction items selected to represent each level of the Kirkpatrick model (student viewers’ response, learning, and use of skills). Overall, the results of the training satisfaction survey demonstrate that most students were satisfied with the program (Table 3). For example, 81% (58/72) of the students in the mental health service provider–presented group and 91% (69/76) of the students in the peer-presented group said that they were planning to use the program strategies sometimes to frequently. In addition, 96% (69/72) of the students in the mental health service provider–presented group and 99% (75/76) of the students in the peer-presented group said that they somewhat agreed to strongly agreed that they would recommend the program strategies to other university students. By time 3, 65% (51/79) of the students in the mental health service provider–presented group and 78% (63/81) of the students in the peer-presented group reported having used the program strategies to cope with COVID-19 stress.
### Table 3. Training satisfaction by group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey item and response options</th>
<th>Mental health service provider–presented, n (%)</th>
<th>Peer-presented, n (%)</th>
<th>Chi-square (df)</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
<th>Cramer $V$</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I used the SCOOP strategies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never to rarely</td>
<td>27 (38)$^b$</td>
<td>22 (29)$^c$</td>
<td>1.8 (2)</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>40 (56)$^b$</td>
<td>45 (59)$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently</td>
<td>5 (7)$^b$</td>
<td>9 (12)$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am planning to use the SCOOP strategies in the future.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never to rarely</td>
<td>14 (19)$^b$</td>
<td>7 (9)$^c$</td>
<td>4.0 (2)</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>36 (50)$^b$</td>
<td>48 (63)$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently</td>
<td>22 (31)$^b$</td>
<td>21 (28)$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would recommend the SCOOP strategies to other university students.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree to somewhat agree</td>
<td>25 (35)$^b$</td>
<td>24 (32)$^c$</td>
<td>1.1 (2)</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>34 (47)$^b$</td>
<td>33 (43)$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>13 (18)$^b$</td>
<td>19 (25)$^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video 1—after watching this video, I feel I learned...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing to a small amount</td>
<td>25 (35)$^d$</td>
<td>23 (30)$^e$</td>
<td>2.8 (2)</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A medium amount</td>
<td>33 (46)$^d$</td>
<td>30 (39)$^e$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A lot</td>
<td>13 (18)$^d$</td>
<td>23 (30)$^e$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video 2—after watching this video, I feel I learned...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing to a small amount</td>
<td>29 (42)$^e$</td>
<td>21 (30)$^f$</td>
<td>2.3 (2)</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A medium amount</td>
<td>33 (48)$^e$</td>
<td>39 (56)$^f$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A lot</td>
<td>7 (10)$^e$</td>
<td>10 (14)$^f$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video 3—after watching this video, I feel I learned...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing to a small amount</td>
<td>37 (54)$^f$</td>
<td>44 (63)$^f$</td>
<td>1.4 (2)</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A medium amount</td>
<td>25 (36)$^f$</td>
<td>19 (27)$^f$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A lot</td>
<td>7 (10)$^f$</td>
<td>7 (10)$^f$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In general, I found that the information and strategies presented in the resource library were useful to me.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree to somewhat agree</td>
<td>30 (48)$^g$</td>
<td>28 (42)$^h$</td>
<td>1.9 (2)</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>28 (44)$^g$</td>
<td>30 (45)$^h$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>4 (6)$^g$</td>
<td>9 (13)$^h$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much of the different material in the resource library did you actually use?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of it to very little</td>
<td>28 (44)$^g$</td>
<td>20 (30)$^h$</td>
<td>3.1 (1)</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some, most, or all</td>
<td>35 (56)$^g$</td>
<td>47 (70)$^h$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$SCOOP: Stress and Coping Online Outreach Program.

$^b$n=72.

$^c$n=76.

$^d$n=71.

$^e$n=69.
Objective 2

The second objective sought to compare group differences between a mental health service provider–presented versus peer-presented web-based skill-building video outreach program and a wait-list comparison group in terms of well-being outcomes (i.e., decreased stress and increased coping self-efficacy, social support, social connectedness, mindfulness, and QoL) at 3 different time points using a series of 2-way mixed ANOVAs. On the basis of the results from the Mauchly test of sphericity indicating that the assumption of sphericity was violated for some of the 2-way mixed ANOVAs, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used for all 2-way mixed ANOVAs for a more conservative approach. As presented in Table 4, the results did not reveal any significant 2-way interaction between group (mental health service provider–presented, peer-presented, or wait-list comparison) and time (baseline, after the intervention, and follow-up) on stress, coping self-efficacy, social support, social connectedness, mindfulness, and QoL, indicating that there was no effect of intervention group on any of the well-being outcomes over time. In addition, the results showed that there was no main effect of group for any of the outcomes assessed, which indicates that, regardless of time, there were no group differences on any of the well-being outcomes. However, as reported in Table 4, the main effect of time was statistically significant for coping self-efficacy, social support, mindfulness, the QoL social relationships domain, and the QoL environment domain, which indicates that, overall, regardless of group (mental health service provider–presented, peer-presented, or wait-list comparison), there was a change in these well-being outcomes over time. Pairwise comparisons were conducted using the Bonferroni correction set at a P value of .02 (.05 divided by 3 to account for the 3 comparisons used in the analysis) to assess between which time points the time effects occurred. As illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, the results showed that all students increased in coping self-efficacy and mindfulness from time 1 to time 2 and then remained stable at time 3. As illustrated in Figure 5, the results also showed that students increased in the QoL environment domain from time 1 to time 3, although time 2 was not statistically significant with any other time point. Finally, the results of the pairwise comparisons showed that both social support and the QoL social relationships domain significantly increased from time 1 to time 2 and then significantly decreased from time 2 to time 3 (Figures 6 and 7).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Well-being outcome and measurement</th>
<th>F test (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>$\eta_p^2$</th>
<th>1 – $\beta$</th>
<th>Chi-square (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stress</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauchly test of sphericity—time</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>17.8 (2)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>1.55 (.70,396.26)</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of group (between)</td>
<td>1.03 (2,214)</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of time (within)—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>3.70 (1.85,396.26)</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coping self-efficacy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauchly test of sphericity—time</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.5 (2)</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>0.61 (3.97,423.08)</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of group (between)</td>
<td>0.40 (2,213)</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of time (within)—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>24.52 (1.99,423.08)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social support</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauchly test of sphericity—time</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>18.3 (2)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>1.94 (3.69,396.52)</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of group (between)</td>
<td>0.70 (2,211)</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of time (within)—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>7.04 (1.85,396.56)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social connectedness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauchly test of sphericity—time</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>11.3 (2)</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>1.43 (3.80,399.07)</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of group (between)</td>
<td>2.11 (2,210)</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of time (within)—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>1.74 (1.90,399.07)</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mindfulness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauchly test of sphericity—time</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>8.0 (2)</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>0.88 (3.86,408.89)</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of group (between)</td>
<td>0.14 (2,214)</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of time (within)—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>9.66 (1.93,408.89)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QoL</strong> (physical health)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauchly test of sphericity—time</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.5 (2)</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>0.67 (3.97,417.05)</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of group (between)</td>
<td>0.35 (2,210)</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of time (within)—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>0.63 (1.99,417.05)</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QoL</strong> (psychological health)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauchly test of sphericity—time</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.8 (2)</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>0.23 (3.99,420.49)</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of group (between)</td>
<td>0.63 (2,211)</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect of time (within)—Greenhouse-Geisser</td>
<td>0.65 (1.99,420.49)</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QoL</strong> (social relationships)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Well-being outcome and measurement | $F$ test ($df$) | $P$ value | $\eta_p^2$ | $1 - \beta$ | Chi-square ($df$) | $P$ value |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
Mauchly test of sphericity—time | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | 11.5 (2) | .003 |
Interaction—Greenhouse-Geisser | 0.29 (3.80,398.68) | .87 | 0.003 | .11 | N/A | N/A |
Main effect of group (between) | 0.86 (2,210) | .42 | 0.008 | .20 | N/A | N/A |
Main effect of time (within)—Greenhouse-Geisser | 4.57 (1.90,398.68) | .01 | 0.021 | .76 | N/A | N/A |

**QoL (environment)**

Mauchly test of sphericity—time | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | 6.6 (2) | .03 |
Interaction—Greenhouse-Geisser | 0.27 (3.88,405.37) | .90 | 0.003 | .11 | N/A | N/A |
Main effect of group (between) | 0.12 (2,209) | .89 | 0.001 | .07 | N/A | N/A |
Main effect of time (within)—Greenhouse-Geisser | 7.89 (1.94,405.73) | <.001 | 0.036 | .95 | N/A | N/A |

$^a$N/A: not applicable.

$^b$QoL: quality of life.

**Figure 3.** University students’ reported coping self-efficacy over time. Main effect of time represents a significant difference between time 1 and time 2 as well as between time 1 and time 3. CSE: Coping Self-Efficacy Scale; MHSP: mental health service provider.
**Figure 4.** University students' reported mindfulness over time. Main effect of time represents a significant difference between time 1 and time 2 as well as between time 1 and time 3. MAAS: Mindful Attention Awareness Scale; MHSP: mental health service provider.
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**Figure 5.** University students' reported quality of life (QoL; environment) over time. Main effect of time represents a significant difference between time 1 and time 3. MHSP: mental health service provider.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
The overarching goal of this study was to evaluate a mental health service provider–presented versus peer-presented mental health resilience skill–building web-based video outreach program against a wait-list comparison group. Specifically, the first objective sought to compare group differences on the web-based outreach program’s acceptability between the types of deliverers (mental health service provider vs peer). Building
on this, the second objective sought to compare group differences between the intervention groups (mental health service provider–presented and peer-presented) and a wait-list comparison group in terms of well-being outcomes (ie, decreased stress and increased coping self-efficacy, social support, social connectedness, mindfulness, and QoL) over 10 weeks.

Interestingly, the web-based outreach program received similarly high acceptability and satisfaction ratings regardless of whether the program deliverer was a mental health service provider or a peer. In both the mental health service provider–presented and peer-presented programs, most participants (58/72, 81% in the mental health service provider–presented group and 69/76, 91% in the peer-presented group) indicated that they were planning to use the program strategies in the future from *sometimes* to *frequently*. In addition, a large proportion of students in the mental health service provider–presented group (46/71, 65%) and in the peer-presented group (53/76, 70%) indicated that they felt that, after watching video 1, they had learned a *medium amount* to a *lot*. Thus, acknowledging the need to integrate cost-effective and easily accessible mental health programs to build mental health resilience capacity and support students in coping with general stress, these findings provide promising early evidence that a web-based skill-building resource for teaching mental health resilience skills is satisfactory and acceptable for university students. Furthermore, this may be a particularly valuable approach for students who have a preference for peer-led approaches or to complement professional mental health services. This is in line with previous literature reporting high satisfaction with web-based mental health skill-building programs [8,60]. However, to our knowledge, this is the first study to examine such acceptability of and satisfaction with a peer-presented versus mental health service provider–presented universal resilience-building web-based program in a sample of university students. Interestingly, given nonsignificant differences between the groups, the findings suggest that a resilience skill–building video outreach program may be acceptable for university students regardless of service delivery type (mental health service provider–presented or peer-presented).

Although most students reported high overall acceptability and satisfaction with the program, a certain proportion of students (eg, students saying that they were never to rarely planning to use the strategies in the future: 21/148, 14.2%) did indicate less-positive reports regarding the program. However, it is important to note that a random convenience sample was recruited, where students were generously compensated for their time, to avoid a self-selection bias; therefore, a broad sample of students who may or may not have had the need for or interest in these strategies participated in the study. Thus, it is not surprising that a number of the participants reported less interest in the program or willingness to use the strategies in the future as they may not have had a need for these strategies. These findings further confirm that mental health outreach will usually be of interest and relevance specifically to those who are currently feeling a need for this support.

Moreover, interpretation of this study’s findings needs to be carried out with a particular focus on the societal context in which the program was delivered. Importantly, while the program was being delivered, a state of emergency because of the COVID-19 pandemic was declared in the province in which this study was conducted. This brought on significant changes for students, such as social distancing restrictions and changes related to remote learning. Thus, such elevated levels of reported acceptability and satisfaction are encouraging as the program was disseminated at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, when there was much uncertainty and students’ lifestyles were rapidly changing [44,61]. In addition, the elevated proportion of students who reported having used the program strategies to cope with COVID-19 stress suggests that these types of strategies are feasible to use in times of rapid change and uncertainty. However, considering the societal context, this may have played a role in the nonsignificant group differences between the satisfaction with the mental health service provider–presented program and the satisfaction with the peer-presented program. Given the challenges associated with the pandemic, students may have been eager to access web-based mental health resources regardless of who was delivering the program. Although the findings may have important implications for the development and integration of future outreach programs seeing this program’s high acceptability and satisfaction, nonsignificant group differences should be interpreted with caution based on the context, and further investigation may be required.

The second objective was to compare group differences between a mental health service provider–presented versus peer-presented web-based skill-building video outreach program and a wait-list comparison group in terms of well-being outcomes over time (baseline, after the intervention, and follow-up). Although the students rated the program very positively, no difference was found among any of the 3 groups on any of the well-being outcomes over time. Thus, the intervention groups did not demonstrate a greater improvement over time in well-being outcomes relative to the wait-list comparison group, although, as discussed below, there was a general increase in well-being for all groups. Even though previous studies have found that web-based interventions are effective in supporting university students’ well-being [62], there are several potential factors that may explain this lack of a detectable intervention benefit. It may be that this null finding indicates that the intervention was ineffective, meaning that perhaps the intervention was not optimized (eg, the time span was too short or the students did not engage with the strategies for a sufficient amount of time). As demonstrated in the literature, intervention dosage is crucial to an intervention [63]; as such, it may be that students need supplemental time to engage with the strategies and for strategy practice.

An alternative hypothesis for this null finding is that all 3 groups of participants may have had increased access to mental health support resources through the university and community given the plethora of web-based student mental health resources offered because of the pandemic. The elevated reports of stress associated with the COVID-19 pandemic and the need to move students to web-based learning resulted in a plethora of web-based resources offered through the university and community to effectively support students during this time. In
summary, all 3 groups in this study would have had access to several mental health support resources through the university and community as well as a decrease in academic stressors.

Although no group differences were found, there was a significant change over time in coping self-efficacy, social support, mindfulness, and QoL (social relationships and environment domains) for all 3 groups. Specifically, students increased in coping self-efficacy and mindfulness from time 1 to time 2 and remained stable from time 2 to time 3. Similarly, students reported an increase in the quality of their environment (ie, QoL environment domain) between time 1 and time 3. These findings are in line with a study conducted by Hamza et al [64] demonstrating that students with preexisting mental health concerns reported an increase or similar levels of psychological well-being compared with a year before. Similar to the findings of Hamza et al [64], many students in this sample were already reporting mental health difficulties and may have been better able to cope with the changes associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, such as increased social isolation.

Moreover, mindfulness practice has been gaining popularity as an evidence-based strategy for managing stress. As a result, several means of support offered to deal with the pandemic stress were aimed at enhancing mindfulness [65,66], which may have influenced students’ reported mindfulness during this time. Finally, the increase in the QoL environment domain has been hypothesized to have been affected by potential positive experiences of the COVID-19 pandemic, as noted in several recent COVID-19 studies [67,68]. The QoL environment domain measures facets such as “Opportunities for acquiring new information and skills” and “Participation in and opportunities for recreation” and may have increased as a result of the reduction of academic stressors and increase in time available for leisure activities.

Interestingly, the pattern of change for social support and the QoL social relationships domain was different, with an increase from time 1 to time 2 before returning to baseline levels at time 3. The increase in social support and the QoL social relationships domain is consistent with previous literature on natural or societal disasters, where there is an increase in social and general mental health support directly following these tragic events [69,70]. Thus, the time 2 increase in perceived social support is hypothesized to have been related to the early pandemic surge in social connections as families, peers, and communities reached out to individuals to ensure safety and well-being. This early pandemic increase in social support is similar to findings from a community sample of adults, where an increase in social support was reported at the start of the pandemic [71]. However, although interesting patterns emerged in terms of students’ well-being during this time, the findings of this study are tentative, as several factors may have affected the results, and should be interpreted with caution.

Limitations and Future Directions

This study is not without limitations. Considering that the program was disseminated during a time of change because of the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the results may have been different if the web-based outreach program had been provided to manage regular day-to-day stress. Thus, these results may not be generalizable to nonpandemic times, and future research would benefit from evaluating program effectiveness in a different context. Furthermore, given the importance of intervention dosage [63], future studies may want to examine specifically how much time students engage with strategy practice. Although this study asked students to retrospectively rate on a Likert scale from never to frequently how much they used the program strategies, it may be helpful to have students provide a daily report of the time spent engaging with each strategy to be able to better evaluate whether the dosage had an impact on the effectiveness of the intervention. A further limitation of this study is the use of a nonstandardized, researcher-designed measure to assess program satisfaction owing to the lack of relevant standardized measures in this area. Finally, there is limited generalizability of the findings owing to a sample where the participants predominantly identified as White women. Further research is needed to explore student responses to web-based mental health outreach programs among groups that may be underrepresented in our sample.

Conclusions

The elevated levels of mental health distress reported by university students and the difficulties associated with the developmental period of emerging adulthood highlight the need to provide university students with appropriate mental health support. Although this study did not demonstrate program effectiveness, students reported high acceptability of both mental health service provider–presented and peer-presented programs. The findings highlight that the content presented (strategies for skill-building and psychoeducation) may play a more important role in students’ acceptability than who is delivering the program. Hence, future initiatives may want to consider the involvement of peers in delivering similar web-based programs as an effective approach to address barriers to program dissemination, such as limited resources and increasing acceptability of students with a preference for peer approaches.
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Abstract

Background: Autism spectrum disorder (hereafter, autism) is a common neurodevelopmental condition. Core traits can range from subtle to severe and fluctuate depending on context. Individuals can present for diagnostic assessments during childhood or adulthood. However, waiting times for assessment are typically lengthy, and many individuals wait months or even years to be seen. Traditionally, there has been a lack of standardization between services regarding how many and which multidisciplinary health professionals are involved in the assessment and the methods (diagnostic tools) that are used. The COVID-19 pandemic has affected routine service provision because of stay-at-home mandates and social distancing guidelines. Autism diagnostic services have had to adapt, such as by switching from conducting assessments in person to doing these fully via telehealth (defined as the use of remote technologies for the provision of health care) or using blended in-person or telehealth methods.

Objective: This study explored health professionals’ experiences of and perspectives about conducting telehealth autism diagnostic assessments, including barriers and facilitators to this, during the COVID-19 pandemic; potential telehealth training and supervision needs of health professionals; how the quality and effectiveness of telehealth autism diagnostic services can be enhanced; and experiences of delivering postdiagnostic support remotely.

Methods: A total of 45 health professionals, working in varied settings across England, participated in one-off, in-depth semistructured qualitative interviews. These were conducted via videoconferencing or telephone. Altogether, participants represented 7 professional disciplines (psychiatry, medicine, psychology, speech and language therapy, occupational therapy, nursing, and social work). The data were then analyzed thematically.

Results: Thematic analysis indicated the following 7 themes: practicalities of telehealth, telehealth autism diagnostic assessments, diagnostic conclusions, clinical considerations, postdiagnostic support, future ways of working, and health professionals’ experiences and needs. Overall, telehealth autism diagnostic assessments were deemed by many participants to be convenient, flexible, and efficient for some patients, families, and health professionals. However, not all patients could be assessed in this...
way, for example, because of digital poverty, complex clinical presentation, or concerns about risk and safeguarding. Working remotely encouraged innovation, including the development of novel assessment measures. However, some participants expressed significant concerns about the validity and reliability of remotely assessing social communication conditions.

Conclusions: A shift to telehealth meant that autism diagnostic services remained operational during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, this method of working has potentially affected the parity of service, with people presenting with clinical complexity having to potentially wait longer to be seen or given a diagnostic opinion. There is also a lack of standardization in the provision of services. Further research should identify evidence-based ways of enhancing the timeliness, accessibility, and robustness of the autism diagnostic pathway, as well as the validity and reliability of telehealth methods.

(JMIR Ment Health 2022;9(7):e37901) doi:10.2196/37901
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Introduction

Background

Autism spectrum disorder (henceforth, autism) is a lifelong neurodevelopmental condition affecting 1% to 2% of the population [1]. Core autism traits include social communication differences (impairments), difficulties tolerating change and uncertainty, sensory sensitivities, and restricted or repetitive interests and behaviors [2]. Autism is a substantially heterogeneous condition. Traits may be subtle or severe, affecting functioning to varying degrees [2]. Some individuals are diagnosed early in life, for example, when parents or teachers notice difficulties. Conversely, many individuals are only seen for diagnostic assessment in adulthood, commonly but not exclusively at the point they are required to become more independent and autonomous [3]. There is also growing recognition that many autistic individuals are undiagnosed or remain misdiagnosed [4].

Autism diagnostic assessments have traditionally lacked standardization between services and settings. For example, data on clinical practice in the United States, Canada, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom indicate that there is variation in how many and which health professionals are involved in the diagnostic process, the semistructured or structured diagnostic tools that are used, from whom information is obtained apart from the person (eg, family and educators), and the topics that the person is asked about (eg, a sole focus on autism or wider themes that include mental health) [5-7]. This is important as the assessment process can influence outcomes (ie, what diagnostic conclusions are reached) [8] and, in turn, the service provision that patients and their families can access.

In England, health professionals are expected to follow the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence guidelines pertaining to autism diagnostic assessment [9,10]. Traditionally, assessments have been conducted in person, with very limited use of telehealth (defined as the use of remote technologies, including videoconferencing and the telephone, for the provision of health care). Irrespective of age, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence recommends that the assessment comprises a minimum of three components: (1) a clinical interview or assessment with the person, (2) behavioral observation, and (3) a review of developmental history. Although the guidelines provide an indication of the types of semistructured or structured tools that may be useful, they do not mandate the use of one over the other, resulting in differences in practice [9,10].

The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020 substantially affected the provision of emergency, routine, and specialist clinical services. Stay-at-home mandates and social distancing measures meant that nonemergency services needed to adapt the standard ways of working [11,12]. Some autism diagnostic services temporarily shut down waiting lists and suspended direct clinical work for several months, exacerbating already lengthy waiting times [13,14]. However, overall, many services started conducting partial or complete autism diagnostic assessments using telehealth [13-16].

There is a precedent for conducting autism diagnostic assessments remotely [17,18]. For example, 10 studies conducted in the United States before 2020 examined the feasibility and acceptability of conducting assessments via telehealth rather than in person, with preliminary evidence of effectiveness and good interrater reliability (when comparing both methods) [17]. However, the pandemic context, including stay-at-home mandates and social distancing measures, has introduced additional complexities and considerations for clinical practice, such as the need to rapidly develop new systems and processes to facilitate telehealth appointments, the expectation that professionals will adopt new ways of working without formal training, and the need to make clinical decisions about eligibility or contraindications for telehealth in a clinical rather than a research sample. A recently published systematic review of studies investigating telehealth methods of autism assessment and interventions for autistic individuals, conducted before and during the pandemic, also found that this is feasible, effective, and reliable [18].

Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, a handful of studies, primarily conducted in the United States and Canada, have examined the feasibility and acceptability of telehealth autism diagnostic assessments or the perspectives of patients or health professionals [14-16,19-21]. Preliminary findings indicate that some professionals and services can find telehealth to be convenient, flexible, and satisfactory when working with individuals across the life span. However, consistent concerns have also been raised by some professionals, including
difficulties with engaging patients and families, assessing subtleties in nonverbal social communication and performing risk assessment, limited confidence in reaching diagnostic conclusions, and wider challenges such as technological problems (digital poverty and poor internet connection) and environmental considerations (eg, lack of privacy during appointments). In addition, professionals have identified a paucity of diagnostic tools validated for use via telehealth [22] and more general uncertainty about the validity and reliability of remotely assessing a condition underpinned by social communication differences. Some have also noted the potential for a widening gulf in health care disparities, as factors such as digital poverty, clinical complexity, risk, and the need for interpreters may mean that services want to meet patients and their families in person, resulting in a longer waiting time for assessment. Taken together, the evidence to date suggests that telehealth has merit as an approach for assessing autism [17,18]. However, professionals also face challenges in practice as a direct result of this approach, which may directly affect confidence and clarity in reaching diagnostic conclusions and the resultant service provision available for patients and their families. Further investigation of professionals’ experiences of conducting telehealth autism diagnostic assessments in other settings and contexts is warranted to better understand how service provision can be more suitably tailored during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, understanding more about barriers and facilitators to telehealth autism diagnostic assessment may help inform future iterations of quality and effectiveness of telehealth autism diagnostic services can be enhanced; and (4) experiences of delivering postdiagnostic support.

Methods

We report the methods and findings based on the Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research guidelines [23] (Multimedia Appendix 1 [23]).
Figure 1. Location of services within which participants were based.

Table 1. Participants' professional demographic characteristics (N=45).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Profession</strong>, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical psychologist</td>
<td>13 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech and language therapist</td>
<td>6 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational therapist</td>
<td>6 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatrist</td>
<td>5 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurodevelopmental worker(^b)</td>
<td>5 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social worker</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrician</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical physician</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling psychologist</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience (years), mean (SD); range</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Since core or primary professional training (n=29)</td>
<td>13.32 (7.11); 1-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working with autistic individuals</td>
<td>12.14 (8.53); 0.5-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Service context, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHS(^c)</td>
<td>32 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>13 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepts referrals for people with a learning disability</td>
<td>8 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital health provider</td>
<td>5 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age of patient group (n=35), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child (&lt;18 years)</td>
<td>13 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult (≥18 years)</td>
<td>17 (49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life span</td>
<td>5 (14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Participants could endorse >1 professional discipline.

\(^b\)Unqualified practitioner specializing in administering semistructured diagnostic tools as part of the multidisciplinary team assessment.

\(^c\)NHS: National Health Service.
Materials

The topic guide informed the interviews. This was developed in collaboration with experts with experience and health professionals. Briefly, the topic guide included (1) demographic questions, (2) contextual questions about participants’ service context and experience of using telehealth or hybrid assessment, (3) prompts about views on telehealth, (4) perceived telehealth training and clinical supervision needs, and (5) thoughts about improving service provision during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic. Multimedia Appendix 1 provides more information regarding the topic guide.

Procedure

Interviews were conducted by 3 female researchers (DS, BF, and VM)—1 postdoctoral nurse, 1 clinical psychologist, and 1 doctoral student—all of whom had experience in conducting qualitative research and autism diagnostic assessments in varied settings (including inpatient and community settings, the criminal justice system, and research studies). Interviews were conducted via videoconferencing, as well as, infrequently, by telephone, at the time of participants’ choice. Of the 45 participants, 6 (13%) had prior working relationships with their interviewers. This was acknowledged but not considered to impede participants’ responses, as in all but one instance, individuals were not routinely working together at the time of study participation. The participants were aware that the study focused on the clinical practice and research interests of the team.

During the interviews, participants were asked questions based on topic guide prompts, allowing them to lead the conversation. The mean duration of the interviews was 46 (range 20-73) minutes. Interviews were recorded (audio and video), excluding 2 instances because of technical issues. The participants were not asked to specify their location at the time of the interview, although most appeared to be at work or home. We did not ask whether there were others in the vicinity during study participation: however, there were no obvious interruptions. Interviewers took hand notes and met intermittently during the study setup and recruitment for peer reflection on the interview process and content and to ensure that they each met participants with different backgrounds (ie, working with young people or adults, in the NHS or independently, and from varied professional disciplines).

Data Analysis

Data pertaining to participants’ professional demographic characteristics and descriptions of service-related factors were summarized descriptively. Qualitative data were analyzed thematically, involving (1) becoming familiar with the data, (2) generating initial codes, (3) searching for themes, (4) reviewing tentative themes, (5) labeling themes, and (6) summarizing the data [24].

Reflexivity was embedded in the research process and during the thematic analysis [25]. This included members of the research team reflecting on perceptions of how autism can and should be assessed; minimum standards for autism assessment; views about the utility, validity, and reliability of telehealth; and experiences of receiving or providing autism and nonautism diagnoses in person and remotely.

The interviewers transcribed their own interviews. Transcripts were not sent to the participants for comments or checking. These were collated into a master document organized according to the question topic. One of the researchers (DS) created initial codes that were subsequently refined through categorization, with labels assigned to tentative themes and subthemes as they were identified. To ensure consistency within the coding, 2 researchers (VM and BF) randomly selected 10% of the interview responses at random and coded them. The codes were then compared among all 3 interviewers, with a high degree of comparability. Tentative themes were then finalized and presented to the wider research team for their comments.

Results

Thematic analysis of the data indicated there were seven themes (1) practicalities of telehealth, (2) telehealth autism diagnostic assessments, (3) diagnostic conclusions, (4) clinical considerations, (5) postdiagnostic support, (6) future ways of working, and (7) health professionals’ experiences and needs. Figure 2 presents the themes and subthemes (Multimedia Appendices 2-8).
**Figure 2.** Overview of themes and subthemes.

### Theme 1: Practicalities of Telehealth

The first theme pertained to participants’ views on the practicalities of using telehealth, with three subthemes: (1) using IT, (2) flexibility and efficiency, and (3) logistical barriers.

**Using IT**

*Digital poverty* was an issue for some participants. One of the participants said the following:

> ...privileged people can access a lot better and get a much more robust kind of assessment, because it’s not constantly losing connection all the time. So that’s a real concern to me.

Professionals working in teams were said to have differing computer literacy levels and access to technology or devices. Some patients and families were described as being accustomed to IT, whereas others could struggle with technology. The lack of familiarity with this could be an independent source of anxiety. One participant remarked they “have one laptop to read, write and call from...the IT is not enough...we need bigger [wider], and more screens,” specifically, one to use for clinical interactions and a second for reading and writing notes.

The use of videoconferencing platforms also differs. For example, Zoom videoconference was permitted only in some NHS Health Trusts. One of the digital health services used a custom-built platform. Some participants noted complexities associated with not being able to blur the screen background:

> [this] means that people might know more about your personal life than any of us might share

The visible contrast between some participants’ and patients’ home environments could be stark:
...there might be things in the background that are a bit distracting for somebody

These factors may have influenced engagement and rapport building between patients and professionals, as well as patients’ attention during an assessment.

**Flexibility and Efficiency**

The consensus was that telehealth “gives us flexibility and choices.” Together, participants said that using telehealth could result in (1) fluid appointment times, (2) more accessible appointments, (3) fewer no-shows, (4) options for swiftly filling last-minute cancellations, (5) the possibility for audio and video recording of assessments, (6) less travel and minimal expenditure (eg, on travel or parking), (7) fewer room bookings, (8) environmental benefits or lower carbon footprint, and (9) capacity for recruiting staff living outside of the area. Consequently, many participants felt that flexibility in telehealth could benefit all stakeholders.

**Logistical Barriers**

Participants described a range of logistical issues related to patient circumstances that could potentially influence the viability, practical implementation, and success of a telehealth autism assessment (Textbox 1).

Textbox 1. Logistical issues affecting telehealth autism diagnostic assessments.

- **Environmental factors**
  - Location not optimal for an assessment (eg, nowhere suitable to sit at home, dialing into the appointment from work, and walking or riding a bicycle while doing the assessment)
  - Domestic situations not optimal for an assessment (eg, lack of privacy and caring for young children during the assessment)
  - Poor lighting or curtains closed
  - Poor sound or much background noise
  - Distracted by extraneous cues, finding it hard to sustain attention, and experiencing difficulty in sitting still

- **IT-related factors**
  - Issues relating to the camera (eg, height and position of the camera, proximity to the patient, and declining to turn the camera on or camera turned off unexpectedly)
  - Battery of device running out of charge unexpectedly
  - Only possible to see what is in front of the camera and not behind or at the periphery

- **Engagement-related factors**
  - Can feel intrusive to speak to someone while at home
  - Patient may choose not to join the assessment or wander off part of the way through
  - Displaying behavior that seems inappropriate for the context (eg, patient or family members not fully clothed, disappearing to make a sandwich or go for a walk, and answering the telephone)

- **Risk-related factors**
  - Domestic abuse
  - Safeguarding issues

**Theme 2: Telehealth Autism Diagnostic Assessments**

The second theme pertained to the views of the participants when using telehealth for autism diagnostic assessments, with five subthemes related to (1) ethical practice, (2) limited standardization, (3) validity and reliability, (4) assessment tools, and (5) autism assessment.

**Ethical Considerations**

Several participants stated that it was unethical for patients to wait longer than necessary. Thus, telehealth was a reasonable option, given the COVID-19 pandemic. Conversely, another participant highlighted that some patients cannot be seen using telehealth (eg, as they do not have IT or their clinical presentation precludes this [see the Theme 4: Clinical Considerations section]), and thus, “there’s a bit of an ethical dilemma there, because obviously they’ve lost their place on our waiting list.”

It was also reported that a purely remote assessment may contravene ethical professional standards. As autism is a social communication condition, not meeting a patient in person may mean that naturalistic interactions cannot be adequately assessed.

**Limited Standardization**

Autism assessments lacked standardization, as highlighted by one of the participants, who said that “everybody’s making their best guess at what might work.” Services differed in terms of the (1) number of health professionals involved, (2) depth of information obtained, (3) range of sources from which information was gleaned, (4) types of behavioral observation assessments used, (5) setup of in-person appointments when
offered, (6) total number of appointments offered (including feedback), and (7) overall duration of the assessment.

Validity and Reliability

Participants’ views differed regarding whether this method of diagnostic assessment was valid and reliable. Reflecting the views of many, as well as a change in usual practice since March 2020, one of the participants said the following:

“I’ve been really surprised as how useful it is...[before the pandemic], I thought it would be a really bad idea and it wouldn’t be valid, and it would be very limited, not reliable...now I’ve really shifted. However, this was commonly caveated with curiosity and, more specifically, a worry, about “how valid and reliable it is,” especially the behavioral observation components of the assessment (see the Assessment Tools subsection). Conversely, others said the following:

...feel so strongly about it that it’s not valid...if the full assessment is done remotely, it’s not clinically valid

I couldn’t in all conscience assign a diagnosis [about] something as profound as how you interact socially with another human being having never sat in a room with them.

Some participants thought telehealth assessments “do work very well, but there are always going to be [patients] when they’re not going to be sufficient.”

The reliability of telehealth assessments could be dependent on the age of the patient, such as being less appropriate for younger children. Others have suggested that this is less reliable for people with “definite speech and language difficulties, with intellectual [learning] disability, learning difficulties such as dyslexia, dyspraxia,” or parents with a learning disability, who may find this a more overwhelming, ambiguous, or confusing meeting.

Assessment Tools

Obtaining a developmental history, such as with the Autism Diagnostic Interview–Revised [26], was considered easy via telehealth, and indeed, this commonly occurred before the COVID-19 pandemic. Formal behavioral observation assessments, such as the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS)–2 [27], translated less well to web-based forums. Some services decided to complete the ADOS-2 when social distancing measures were no longer in place, resulting in patients being placed on an internal waiting list.

Many services demonstrated innovation and developed an ADOS-informed assessment, comprising play-based and conversational tasks. Participants found this beneficial for structuring an appraisal of behaviors suggestive of autism. However, it was noted that these assessments had not been empirically tested, and thus, their psychometric properties (eg, test-retest reliability and interrater reliability) were unknown. On reflection, one of the participants felt that the ADOS-informed assessment they were using “is slightly limiting. We’ve done the best we can.” Another said they had adopted “a really low threshold for review when we weren’t certain...we feel that we may be missing things.” Others described their newly developed assessment as “really successful, and I think it’s been amazing that there’s certain things you can pick up doing it.”

Autism Assessment

Opinions on conducting telehealth autism assessments varied. Some participants said that, with practice and experience, this did not differ substantially from assessing someone in person:

...we’ve certainly adjusted to it and for a significant majority of people, doing online assessment has been absolutely fine, and I think the diagnostic conclusion we’ve made has been the same as to whether we’d seen them in a room or not

Another suggested the following:

...a difficult case is a difficult case, and a straightforward case is a straightforward case...I’m not sure that meeting somebody in person would have made a big difference

Some characteristics prototypically associated with autism could be challenging to observe via telehealth, summarized as “you lose a lot of the subtleties...lose out on the interaction.” These included (1) nonverbal behavior (eg, eye contact and quality, flexibility, range, congruence, and integration of facial expressions and gestures); (2) fluidity, responsivity, and reciprocity of social interaction with familiar and unfamiliar others; (3) hypo- and hypersensory sensitivities (eg, to light or noise); (4) repetitive movements and mannerisms, especially those outside the camera shot; and (5) gait and posture.

In addition, it could be difficult to assess coping strategies patients use in their day-to-day lives to manage difficulties or traits:

...you might not see that the curtains are drawn, or you might not see that there’s particular lighting that they need

The medium of telehealth could affect judgment about why a trait or behavior was observed. Echoing others’ comments, one of the participants said the following:

...how much of that [social interaction difficulties] is a deficit on their part, and how much of it is just because there might be a slight delay in the internet? Or there might have been a break in the connection. So, it can be complicated to figure out whether their difficulty with reciprocity is because of that, or whether it’s a typical issue.

With younger children, there was a specific concern because of the following:

...they’ve not really had much social interaction over the last year [2020], and then you’re trying to discern whether that’s a COVID thing, or whether that’s related to how they prefer things to be anyway

Seeing patients’ home environments could help with finding out about their preferences and difficulties:
I like that the person can show you things in their home. So, if you're asking somebody about collections, they can then show you that collection, or if they if you're asking about organisation, you know they can show you things that they've organised and so you get that sort of evidence and insight that you wouldn't get by somebody taking you to a clinic."

It was also easier to "see family dynamics" and "parent child interactions...like mum putting a hand on the child's shoulder...little things that actually show you a little bit about what their relationship is like." In contrast, patients could access their "favorite toys" at home; more easily rely on a "scripted, rehearsed kind of story"; and thereby, manage some interactions and ADOS-informed tasks more adeptly.

The remote assessment of domains other than autism could pose challenges. Several participants noted that there is "no possibility of doing a physical examination, not even just blood pressure and pulse, or you know if you thought someone would benefit from blood tests." Alongside this, many participants described difficulties in assessing the nonspecific elements of social interaction informing diagnostic conclusions:

...do they hold the door open for the informant, then let it go in their face
...who sits next to who
...how do they greet me...how do they sit
...how they cope by coming to a clinic
...if someone’s trousers are stained, or if someone smells, like you’re not getting that information about self-care and things that they might be struggling with and they don’t always have the insight to be able to give you that information verbally

Some participants said it was more difficult to develop a rapport on the web:

[it’s] nice and tangible sitting in a room and there’s some natural toys, and let’s do this task together and let’s work on it together

A few participants wondered the following:

...people find it easier to sort of spin you a mistruth, when people want a diagnosis...I’ve got a lady at the moment that I don’t know if she has autism or not, but she’s giving me a lot of conflicting information

Theme 3: Diagnostic Conclusions

The third theme pertained to formulating and sharing diagnostic conclusions with two subthemes: (1) reaching a diagnostic conclusion and (2) communicating the diagnosis.

Reaching a Diagnostic Conclusion

As for reaching a diagnostic conclusion, one of the participants said the following:

I think a lot of it’s to do with the experience. The more you see people with different types of ASD and different presentations, and it takes a long time, but you find patterns in things and in people’s behaviours, so you know you can read [about] it as much as you want or go on as much training courses that you can, but you never quite get it until you’ve been working with individuals for a long period of time

Others felt that telehealth assessments introduced greater "uncertainty...we spend longer discussing cases," and the following:

I think it [telehealth] makes it much harder as a clinician to be sure of the diagnosis...you can’t rely on your feeling and your responses because you’re just listening to what they’re saying

There was a sense of complexity and difficult diagnostic decisions, and more difficulties for newly qualified health professionals. Several participants said they would not “confirm a diagnosis with anyone that I have not seen in person.”

A few services had adopted an open-door policy, with one participant describing the following:

...assessment is limited by the set up [telehealth]...we generally say we would be happy to review in two years if problems persist. So, if we haven’t given a diagnosis, we’re leaving the door open that we may have missed it

Moreover, their service “made recommendations based on the young person’s current needs and situations, so we might give autism-related recommendations even without the diagnosis.”

Communicating the Diagnosis

In some services, feedback was provided in person, resulting in a lag between assessment and diagnosis. Some participants felt the following:

...quite callous and not particularly warm and friendly to be doing it over [the internet], like you’re giving someone a life changing diagnosis and you can’t even offer them a cup of tea while you’re doing it or something. You know there’s nothing to kind of soften the blow

Another said the following:

...it’s difficult if they are very emotional—you can say warm empathic things, but you can’t hand them the tissue box...you feel a bit inadequate

Some noted that giving a diagnosis jointly with colleagues seemed easier than giving a diagnosis just as the sole health professional.

The patients’ experiences of receiving a diagnosis were important. It was difficult to know “whether it feels better for them to be in their own space and try to process that, or whether it’s better to be in a clinic room.” Some patients were said to “underestimate what the impact of a diagnosis might be like for them.” One participant highlighted the following:

...there’s a bit [of a] difference about you sitting in your bedroom and somebody giving you some news and then hanging up and you’re still kind of sitting in your bedroom, versus coming to a room, somebody telling you something, you’ve been given kind of that time in the room, and then leaving the place where
you’ll be given the outcome to travel somewhere different

Others said receiving a diagnosis could be a relief for patients; however, this was communicated, such as “it explains my past. You know, I’ve got a different narrative now.” Overall, ensuring that patients have “the right emotional support around them” was deemed crucial.

Not receiving an autism diagnosis could incur frustration and sadness. Participants reported that relaying this in person or via telehealth could be difficult. One of the participants said their service goes “that extra mile” if a patient does not receive a diagnosis, as “you’ve got to do that in a way that doesn’t [seem] over rejecting...like a huge disappointment.” A few participants dealt with formal complaints whereby parents had said that a diagnosis of autism was not made as the assessment had been conducted via telehealth.

Theme 4: Clinical Considerations

The fourth theme pertained to clinical considerations associated with the feasibility of using telehealth in their service, with two subthemes: (1) clinical complexity and (2) risk and safeguarding.

Clinical Complexity

Participants said that referrals were increasingly being received for “more and more complex cases.” Examples of complex cases may include patients presenting with limited verbal communication or selective mutism, mental health conditions, enduring personality traits or personality disorders, attachment-based problems, complex trauma, looked-after child status, fetal alcohol syndrome, sensory processing disorders, multimorbidity, or a forensic history. Some participants felt that the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a 2-tiered system, with patients with more straightforward presentations being seen via telehealth versus patients with more complexity possibly waiting for longer.

Clinical complexity typically meant that the assessment was “more of a challenge”:

...because we need to have more discussion and the MDT process becomes more lengthy, because you have got more to consider

Participants found this could make it “really hard to tell whether they’re [patients] autistic or not autistic, and you go away kind of thinking, well after 10 years, I should be able to know whether someone’s autistic or not. It’s very rare that I can’t reach a conclusion [in person], but it seems to be far more complicated [via telehealth].”

Risk and Safeguarding

In some services, moderate to high risk to self or others, recent suicidality, substance use, high mental health needs, impaired capacity, and known safeguarding concerns precluded the offer of a telehealth assessment.

Participants identified a range of risks inherent in clinical work, including to self, to others, and from others. However, the current pandemic context potentially increased the risk for some people, such as “from the fact that you’re doing [the] assessment remotely.” For instance, the following was more crucial:

...know where somebody is when you’re speaking to them [as] they may not be at home...if there were kind of risk issues that came up, it will be important to know where they were.

Another participant said that risky topics could arise when someone “doesn’t want to disclose the ASD assessment to their family or partner or their children.” Providing feedback for a diagnostic conclusion that patients are not happy with could also feel risky, especially in the absence of good rapport developed in person. Several participants highlighted that there may be an increased “risk of getting it [the diagnosis] wrong” and incurring “false positives and false negatives.”

Several participants expressed uncertainty about whether the risk can be accurately gauged remotely, with some feeling “it can be quite difficult to hold that risk remotely.” This was deemed especially tricky, as “there isn’t anyone else that’s going to come and pick up and monitor that risk.” Another said the following:

...assessing high risk patients...[such as]...someone who’s very psychotic... creates a bit more anxiety rather than being with the person in the same room and kind of getting a sense of the situation.”

Alongside this, it was noted that risk assessment and management is core work for some professional disciplines (eg, psychiatry, clinical psychology, and nursing); however, there may be less emphasis on this in the training of other disciplines:

...there’s extra training to try and bring everybody up to that standard, which is really good, but then sometimes there are still gaps in people’s knowledge and experience

It was also apparent that a few services declined referrals for patients deemed to present any risk, again highlighting the potential disparities.

Seeing patients in their homes, via the web, could raise unexpected safeguarding concerns. One of the participants said the following regarding the period of a break:

...parents forgot to turn off the camera and volume, and they [the professional] heard inappropriate things where they shouted at their children...it made them feel uncomfortable and they filed a safeguarding concern

Another participant identified that talking about safeguarding could potentially increase the risk of further safeguarding issues; for example, when assessing someone in an “abusive...coercive relationship” seen in the company of the abuser.

Participants talked about the complexity of dealing with safeguarding issues from their own homes:

...there’s just something about being in a clinic environment where you know you almost kind of have your like safeguarding hat on more. I think because you’re kind of in a role, whereas when you’re at home, sometimes say you know you hear something or you even see something in the background, and I get a moment where I think gosh, this is actually really, you know important...sometimes that’s difficult...
Theme 5: Postdiagnostic Support
The fifth theme pertained to the participants’ views on postdiagnostic support and how their service currently handles this, with three subthemes: (1) commissioning, (2) different approaches, and (3) interventions for nonautistic individuals.

Commissioning
Many services were “not commissioned to provide any postdiagnostic support,” although this was described as follows:

...crucial, because we’ve got lots and lots and lots of children and adults who are being diagnosed with autism. But then, [they ask], what now? Where do I go with this? How can I make this useful?

Another participant emphasized the following:

...they [commissioners, managers] sometimes lack the understanding that it is much more than a diagnosis or not. It’s about being able to come away knowing that you feel that you’ve got a pretty good understanding of that child to not only feel comfortable making the diagnostic decision that you made, but also that you’ve been able to do something helpful for families

The consensus was that services should be better resourced to provide input after the assessment.

Different Approaches
The nature of postdiagnostic interventions differed between services, ranging from no intervention; signposting; resource leaflets; in-depth assessments of functioning; psychoeducation workshops and groups for patients, families, or friends; regular drop-in sessions; and, infrequently, individual sessions.

Some services had moved groups to the web, with varying degrees of success. One of the participants described their group now “feels much more like a teaching session...most of the clients don’t want the camera on... so you can feel you could be speaking into the empty [void].” Others considered the move to web-based groups to have “been more successful than I thought it would be”—a valuable asset for patients who may have opted out of or been unable to attend in person. Attending the group on the web also meant that “you don’t have to talk, but you can listen,” reducing potential pressure on patients.

Interventions for Nonautistic Individuals
The lack of a postdiagnostic intervention for people who do not receive a diagnosis of autism was mentioned:

...if you don’t have a diagnosis of autism...this is a big issue. Too many autism services just dump them

In one of the services, importance was placed on parity of understanding irrespective of diagnosis:

...you still get all of that same process. You still get the formulation. You still get told you will still get a differential diagnosis and opinion and we will still make recommendations for you. So, no matter where you are, autistic or not, you come up with the full assessment and what’s deemed to be your diagnosis, but also what’s deemed to be a formulation, so that if you do have to go into other services, you can take that with you, not have to answer the same questions again

Theme 6: Future Ways of Working
The sixth theme pertained to participants’ thoughts about optimal service provision, with three subthemes: (1) team configuration, (2) integral components of telehealth, and (3) innovations.

Team Configuration
There was wide variation in workforce configurations. Few participants worked as sole practitioners. Most teams had between 2 and ≥6 professional disciplines represented or available to participate in assessments ad hoc.

Echoing many participants’ sentiments, one of the participants said the following:

I don’t think they [health professionals] need to be from a particular professional background. What’s more important is that they have adequate experience and training and confidence in differential diagnosis across a range of mental conditions and a range of neurodevelopmental conditions and that they know the [care] pathways, whether that’s in the private sector or the NHS, you know, to refer people on for follow-up assessments and follow up treatment

Integral Components of Telehealth
Of the 45 participants, 5 (11% of the sample) worked for a digital health service. Of the remaining participants, most perceived services will continue to use telehealth beyond the COVID-19 pandemic. Whether this would be augmented with at least one in-person appointment depended on factors such as (1) organizational policy, (2) patient choice, (3) clinical complexity, (4) potential risk and safeguarding issues, (5) health professionals’ preferences, and (6) environmental considerations (eg, whether there is somewhere quiet and confidential that patients and health professionals can use in their own homes or work areas). Reflecting many others’ perspectives, one of the participants noted they are “happy to advocate a hybrid model, as long as the hybrid model is being hybrid to increase capacity without losing quality.”

Participants outlined the fundamental elements they considered necessary to ensure good quality of telehealth autism assessments. This included suggestions for what the assessment comprises, how it is offered, who conducts it, health professionals’ proficiency and ongoing supervision and training needs, and robust processes for service delivery (Textbox 2).
### Textbox 2. Fundamental elements of telehealth autism diagnostic assessments.

- **Professional resources**
  - Remote assessment tools that are evidence based, standardized, and validated
  - A computer that has a reliable internet connection
  - Robust IT systems, prompt support with IT problems, and clear IT policies
  - Excellent admin support and tight admin processes

- **Service design and processes**
  - Collaboration and coproduction of service design and delivery with patients and families
  - Blended or hybrid model of service delivery, incorporating remote and in-person options based on needs and preferences
  - Differentiated pathways and options for straightforward and complex assessments
  - Allocation of patients to a professional within the team to offer continuity from referral to discharge
  - Clear procedures for assessing and managing risk or safeguarding concerning and a mechanism for obtaining urgent clinical advice
  - Options to conduct a neurodevelopmental assessment

- **Team working and supervision**
  - Input from a range of multidisciplinary team professionals
  - Options for joint working with colleagues if clinically indicated
  - High-quality clinical supervision
  - Opportunities to obtain peer support and build consensus about good practice in telehealth with colleagues at wider services

- **Training**
  - Adequately trained professionals with expertise in autism and mental health
  - Guidance on what a good practice telehealth assessment should incorporate and minimum standards for this

- **Patient-friendly**
  - Culturally aware service provision
  - Resources for patients (e.g., visual information about the assessment process, overview of telehealth etiquette, and computer and internet access)
  - Accessible clinical reports and options for patients to comment on a draft report and discuss the final report
  - Postdiagnostic support via varied means (e.g., written resources, in-depth assessment of functioning, individual sessions, and group support)

---

### Innovations

One of the participants highlighted the following:

...how fortuitous it is that COVID’s come along at exactly the time when we’ve got the technological ability to do this stuff

The key to this was the development of new autism assessment tools, taking into account “the cultural differences, and the social cultural context that people are living in.” There was a keenness for “something that does what the ADOS [does], but works in an online environment,” with established validity and reliability.

Potential identified innovations included allowing the patient or parents to forward videos of behavior and functioning in everyday situations, using 2 cameras to observe behavior from different angles in the clinic or at home, developing more eye-tracking or neuropsychological tasks for remote use, and having more sophisticated screen-sharing options.

### Theme 7: Health Professionals’ Experiences and Needs

The seventh and final theme pertained to the participants’ experiences and needs as health professionals, with three subthemes: (1) experiences during the COVID-19 pandemic, (2) supervision and support, and (3) training.

#### Experiences During the COVID-19 Pandemic

The convenience, flexibility, and efficiency of working from home were favored by the participants. However, this was not without its limitations. One of the participants said the following:

...all of us are females in our team and [the] majority of us [have] got children as well, so it’s been a bit of a balance really, having time to home school and time to do the assessments

Many participants reported that they “like going to an office and seeing people and being around people” and “prefer sitting in a room with somebody...just to maintain human connection.”
Time spent, in person, with colleagues was “absolutely critical...[for] things like humor, team building.”

Several participants had experienced a sense of isolation, with one remarking the following:

“I’ve never met my team. I’ve never met my supervisor. I’ve never met my patients in person...also it felt very isolated with the team and definitely didn’t help with some team dynamics...sometimes it’s nice to knock on somebody’s door and asking the question, or at least meet the people we work with.”

Another said the following:

...it’s difficult working with silence...my mental health is not so good, I think, since I’m always on my own

Some general health implications of working at home are highlighted. This could be “more tiring” and “physically intense...I’ve been having eyestrain and more headaches.” Back problems because of “sitting so much” were more common. Another participant said, “the longer [you] spend on a screen, the more burnt out you feel.” Overall, it was suggested that “actually getting up and out of your seat, and not working from a computer all the time, is actually physically more healthy.”

Supervision and Support
In keeping with several participants’ viewpoints, one of the participants noted the following:

“I think we’ve been making things up as we go along and there hasn’t been very much guidance from anywhere about what we [should do]

Supervision was deemed “more important now than ever, but it’s more avoided. I think because people are just so tired with it all [the pandemic].” Some participants expressly wanted “safeguarding supervision.”

Some pandemic-specific reasons for supervision were described, including the following:

...thinking about the impact of us not having our own routines or home life balance being so blurred, and helping people to find ways to separate work and home when they’re in the same environment...the impact of the pandemic on everybody and how it changed everybody’s life...emotional demands [of the] clinical job...we’re all kind of going through you know extreme stress in our lives

Several participants felt that current ways of working raised ethical considerations for discussion in supervision:

...holding [the] tension between what do I clinically feel is the right thing to do...what do families want...what is driving the decision-making process?

One of the supervisors reflected they are “a bit more careful when they’re supervising remotely and they’ve [the supervisee] assessed remotely,” to ensure the diagnosis reached is accurate. Peer supervision was also described as “really important...[there is] a real power in hearing from other people.” Forums bringing together health professionals working across services were considered useful, with one participant saying the following:

...it [would] be fantastic to you know, see what other people [health professionals] have done and how people have changed things and what they feel, or even if it’s just to confirm that what we’re doing is as good as we can do

Training
The following was highlighted:

...none of us were trained to do electronic-based assessments as part of our background core clinical trainings. We’ve been forced into it. Some people have flourished staff wise, others haven’t

Few patients had received any telehealth-specific training.

Participants identified five telehealth-specific training areas for health professionals: (1) IT skills (eg, general computer literacy, using video conferencing platforms, touch typing, and digital security), (2) clinical skills (eg, knowledge of mental health and differential diagnoses and how to assess them through telehealth, conducting virtual risk assessments and management, and addressing safeguarding concerns remotely), (3) therapeutic skills (eg, deportment on the web, how to enhance virtual engagement, and rapport building), (4) autism-specific skills (eg, how to assess core symptoms and strengths on the web and training in using new [validated] diagnostic tools), and (5) reliability meetings (ie, checking consistency for clinical assessments and standardized tool use).

Discussion
Principal Findings
This study gathered the perspectives of professionals working across services in England and with people across the life span regarding their thoughts about and experiences of conducting telehealth autism diagnostic assessments since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. The participants represented 7 professional disciplines and had varied experiences with autism services.

A thematic analysis of participants’ responses indicated that there are several advantages associated with telehealth, particularly in relation to convenience, flexibility, and efficiency for patients, their families, and professionals and giving rise to opportunities for innovation. However, participants also reported that telehealth incurs a range of challenges, including increasing potential health care disparities; affecting confidence in assessing, formulating, and sharing diagnostic conclusions; and contributing to clinical, environmental, and practical complexities.

Comparison With Prior Work
The findings reported here are broadly consistent with those outlined in a handful of recent studies examining professionals’ experiences of providing telehealth autism diagnostic assessments in the United States and Australia [13,16,19]. Studies have reported that professionals appreciated the...
convenience, flexibility, efficiency, and cost and space savings of telehealth. Moreover, many professionals felt this was an acceptable and satisfactory approach during the COVID-19 pandemic, even if they would not have traditionally opted to work in this way—a finding that echoes the broader literature on telehealth [28]. This is encouraging, although further studies are needed to establish why some professionals are more in favor of telehealth methods for autism diagnostic assessments than others; for example, whether contributory factors for this include the amount of autism- and mental health–relevant experience or expertise professionals have, the type of setting they work in, their age (eg, familiarity with IT), and the degree of training and clinical supervision or support provided within services.

Similar to the findings of this study, professionals elsewhere have raised concerns about the validity and reliability of telehealth autism diagnostic assessments and difficulties in assessing core autism traits remotely [13,15-19]. Concerns have likely been amplified by the fact that professionals are unable to use mainstay diagnostic tools, notably the ADOS-2 [27], and they may not yet be trained in alternatives with preliminary validation (eg, the Brief Observation of Symptoms of Autism) [22].

A consistent theme in the emerging literature is that the subtleties of social communication (eg, modulation of eye contact and use of descriptive or emphatic gestures) can be more challenging to assess via videoconferencing; for example, given the relatively small screen and that nonverbal gestures may not be oriented toward the camera, even if directed to the screen. Similarly, repetitive behaviors (eg, mannerisms) may manifest during an assessment but outside of the camera view. In addition, stay-at-home mandates and social distancing measures have meant that many individuals have had less social contact outside their immediate family in the past 2 years than before 2020 [27]. Indirectly, this may have altered the frame of reference for social situations or social norms for young children or individuals who have been more isolated [29]. Conceivably, some individuals may experience heightened social anxiety. Therefore, in some instances, social difficulties may be evident at assessment; however, causal mechanisms (eg, autism, anxiety, and lack of exposure to social situations) may be uncertain. The implication is that professionals may need to spend more time with patients; for example, conducting an assessment over several appointments so that the individual becomes more familiar with the professional and process, speaking to others who know the person well, or clarifying differences in social styles before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. Conducting assessments jointly with a colleague or developing checklists or prompts for quantifying subtle and overt traits associated with autism may prove useful. Although there is tentative evidence of the reliability of telehealth autism diagnostic assessments [17,18], most studies were conducted before the COVID-19 pandemic. Further research is needed to establish the psychometric properties of the newly developed diagnostic tools and ways through which the validity of telehealth can be enhanced.

Importantly, digital poverty was highlighted as a potential contributory factor increasing health care disparities in this study (ie, not all patients waiting for an autism diagnostic assessment could be seen as they did not have the requisite IT equipment or reliable internet access). This reflects findings reported in studies of telehealth autism services [16,19,29] and telehealth health services more generally [30,31]. Digital poverty is not uncommon [31-33]. For example, approximately 1 in 10 United Kingdom households does not have access to a PC or mobile device with interactive access [31]. For individuals who do have access to an internet-enabled device, it may be that practicalities or cost render internet access difficult, or it may be that they lack the skills or confidence to use this adeptly [32]. Although internet use has broadly increased over the past decade (from 79.7% to 90% of the United Kingdom adult population), it is a cause for concern that individuals with longer-term health issues or from lower socioeconomic status backgrounds may be excluded from telehealth opportunities, or lack access to skill-based training or support to use this. In addition, poorer than required computer literacy of patients, their families, and professionals was highlighted as an important consideration in this study, mirroring findings elsewhere [13,16]. The unexpected onset of the COVID-19 pandemic is likely to have meant that some services were unable to swiftly assess digital poverty and competencies of patients, families, and professionals and accommodate needs accordingly. However, going forward, it is imperative that these factors are addressed with future implementation of telehealth policies, ensuring that patients and families, including individuals with neurodevelopmental or intellectual disabilities [34], are supported to access and use telehealth with ease and that professionals have the correct training and tools to conduct high-quality assessments [35]. Moreover, it would be ideal for all stakeholders to input into co-designing telehealth methods and platforms [34]. This may also include identifying which methods of telehealth are deemed more satisfactory by patients, their families, and professionals; why this is the case; and how this can be used to further iterate the services provided.

Participants identified several fundamental aspects that they considered pivotal for enhancing telehealth autism diagnostic assessments during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. These related to iterating service provision in collaboration with patients and families, offering blended models of care (ie, in person and telehealth), streamlining administrative and IT processes, ensuring patients and families have access to resources, providing professionals with the necessary equipment and training, improving team cohesion, and providing professionals with adequate clinical supervision and sources of support locally and nationally.

Recent studies [16,36,37] have similarly reported that systemic changes to service provision may enhance telehealth in autism services, as well as the acceptability and satisfaction of patients, their families, and professionals. At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, many services were able to maintain routine care. There was likely limited time to stop and think, broadly and systemically, about what processes might be best and why. In addition, it was not clear how long the service provision would be disrupted. Now that there is more clarity and possibly more stability in light of vaccination programs, it would be useful for
Participants in this study identified telehealth-related areas for continuing professional development, including general clinical (eg, engagement), autism-specific, and practical skills. Studies conducted with professionals using telehealth for autism diagnostic assessment [13,16,19] or interventions for autistic individuals [26] have similarly highlighted additional training needs arising in this context. Although it is understandable that services may not have been geared up to offer specialized training at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, 2 years in, it seems crucial that core professional training and postqualification training incorporate skills-based sessions to support professionals in developing their competence and confidence in using telehealth. Future research could examine the impact of training on clinical work and whether the mode of delivery (eg, in person vs lectures on the web vs simulation methods) is a moderating mechanism. Ultimately, professionals are likely to require skills that enable them to relatively adeptly use blended in-person or telehealth methods.

Limitations
This study had several limitations. We recruited participants from a wide sampling frame but were unable to assess the reach of the study information (ie, the number of potential participants who saw the study information vs the number who contacted the research team to express interest in participating). We also did not clarify the motivations for study participation (eg, strong views in favor of or against telehealth). A wide range of health professional disciplines involved in autism assessments was represented; however, there were comparatively fewer medically trained participants. Together, participants worked across different settings and types of services; however, we did not purposively recruit participants based on each service that may conduct autism diagnostic assessments (eg, the criminal justice system). All participants were based in England, which may have affected the generalizability of the findings to other countries.

Conclusions
This is one of the first studies to explore, in-depth, health professionals’ views on conducting autism diagnostic assessments via telehealth in England since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. The study participants represented 7 clinical disciplines and conducted diagnostic assessments with children, adolescents, and adults across most regions of the country. Together, participants were enthusiastic about many ways in which telehealth can be efficient, flexible, and limit costs, with clear examples of innovation. However, it was also evident that some patients may wait for a disproportionately long time for assessment as telehealth is not deemed appropriate, given their clinical presentation, risk issues, or digital poverty. Views differed regarding the degree to which solely using telehealth is a sufficiently valid and reliable way of assessing autism and sharing diagnostic conclusions. Further studies are needed to establish what best practice telehealth autism diagnostic assessments should comprise, alongside research that focuses on reducing health care disparities and enhancing professionals’ skills and confidence in working in this way. In addition, the development of telehealth service provision should idealistically incorporate stakeholder engagement and collaboration.
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Abstract

Background: The measurement and monitoring of generalized anxiety disorder requires frequent interaction with psychiatrists or psychologists. Access to mental health professionals is often difficult because of high costs or insufficient availability. The ability to assess generalized anxiety disorder passively and at frequent intervals could be a useful complement to conventional treatment and help with relapse monitoring. Prior work suggests that higher anxiety levels are associated with features of human speech. As such, monitoring speech using personal smartphones or other wearable devices may be a means to achieve passive anxiety monitoring.

Objective: This study aims to validate the association of previously suggested acoustic and linguistic features of speech with anxiety severity.

Methods: A large number of participants (n=2000) were recruited and participated in a single web-based study session. Participants completed the Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item scale assessment and provided an impromptu speech sample in response to a modified version of the Trier Social Stress Test. Acoustic and linguistic speech features were a priori selected based on the existing speech and anxiety literature, along with related features. Associations between speech features and anxiety levels were assessed using age and personal income as covariates.

Results: Word count and speaking duration were negatively correlated with anxiety scores ($r=-0.12; P<.001$), indicating that participants with higher anxiety scores spoke less. Several acoustic features were also significantly ($P<.05$) associated with anxiety, including the mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, linear prediction cepstral coefficients, shimmer, fundamental frequency, and first formant. In contrast to previous literature, second and third formant, jitter, and zero crossing rate for the z score of the power spectral density acoustic features were not significantly associated with anxiety. Linguistic features, including negative-emotion words, were also associated with anxiety ($r=0.10; P=.001$). In addition, some linguistic relationships were sex dependent. For example, the count of words related to power was positively associated with anxiety in women ($r=0.07; P=.03$), whereas it was negatively associated with anxiety in men ($r=-0.09; P=.01$).

Conclusions: Both acoustic and linguistic speech measures are associated with anxiety scores. The amount of speech, acoustic quality of speech, and gender-specific linguistic characteristics of speech may be useful as part of a system to screen for anxiety, detect relapse, or monitor treatment.

(JMIR Ment Health 2022;9(7):e36828) doi:10.2196/36828
Introduction

Background

Anxiety disorders are among the most common mental health issues, with an incidence of approximately 10% in the Canadian population [1]. Many Canadians are unable to access psychological and psychiatric resources to help those affected [2], in part, because of the cost of professional help [3]. It may be possible to address some of this deficit using methods that automate the measurement and diagnosis of anxiety disorders. The first step in this direction is to explore methods for the automatic detection of mental health issues that could be used to trigger early intervention, monitor treatment response, or detect relapse. In addition, frequent monitoring together with other time-series information could be used to help understand the mechanisms of generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) itself. An avenue of such automation is recording an individual’s speech and looking for signals of anxiety within the recordings.

In this work, we focused specifically on GAD [4]. A reason that GAD may be detectable in speech is that those with anxiety disorders exhibit higher activation of the sympathetic nervous system under stress than those without anxiety [5], which in turn influences the production of speech [6]. The goal of this work was to collect a large set of samples of audio speech, each with a self-reported measure of anxiety scale, and explore whether acoustic and linguistic signals correlated with measured anxiety. We built on previous studies by collecting approximately 10 times greater number of human participants than previous research on the detection of anxiety in speech. Many of the signals that we have explored have previously been reported as significantly correlated with anxiety in the literature, and our goal was to leverage our larger sample size to examine which signals could be most useful in identifying anxiety in speech. We also explored linguistic indicators of anxiety that have not been considered before.

This paper is organized as follows: the next section summarizes related work in anxiety detection. The Methods section describes the speech sample collection methods and the set of features considered for correlation with anxiety. The Results section reports on the demographics of participants and feature correlations, whereas the Discussion section discusses the results and their implications for future research on anxiety detection. A final section provides our conclusions.

Related Work

Although it is important to note that some scholarship is skeptical that biomarkers correlate with emotions [7], here we review existing work exploring associations between both acoustic and linguistic speech features and anxiety severity in healthy and clinical cohorts. It should be noted that these studies explore broader classes of anxiety disorders, including internalizing disorders, social phobia or social anxiety disorder (SAD), panic disorder, and agoraphobia, as well as GAD. McGinnis et al [8] identified several acoustic characteristics of speech that can be used to detect anxiety disorders in children. Studying 71 participants aged 3 to 8 years, the researchers were able to detect internalizing disorders—a collective term for anxiety and depression—from speech. The authors extracted and selected several acoustic features from the speech produced in a 3-minute task based on the Trier Social Stress Test (TSST) for children [9]. These features included zero crossing rate, mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [10], zero crossing rate for the z score of the power spectral density (ZCR-ZPSD), dominant frequency, mean frequency, perceptual spectral centroid, spectral flatness, and the skew and kurtosis of the power spectral density. Using the Davies-Bouldin index–based feature selection [11], the MFCC features and ZCR-ZPSD had the highest Davies-Bouldin score. Several models were built to predict which children had an internalizing disorder (n=43 out of 71) or were healthy. Both logistic regression and support vector machine [12] analysis achieved a classification accuracy of 80%.

Özseven et al [13] conducted a study of the speech of 43 adults aged 17 to 55 years. Of these 43 adults, 21 were clinically diagnosed with GAD, 2 were diagnosed with panic disorder, and 20 were healthy controls. The study explored 122 acoustic features derived from the participants’ speech to determine the correlation between these features and anxiety. Their results showed that 42 of the features (including MFCCs, linear prediction cepstral coefficients [LPCCs], fundamental frequency [F0], first formant [F1], second formant [F2], third formant [F3], jitter, and shimmer) showed a significant change between a neutral state and an anxious state in the participants with anxiety.

Weeks et al [14] found a relationship between anxiety and alterations in voice. Specifically, their study showed a link between vocal pitch (characterized by F0) and SAD. They collected impromptu speech samples from 46 undergraduate students, 25 with a diagnosis of SAD and 21 healthy controls. Participants also completed the Beck Anxiety Scale as a measure of self-reported anxiety severity [15]. Their results indicated that mean F0 was positively correlated (r=0.72; P=.002) with anxiety severity across all male participants. However, the correlation for female participants was weaker (r=0.02; P=.92), indicating possible sex differences in the relationship between anxiety severity and vocal pitch.

Laukka et al [16] explored the relationship between anxiety and the acoustic features of speech. They collected speech data from 71 patients with social phobia delivering public speeches and extracted 4 types of speech features: pitch (F0 mean, F0 SD, and F0 maximum), loudness (intensity mean), voice quality (HF 500, relative proportion of high-frequency spectral energy above vs below 500), and temporal aspects of speech (articulation rate and percentage of silence). The researchers observed a significant change from before treatment to after treatment (a pharmacological anxiolytic treatment for social anxiety) in F0 mean, F0 maximum, HF 500, and percentage of
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silence. They also calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between state anxiety measured by the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory [17] and the speech features. Those with a significant correlation were F0 SD (r = -0.24; P < 0.05) and percentage of silence (r = 0.36; P < 0.01).

Albuquerque et al [18] investigated the relationship between acoustic speech features and anxiety. They recruited 112 adult Portuguese speakers who performed 2 tasks: reading vowels in disyllabic words and picture description. The authors extracted 18 acoustic features, including F0, F1, F2, speech duration, number of pauses, and articulation rate. They measured the percentage change between participants who were nonanxious (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, Anxiety subscale [19] score ≤ 7) and those who were anxious (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, Anxiety subscale score > 7) and observed a change of > 10% in speech duration.

Wörtevin et al [20] assessed the behaviors of participants experiencing anxiety caused by public speaking through audiovisual features. A total of 45 participants were recruited from Craigslist. These participants were asked to complete the Personal Report of Confidence as a Speaker scale [21], which estimates public speaking anxiety levels. Several audio features were extracted from the audio and their results showed significant relationships between the Personal Report of Confidence as a Speaker scale and SD of the 0th coefficient of the MFCC [10] (r = -0.36; P < 0.05), SD of F1 (r = -0.41; P < 0.01), and the total pause duration (r = 0.35; P < 0.05).

Hagenaars and van Minnen [22] explored whether the activation of fear was manifested in the speech of 25 female patients diagnosed with panic disorder. Their results showed that patients with panic disorder have a significantly higher pitch (P < 0.001) during autobiographical fear memory. Respondents also spoke significantly slower (P < 0.001) during autobiographical talking than during script talking.

Di Matteo et al [23] explored the relationship between linguistic features of speech and anxiety. Their work used passively collected intermittent samples of audio data from participants’ smartphones, collected over a 2-week period, as input. The study had 84 nonclinical participants recruited from a web-based recruitment platform. The audio was converted to text, and the authors used the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) approach [24] to classify the words into 67 different categories. They calculated correlations with 4 self-report measures: SAD, GAD, depression, and functional impairment. They observed a significant correlation between words related to perceptual processes (eg, see in the LIWC) with SAD (r = 0.31; P = 0.003) and words related to rewards with GAD (r = -0.29; P = 0.007).

In a similar study that used LIWC features, Anderson et al [25] recruited 42 participants diagnosed with SAD and 27 healthy controls to explore the differences in the words used between these 2 groups. The participants were asked to write a distinct autobiographical and socially painful passage. They used the LIWC to extract the word count in each of the LIWC categories, such as first-person singular pronouns, anxiety-related words, and fear-related words. Their results showed that patients with SAD used more first-person singular pronouns (I, me, and mine), anxiety-related words, sensory and perceptual words, and words denoting physical touch, as well as fewer references to other people.

Overall, previous work identifies several audio features that are correlated with anxiety. However, the results are mixed because of differences in participants recruited, speech measures assessed, statistical methods used, and amount of mood induction. In addition, the largest sample size among these studies was 112, which limits the potential for generalizability to the larger population, a necessary step before considering the deployment of technologies for passive anxiety monitoring. In this study, we recruited a substantially larger cohort (n = 2000) to explore features of speech from previous findings at a greater scale.

### Methods

#### Data Collection

Participants from a nonclinical population were recruited for a 10- to 15-minute task implemented through a custom website. Self-report measures of anxiety were collected once at the beginning of the study and at the end of each of 2 specific tasks. In the following subsections, we describe the recruitment of participants, the data collection procedure, and the assessment of anxiety and speech measures.

#### Ethics Approval

The study was approved by the University of Toronto Research Ethics Board (37584).

#### Recruitment and Demographics

A total of 2000 participants were recruited using the Prolific [26] web-based human participant recruitment platform. Prolific maintains a list of registered participants and, for each participant, many characteristics, including age, income, sex, primary language spoken, country of birth, and residence. The inclusion criteria for this study were as follows: age range 18 to 65 years; fluency in English; English as a first language; and at least 10 previous studies completed on Prolific, with 95% of these previous Prolific tasks completed satisfactorily, as labeled by the study author. The data set was also balanced for sex (1000/2000, 50% female, and 1000/2000, 50% male). The Prolific platform provides us with some relevant demographics of the participants, including their age and income.

Participants who completed the study were paid £2 (US $2.74). They were able to complete the entire study remotely, using their PCs.

#### Study Procedure

Participants were presented with the opportunity to participate in this study on Prolific if they met the aforementioned inclusion criteria. Those who wished to participate clicked on the study link, which brought them to a consent form that described the procedure and goals of the study and also provided information on data privacy. After they gave consent, a hyperlink brought participants to an external web application (a screenshot of which is presented in Multimedia Appendix 1) that implemented the tasks described in the following sections.
Participants were first asked to fill out the standard Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item scale (GAD-7) questionnaire [27], which is described in more detail in the Anxiety Measures section. Next, they were asked to complete 2 speech tasks, which were recorded using their computer’s internal microphone. It should be noted that our protocol also involved recording a video of the participants’ faces during both speech tasks. Although that video is not used in the work reported here, the fact that the video was requested may have influenced the set of participants willing to continue participation, as discussed later in this paper.

For the first speech task (task 1), participants were asked to read aloud a specific passage titled My Grandfather, which is a public domain passage that contains nearly all the phonemes of American English [28]. The full script of this passage is presented in Multimedia Appendix 2. This passage is not intended to induce stress or anxiety but to provide a baseline speech sample for each participant. It was used in this work to test the quality of the speech-to-text (STT) transcription.

For the second speech task (task 2), the participant followed a modified version of the widely used TSST [29] for the purpose of inducing a moderate amount of stress. We chose to base our anxiety stimulus on the TSST as previous studies [30,31] have shown a higher activation in participants with relatively higher anxiety after exposure to moderate stress induced by the TSST.

In this modified version of the TSST, participants were told to imagine that they were a job applicant for a job that they really want (their dream job) and they were invited for an interview with a hiring manager. They were given a few minutes to prepare—to decide what their dream job is—and how they would convince an interviewer that they are the right person for the position. Participants were also told that the recorded video would be viewed by researchers studying their behavior and language. Participants were then asked to speak for 5 minutes, making the case for themselves to be hired for that dream job.

It should be noted that in the original TSST [29], participants would normally deliver their speech in front of a live panel of judges. If a participant finished their delivery in <5 minutes, the judges in the original TSST design would encourage the participant to keep speaking for the full 5 minutes. An example statement of encouragement is as follows: “What are your personal strengths?” In our modified TSST, we implemented a similar method to encourage participants to speak for the full 5 minutes. When our software detected silence (the absence of speech for >6 seconds), it displayed several different prompts, which are reproduced in Multimedia Appendix 3, inviting participants to keep speaking on different topics related to the task. Finally, it should be noted that the modified TSST only made use of the first part of the original TSST and not the second task involving mental arithmetic.

Anxiety Measures

Our goal was to examine possible correlations between features of speech and GAD, based largely on previously suggested features. To measure the severity of GAD, we used the GAD-7 [27], which is a 7-item questionnaire that asks participants how often they were bothered by anxiety-related problems during the previous 2 weeks. Although the 2-week period suggests that the GAD-7 measures a temporary condition, this seems to be in contradiction with the fact that a GAD diagnosis requires a 6-month duration of symptoms [32,33]. However, the GAD-7 has been validated as a diagnostic tool for GAD (using a value of 10 as the cutoff threshold) with a sensitivity of 89% and a specificity of 82% [27]. Thus, we chose to use the GAD-7 to obtain a binary label of GAD (using the same threshold of 10) as our main indicator of anxiety.

Each of the 7 questions on the GAD-7 has 4 options for the participant to select from, indicating how often they have been bothered by the 7 problems on the scale. These options and their numerical ratings are as follows: 0=not at all, 1=several days, 2=more than half the days, and 3=nearly every day. The final GAD-7 score is a summation of the values for each question, giving a severity measure for GAD in the range of 0 (no anxiety symptoms) to 21 (severe anxiety symptoms).

We also used a second, informal anxiety measure in this study to serve as an internal check to measure how much, on average, the modified TSST (task 2) induced stress and anxiety compared with task 1 (the reading or speaking of the My Grandfather passage). Here, we used a single question to measure self-reported levels of anxiety on a 4-point scale. We asked participants how anxious they felt during the task and to choose from the following numerical rating: 0=not anxious at all, 1=slightly anxious, 2=very anxious, and 3=extremely anxious. This question was deployed immediately after the first and second tasks had been completed.

Selection of Acoustic and Linguistic Features

Overview

Prior work suggested that information about the mental state of a person may be acquired from the signals within speech acoustics [34] and the language used [35]. We refer to each kind of this extracted information as a feature using the terminology used in the field of machine learning.

In this work, we considered both acoustic and linguistic features, which are described in the following sections. These features were extracted from each of the 5-minute speech samples in which the participant responded to the modified TSST task. It should be noted that all the participants were prompted to speak for the full 5 minutes, as described in the Study Procedure section, although the total speech duration of each participant may vary.

Acoustic Features

Overview

Previous research has identified several acoustic features that are correlated with anxiety, as described in the Related Work section. Using these previous findings as a reference point, we selected the acoustic features described in the following sections for our empirical analysis. The features were extracted using the following software packages: My-Voice Analysis [36], Surfboard [37], and Librosa [38].
**MFCC Features**
These are coefficients derived from a mel-scale cepstral representation of an audio signal. We included 13 MFCCs, a common set of acoustic signals designed to reflect changes in perceivable pitch. The MFCC features were shown to be related to anxiety in 3 studies [8,13,20]. Descriptive statistics (mean and SD) of the 13 MFCC features were used in this study. It should be noted that not all MFCC features included in this study were determined to be significant in prior work; however, these 13 are most commonly assessed together, and thus, we included them all as features of interest. The parameters we used when extracting these 13 MFCC features were as follows: window length=2048 samples, length of fast Fourier transform window=2048 samples, samples advance between successive frames=512 samples, window type=Hanning, and number of mel bands=128.

**LPCC Features**
These are coefficients derived from a linear prediction cepstral representation of an audio signal. The first 13 cepstrum coefficients were used here. The LPCC features were shown to be related with anxiety in the study by Özseven et al [13]. Descriptive statistics (mean and SD) of the 13 LPCCs were used in our study.

**ZCR-zPSD Features**
In the study by McGinnis et al [8], ZCR-zPSD was one of the top features selected using Davies-Bouldin index–based feature selection [11] for an anxiety-prediction task.

**Amount of Speech**
This refers to the amount of speech and related metrics such as the percentage of silence. These features have been shown to be related to anxiety in 3 studies [16,18,20]. Our specific feature was the amount of time, in seconds, that speech was present. We also counted the total number of words present in an STT transcript as a separate measure of the amount of speech.

**Articulation Rate**
This indicates how fast the participant spoke. The study by Hagenaars and van Minnen [22] suggested that patients with panic disorder spoke significantly slower (P<.001) during autobiographical talking than when reading a script.

**F0 Feature**
This is the frequency at which the glottis vibrates, also known as the pitch of the voice. Multiple studies have shown F0 to be one of the acoustic features affected by anxiety [13,14,16,22]. F0 varies throughout a person’s speech; therefore, both the mean and SD of F0 were used as features.

**F1, F2, and F3 Features**
These are the F1, F2, and F3 [39]. The study by Özseven et al [13] showed a significant relation with anxiety. The mean and SD of each formant were used as features.

**Jitter**
This refers to the cycle-to-cycle F0 variation of the sound wave. Jitter has been shown to be an indicator of anxiety [13,40,41].

**Shimmer**
This refers to the cycle-to-cycle amplitude variation of the sound wave. Shimmer has been shown to be related to anxiety severity [13].

**Intensity**
The squared mean of the amplitude of the sound wave within a given frame, also known as intensity, has been shown to be related to anxiety [16]. As the amplitude of a sound wave varies during speech, the mean and SD were used as features.

**Linguistic Features**
Using Amazon’s AWS STT [42] program, a transcript was produced from the audio recordings. From the transcripts, linguistic features were extracted using the LIWC software (Pennebaker Conglomerates, Inc) [24], which places words into dictionaries based on semantic categories. For example, 1 category is called negemo and contains words that relate to negative emotions, such as hurt, ugly, and nasty. Another category is called health and contains words such as clinic, flu, and pill. There is also a category called anxiety, which includes words such as anxiety and fearful. Some categories are contained within others; for example, anxiety is contained within negemo.

To apply the LIWC dictionaries, one simply counts the number of words that belong to each category, and each count becomes a feature. There are 93 categories in the LIWC, although not all are relevant for an STT transcript. We removed those features that were not relevant; for example, informal language words such as lol and btw. Other excluded categories included those related to some punctuation marks (eg, colons, quotation marks, and parentheses). After removing these, 80 linguistic features remained. Prior work [23,25], which was discussed in the Related Work section, has shown that LIWC categories related to perceptual processes (see, hear, and feel), words related to rewards, the use of the first-person singular pronoun, and anxiety-related words were associated with anxiety.

**Separation of Data for Analysis**
The overarching objective of this study was to gain an understanding of which features of speech—both acoustic and linguistic—are correlated with the GAD-7. However, it is known that certain demographic attributes are directly indicative of anxiety. For example, sex is known to influence the prevalence of anxiety [43]. In addition, both age [44] and income [45] influence anxiety, which suggests the need to control for these demographics. An additional reason to control for the demographics is that both age and income have been shown to be related to speech features [46,47]; owing to the strong effect of sex on the GAD-7 score, we created separate data sets for analysis of female and male samples, in addition to the combined data set. We chose to do this, rather than correcting for sex computationally, because it leaves the data intact.

**Statistical Analysis**
The partial Pearson correlation coefficient [48] was computed between each of the features and the GAD-7 (controlling for the effect of age and personal income). Correlations were examined for 3 versions of the data set: the entire sample data set and separately by sex for male and female participants. We
considered a result statistically significant at a significance level of $P=0.05$. The $P$ values were not corrected to account for the large number of tests as we attempted to use features that were determined to be significant in previous works.

**Results**

**Overview**

This section reports the main empirical results. We begin by discussing the recruitment yield, the demographic characteristics of the participants, and the relationship between demographic attributes and the reported GAD-7 score. Next, we report correlations for the features described in the Selection of Acoustic and Linguistic Features section.

**Recruitment and Data Inclusion**

A total of 4542 participants accepted the offer from the Prolific recruitment platform to participate in the study, of whom 2212 (48.7%) completed the study, giving a recruitment yield of approximately 49%.

Of the 2212 participants who completed the study, 2000 (90.42%) provided acceptable submissions (and thus received payment), giving a submission-to-approval yield of approximately 90%. To be clear, the recruitment continued until 2000 acceptable submissions were received. The reasons for which submissions were deemed unacceptable included the following: a missing video, a missing or grossly imperfect audio, or failure to complete one or both tasks. These acceptability criteria were distinct from those used in the subsequent review of audio quality that is described in the following paragraphs. The period of recruitment ranged from November 23, 2020, to May 28, 2021. Of note, the recruitment took place during the global COVID-19 pandemic.

In addition to the aforementioned submission approval criteria, we reviewed the input data and audio for acceptability using the following procedure. To begin, we computed all acoustic and linguistic features described in the Selection of Acoustic and Linguistic Features section. Recordings with poor quality were filtered out for manual review based on the following criteria:

1. A task 2 word count of <125
2. A speaking duration for task 2 of <60 seconds (compared with the full 5 minutes)
3. Any other feature value being beyond 3 SDs from the mean in either direction (outliers)

Of the 2000 participant recordings, 193 (9.65%) were flagged based on these criteria. For each of these, a researcher (BGT) listened to the task 2 audio recordings. The researcher discarded any samples that were deemed, subjectively, to be of insufficient audio quality or those whose response to task 2 was not responsive to the task itself. Of the 193 flagged participants, 123 (63.7%) were rejected through this manual review, meaning that of the 2000 samples, 1877 (93.85%) remained.

Finally, the 1877 samples were checked for missing data, and 133 (7.09%) participants had missing demographic information; consequently, the final number of participants included in our analysis was 1744 (92.91%). The flow chart of the study recruitment and quality control is presented in Figure 1. We also explored correlations of the excluded data with the GAD-7, often called missingness analysis, and this is presented in Multimedia Appendix 4.

![Study recruitment flow chart](https://mental.jmir.org/2022/7/e36828)
Data Overview and Demographics of Participants

Of the 1744 participants, 540 (30.96%) were above the GAD-7 screening threshold of 10 and 1204 (69.04%) were below the GAD-7 screening threshold of 10. Hereon, we will refer to those participants with a GAD-7 score ≥10 as the group with anxiety and those with a GAD-7 score <10 as the nonanxious group.

Table 1 shows participants’ demographics, obtained from the Prolific recruitment platform. Columns 1 and 2 of the table show the name of demographic attributes and each category, whereas columns 3 and 4 give the number (and percentage) of participants with that attribute in the group with anxiety and the nonanxious group, respectively. Column 5 gives the P value for a chi-square test of the null of independence to determine whether there is a significant difference between the group with anxiety and the nonanxious group for each categorical factor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic factors</th>
<th>Group with anxiety (n=540), n (%)</th>
<th>Nonanxious group (n=1204), n (%)</th>
<th>P value from chi-square test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>229 (42.41)</td>
<td>653 (54.24)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>311 (57.59)</td>
<td>551 (45.76)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-reported ongoing mental health illness or condition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>297 (55)</td>
<td>311 (25.83)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>243 (45)</td>
<td>893 (74.17)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal income, pounds sterling (£1=US $1.37)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10,000</td>
<td>181 (33.52)</td>
<td>281 (23.34)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 to 19,999</td>
<td>112 (20.74)</td>
<td>208 (17.28)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000 to 29,999</td>
<td>92 (17.04)</td>
<td>259 (21.51)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30,000 to 39,999</td>
<td>60 (11.11)</td>
<td>184 (15.28)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,000 to 49,999</td>
<td>36 (6.67)</td>
<td>109 (9.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000 to 59,999</td>
<td>20 (3.7)</td>
<td>74 (6.15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥60,000</td>
<td>39 (7.22)</td>
<td>89 (7.39)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 19</td>
<td>27 (5)</td>
<td>44 (3.65)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 to 29</td>
<td>239 (44.26)</td>
<td>379 (31.48)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 to 39</td>
<td>162 (30)</td>
<td>334 (27.74)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 to 49</td>
<td>67 (12.41)</td>
<td>219 (18.19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 to 59</td>
<td>39 (7.22)</td>
<td>132 (10.96)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥60</td>
<td>6 (1.11)</td>
<td>96 (7.97)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Posttask Self-report Anxiety Measure

As described in the Anxiety Measures section, participants were asked to rate their state of anxiety after each task on a scale of 0 to 3, where 3 was the highest level of anxiety. A paired 2-tailed t test was conducted to assess the difference between the 2 measurements. The test validates that the modified TSST task successfully induced some anxiety in participants, with the average score on the self-reported state anxiety measure increasing from 0.5 (SD 0.6) to 1.5 (SD 0.9; P<.001) before and after completing task 2, respectively.

Feature Correlations

Overview

The Selection of Acoustic and Linguistic Features section describes the set of acoustic and linguistic features that were selected. These were features that were reported as significant in prior work on anxiety and speech, as well as closely associated features. These features were computed on the speech samples of participants performing task 2—the modified TSST. The following subsections summarize the main empirical results. The correlation between demographics and the acoustic and linguistic features is presented in Multimedia Appendix 5, and the intercorrelation among the significant features is presented in Multimedia Appendix 6, Multimedia Appendix 7, and Multimedia Appendix 8 for the all-sample, female-sample, and male-sample data sets, respectively.

Amount of Speech

The features with one of the highest correlations for both the male-sample and female-sample data sets were those related to the amount the participant spoke during task 2. The 2 specific features used to estimate speech length were speaking duration (the number of seconds of speech present within the 5-minute speech task) and the word count derived from an STT transcript. Table 2 presents the correlation for the all-sample data set.
(controlling for sex, age, and income) and for separated female-sample and male-sample data sets (controlling for age and income). Figure 2 presents a scatter plot of speaking duration versus the GAD-7, as well as the distribution of both variables, for all 3 data sets. The scatter plot is colored to give a better sense of the density of data points. Figure 3 provides the same kind of scatter plots and distributions for the word count metric of task 2.

Table 2. Correlation of amount of speech features with the Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample and feature</th>
<th>All samples (N=1744)</th>
<th>Female samples (n=862)</th>
<th>Male samples (n=882)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking duration</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word count</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Speaking duration versus Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item scale (GAD-7) scatter plot and distributions.
Figure 3. Word count (WC) versus Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item scale (GAD-7) scatter plot and distributions.

**Acoustic Feature Correlation With the GAD-7**

Table 3 presents the correlation and $P$ values for all the acoustic features (presented in the Acoustic Features section) that had $P$ values above the 95% CI for the 3 data sets: all participants, female-only participants, and male-only participants. Again, it should be noted that all correlations were computed after controlling for age and personal income, whereas the calculations involving all participants also controlled for sex.

Table 4 reports results for features that previous work found to be statistically significant but for which we found no correlation in our sample. In our results, these features were not significantly associated with anxiety in any of the 3 data sets: all participants, female-only participants, and male-only participants.

Table 5 makes a direct comparison between previous work on the specific features (and their relation to anxiety) and the results from this study.
Table 3. Correlation of significant acoustic features with the Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample and feature</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All samples (N=1744)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimmer</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_std_2</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_std_3</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_mean_2</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f0_std</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_std_5</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_std_4</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female samples (n=862)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_std_3</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimmer</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lpcc_std_6</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lpcc_std_4</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_mean_2</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensity_mean</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_mean_1</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lpcc_std_10</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensity_std</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lpcc_std_12</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_mean_8</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lpcc_mean_4</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Male samples (n=882)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_std_2</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_std_5</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_mean_5</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f0_std</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_std_4</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimmer</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mfcc_std_11</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f1_mean</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Correlation of acoustic features not found to be significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Previous works</th>
<th>This study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Male samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter</td>
<td>Showed a significant increase from a neutral state to an anxious state [13]</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZCR-zPSD(^a)</td>
<td>ZCR-zPSD was one of the top selected features using the Davies-Bouldin index–based feature selection [8]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articulation rate</td>
<td>Patients with panic disorder spoke significantly slower ((P&lt;.001)) during autobiographical talking than during script talking [22]</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1(^b) SD</td>
<td>Showed a significant change between neutral state and anxious state [13]</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2(^c) mean</td>
<td>Showed a significant change between neutral state and anxious state [13]</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2 SD</td>
<td>Showed a significant change between neutral state and anxious state [13]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3(^d) mean</td>
<td>Showed a significant change between neutral state and anxious state [13]</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)ZCR-zPSD: zero crossing rate for the \(z\) score of the power spectral density.
\(^b\)F1: first formant.
\(^c\)F2: second formant.
\(^d\)F3: third formant.

Table 5. Comparison of previous works’ correlations with those of this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Previous work</th>
<th>This study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Male samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking duration</td>
<td>(-0.36) (&lt;.01)</td>
<td>(-0.12) (&lt;.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFCC(^a)_std_1</td>
<td>(-0.36) (&lt;.05)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0(^b)_mean</td>
<td>Female: 0.02; male: 0.72</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0_SD</td>
<td>(-0.24) (&lt;.05)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity mean</td>
<td>(-0.2) (_z)</td>
<td>(-0.04) (_z)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)MFCC: mel-frequency cepstral coefficient.
\(^b\)F0: fundamental frequency.
\(^c\)Not available.

**Linguistic Feature Correlation With the GAD-7**

The quality of the transcript produced using Amazon’s AWS STT program [42] was analyzed by comparing the transcript produced from the task 1 audio with the actual My Grandfather passage. The word error rate was calculated, and the STT transcript had an average word error rate of 7\% (SD 4.6\%).

Table 6 presents the set of linguistic features (described in the Linguistic Features section) that had \(P\) values \(<.05\) for the same 3 data sets: all participants, male-only participants, and female-only participants. Each section in the table is sorted in decreasing order of absolute value of correlation. As described previously, the partial correlations account for age and personal income across all data sets, and we also controlled for sex in the full data set.
Table 6. Correlation of significant Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count linguistic features with the Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample and feature</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All samples (N=1744)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AllPunc</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assent</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negemo</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relativ</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motion</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swear</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>focusfuture</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adverb</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>function</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negate</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prep</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPS</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anx</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hear</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>death</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipron</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affect</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>family</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sad</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pron</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>space</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>article</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leisure</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>friend</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female samples (n=862)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AllPunc</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adverb</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negemo</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motion</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assent</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relativ</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sad</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dic</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Discussion

### Principal Findings

### Overview

Our central objective was to test specific acoustic and linguistic features of impromptu speech for their association with anxiety and to do so with a larger number of participants. In this section, we discuss the implications of the findings presented in the previous section, as well as the limitations of the study.

The results presented in the Results section quantified the relationship between features computed from recorded speech and the self-reported GAD-7 score using Pearson correlation coefficients, controlling for age and income. The results show several significant correlations between features extracted from speech and anxiety, which can help to inform future efforts in the automatic monitoring of anxiety. We discuss these in the following sections.

### Recruitment and Data Inclusion

Figure 1, the study recruitment flow chart, shows that the recruitment yield was 48.7% (2212/4542). Regarding the 51.3% (2330/4542) of participants who dropped out after accepting the study, we can only speculate as to why. Some may have been unwilling to have their words audio recorded or their full video recorded, and although the consent form makes this task clear, it may be that the participants who dropped out only really understood this when they saw their video on the screen.

We also conducted a missingness analysis on the 4.98% (256/4542) of samples excluded from the study (Multimedia Appendix 4). The results show that in the excluded data, the mention of words related to anxiety and those related to home had a significant positive correlation with anxiety and the count of longer words (>6 letters) was negatively correlated with anxiety. We found similar positive and negative correlations of these features in the 38.4% (1744/4542) samples included in
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### Table: Sample and feature results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample and feature</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>power</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPS</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>death</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>percept</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>.046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Male samples (n=882)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample and feature</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>$P$ value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AllPunc</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assent</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relativ</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leisure</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hear</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swear</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apostro</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppron</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixltr</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anx</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negate</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negemo</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>article</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prep</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>focusfuture</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>family</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipron</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affect</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motion</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>.048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*WPS: words per sentence.*
our analysis. This indicates that excluding the 256 samples did not affect the correlation results.

**Demographics of Participants**

The proportion of participants in the group with anxiety (those above the GAD-7 screening threshold of 10) was 30.96% (540/1744), which is much higher than the general population rate of approximately 10% [1]. This result, indicating that English speakers recruited from Prolific have elevated rates of anxiety and depression, is consistent with our prior studies using recruits from Prolific and suggests that this population exhibits a higher incidence of anxiety [23,49-51]. Table 1 sheds some light on this difference: it shows that a similar high fraction of participants self-reported on their Prolific profile that they have an ongoing mental health condition.

The demographic data listed in Table 1 provide several interesting insights into the recruited cohort with respect to the presence or absence of above-threshold GAD-7 scores. First, there was a significantly larger proportion of women in the group with anxiety than men. This is consistent with previous findings suggesting that anxiety is more prevalent in women than in men [43]. We feel that this confirms that it is useful to consider separate female-only and male-only data sets to avoid the bias introduced by sex when exploring features that may correlate with the GAD-7. For example, pitch (F0) would typically be higher for women, and as a result, sex effects could easily confound the association between pitch and anxiety.

The rows in Table 1 that show the proportions of participants classified as anxious and nonanxious by income suggest that there is a relationship between income and anxiety: the 2 very lowest categories of income show a disproportionately higher amount of anxiety. There is a downward trend in anxiety with income until the very last category, which is ≥$60,000 (US $82,200). It is interesting that above a certain income level, anxiety seems to increase, although this is consistent with prior studies on anxiety and income [45].

Similarly, with respect to age, younger participants were more likely to be in the group with anxiety, which is consistent with previous work [44].

**Posttask Self-report Anxiety Measure**

As described in the Anxiety Measures section, we used the posttask self-reported anxiety measure as an internal check to see whether task 2 (the modified TSST task) induced more self-reported anxiety than task 1. A paired t test conducted on the 2 informal ratings of anxiety of the 2 tasks had a P value of <.001, indicating a significant difference and implying that task 2 induced greater anxiety. Recall that most of the prior work discussed in the Related Work section also used mood induction tasks.

**Amount of Speech**

The results suggest that features related to the amount of speech that the participants delivered in response to task 2 had one of the highest correlations with their GAD-7 response across all the features explored in this work. In particular, 2 features captured this aspect: *speaking duration* and *word count*, as shown in Table 2 (their intercorrelation with each other is presented in Multimedia Appendix 6). In all cases, the negative direction of the correlation suggests that participants who spoke more tended to have lower GAD-7 scores. This result is consistent with previous work, as shown in the first data row of Table 5; however, our study gives a much lower Pearson correlation than prior work (r=0.12 in this study vs r=0.36 in the study by Laukka et al [16]). We speculate that the more anxious a person is, the less confidence they would have about their speech; therefore, perhaps, they speak less.

**Acoustic Features**

The main purpose of this work was to explore how acoustic features relate to anxiety. We wanted to determine whether associations found in previous studies still hold with the larger sample size. Table 3 lists the features that have significant correlations, with P<.05, across all 3 data sets. The features with the strongest correlation in this set were *shimmer* on the all-sample data set and the SDs of the second and third MFCCs for the male-sample and female-sample data sets, respectively.

We note that there are multiple parameters used in the extraction of MFCC features; therefore, a direct comparison of the specific MFCC features of our study with specific features of previous work is not possible as the prior work does not provide the exact parameters used to compute the MFCCs. The parameters used in this study are provided in the Acoustic Features section under the Methods section. That being said, in previous research, the fourth MFCC was the most significant among the 13 MFCC features in the study by Özseven et al [13] and the SD of the first MFCC in the study by Wörtwein et al [20] had a significant correlation (r=−0.36; P<.05) with an anxiety scale. These results, from both our study and previous work, suggest that signals of anxiety are present in the MFCC features.

The following features, listed as relevant in prior work, did not show significant correlations with the GAD-7: F2 and F3, jitter, ZCR-zPSD, and the articulation rate. Table 4 presents prior works’ associations with anxiety regarding these features and the correlation values obtained in our study. It is important to note that in previous research, these features were noted as significant or relevant; however, no correlations with an indicator of anxiety were provided. This makes it difficult to compare directly with the correlations obtained in our study.

**Linguistic Features**

Correlations between linguistic features extracted using the LIWC dictionaries [24] and the GAD-7 have been presented in the Results section. These had a higher correlation than the acoustic features, as presented in Table 6. The top LIWC category with the highest correlation in all the data sets is the count of punctuations. This includes the count of periods, which would indicate the number of separate sentences. The count of periods together with a negative correlation of words per sentence indicates that the use of shorter sentences is positively associated with anxiety.

Other LIWC categories with high correlation in the all-sample data set were negative emotion (*negemo*; eg, hurt, ugly, and nasty), anger (*anger*; eg, hate, kill, and annoyed), anxiety (*anx*; eg, worried and fearful), and sad (*sad*; eg, crying, grief, and sad). The anger, anxiety, and sad categories were constituent
subsets of the negative emotion (negemo) category; that is, words counted under one of the anger, anxiety, or sad categories were also counted for the negemo category. The high intercorrelation with each other is shown in Multimedia Appendix 6. The negemo count had a higher correlation than these individual subcategories, suggesting that words related to anger, anxiety, and sad captured different dimensions of self-reported anxiety.

An LIWC category with a significant correlation that is present in the male-sample data set but not in the female-sample data set is the use of apostrophes (apostro), indicating that words with contractions (such as I'll) were positively associated with the GAD-7. In addition, only for men, function words, including personal pronouns (pppron), had a significant positive correlation with anxiety. We speculate that male individuals with anxiety might use personal pronouns (which include I, me, and mine) to divert their attention from the anxiety-inducing event and focus on themselves. More generally, the increased use of personal pronouns has been shown to occur in individuals with depression [52], a highly comorbid mental health illness with GAD (but not only for men).

Another differentiation between men and women occurs in the LIWC feature for words related to power (eg, superior and bullying). The power count had a positive correlation with the GAD-7 for women and a negative correlation for men. We speculate that the negative correlation is somehow related to the stereotypical dominance behavior associated with men.

In prior work studying associations between LIWC scores and anxiety, words related to anxiety and first-person singular pronouns were shown to be significantly associated with social anxiety [25], similar to our results. The same work has also shown that perceptual process words (see, hear, and feel) are significantly associated with anxiety, which does not align with our results. For example, the LIWC category for see has a negative correlation in both the all-sample and the female-sample data sets (as shown in Table 6). However, in the study by Di Matteo et al [23], the category see had a positive correlation (r=0.31; p=.02) with a social anxiety measure. We speculate that the use of perceptual process words (eg, see) might be a differentiating factor between social anxiety and GAD as it was positively correlated in the former and negatively correlated in the latter. By contrast, the LIWC category for the perceptual process word hear had a positive correlation in both the all-sample and the male-sample data set (also shown in Table 6). Notice that both see and hear are perceptual processes; however, the category for see is significant for women, whereas the category for hear is significant for men.

Furthermore, in prior work, death-related words were shown to have a positive correlation with anxiety [23]. Our results (as shown in Table 6) show a similar trend where death-related words had a significant positive correlation in the male-sample and all-sample data sets. However, a significant correlation was not observed in the female-sample data set.

The fact that there are several single-word categories that have significant correlations suggests that techniques that are able to look at multiple word meanings may have greater potential in making predictions.

**Limitations**

A limitation of this study is the use of self-report measures to assess GAD. Self-report measures, by nature, are subjective opinions that individuals have about themselves while filling out the questionnaires and may not completely capture clinical symptoms. In this study, we took these self-report questionnaires as the true label of the audio samples. However, we believe that this is a good first step that gave us encouraging preliminary results. A psychiatric diagnosis would be an improved label but is clearly much more expensive to acquire.

A further limitation of this study is the selection bias that might be introduced during the recruitment of the participants. As presented in Figure 1, only 48.7% (2212/4542) of the participants who initially accepted the offer from Prolific to participate finished the study. We were not able to collect the GAD-7 scores of the participants who did not complete the study; therefore, we do not know their levels of anxiety. It is possible that these participants had higher levels of anxiety, which caused them to drop out of the study.

Another limitation concerns the differences in the recording devices and recording locations of the participants performing each task. Ideally, we would want every sample to be recorded using the same microphone in the same location with the same acoustics. This would reduce the potential bias introduced by different factors such as recording quality or background noise. At the same time, in a real-life scenario where an application to detect anxiety might be deployed, the recording equipment and the location will likely differ for everyone. Hence, this limitation could be unavoidable, and it might even be essential to take these types of differences into consideration.

**Conclusions**

We present results from a large-N study examining the relationship between speech and GAD. Our data collection relied on participants using home recording devices, hence capturing variations in acoustic environments, which will need to be factored in when deploying tools for the detection of mental health disorders in the wild. Our goal was to provide a useful benchmark for future research by assessing the extent to which results from previous research are generalizable to our data collection approach and larger data set. We tested the most common acoustic and linguistic features associated with anxiety in previous studies and provided detailed correlation tables broken down by demographics.

Our findings are decidedly mixed. On the one hand, with our larger data set, we found modest correlations between anxiety and several features of speech, including speaking duration and acoustic features such as MFCCs, LPCCS, shimmer, F0, and F1. However, other features shown to correlate with anxiety elsewhere—including F2 and F3, jitter, and ZCR-zPSD—were not significantly associated with anxiety in our study. Although these null findings do not entirely rule out the potential of more sophisticated modeling approaches for this task, we believe that researchers should be wary of inherent difficulties. Readers should also note that our data collection already sidestepped additional challenges that we expected to influence the detection of anxiety disorders from speech, such as variations in accents.
dialects, and spoken language. On the other hand, we found statistically significant correlations for a subset of speech features from previous research. This suggests that there may be a fundamental pathway between anxiety and the production of speech, one that is robust enough to be generalized to the population.

Future investigations could explore whether features of speech from task 1 (simple reading of a passage) exhibit correlations with the GAD-7 or whether these features could be used as a control for the features of task 2 (the modified TSST task). It may also be informative to separate out different age groups (e.g., younger and older) to see whether there is a specific impact of speech features on the GAD-7.
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**Multimedia Appendix 1**

Web application screenshot.
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**Multimedia Appendix 2**

My Grandfather passage.
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**Multimedia Appendix 3**

Speech encouragement statements.
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**Multimedia Appendix 4**

Excluded data analysis.
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**Multimedia Appendix 5**

Correlation between demographics and acoustic and linguistic features.
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**Multimedia Appendix 6**

Significant feature intercorrelations of the all-sample data set.
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**Multimedia Appendix 7**

Significant feature intercorrelations of the female-sample data set.
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**Multimedia Appendix 8**

Significant feature intercorrelations of the male-sample data set.
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Abbreviations
- F0: fundamental frequency
- F1: first formant
- F2: second formant
- F3: third formant
- GAD: generalized anxiety disorder
- GAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item scale
- LIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
- LPCC: linear prediction cepstral coefficient
- MFCC: mel-frequency cepstral coefficient
- SAD: social anxiety disorder
- STT: speech-to-text
- TSST: Trier Social Stress Test
- ZCR-zPSD: zero crossing rate for the z score of the power spectral density
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